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Invocations

Invocations
asato mā sadgamaya
tamaso mā jyotirgamaya
mrityormā’mrataṃ gamaya
असतो मा सद् गमय
तमसो मा !योितग’मय
मृयोमा’|मृतं गमय
O Almighty, lead me from the untruth to the truth. Lead me
from darkness to light. Lead me from death to immortality.
sarve bhavantu sukhinaḥ
sarve santu nirāmayāḥ
sarve bhadrāņi paśyantu
mā kascit duḥkhabhāg bhavet
सव भवतु सुखन:
सव सतु िनरामया:
सव भािण पयतु
मा कचत् दखभाग् भवेत्
Let all be happy. Let all be healthy. Let all see the good in
others. Let no one suffer from unhappiness.
ॐ saṃgacchadhwaṃ saṃvadadhwaṃ
saṃ vo manāṃsi jānatām
devā bhāgaṃ yathā pūrve
sañjānānā upāsate
ॐ संगछवं संवदवं
सं वो मनांिस जानताम्
देवा भागं यथा पूव
स!ानाना उपासते
May we move in harmony, speak with one voice; let our
minds be in agreement; just as the ancient gods shared their
portion of sacrifice.
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Jubilee
Geet

Jay Ghosh Sanskriti Kā
Jay ghosh sanskṛiti kā, hum āj mil karenge
Hum dharma ke pujārī, jag ko sukhī karenge
Vignyān ke paroṃ mein, de shakti sanskṛiti kī
Adyātma nīṃva hogī, samriddha vishwabhū kī
Hum vishwa ke vibhava kī, vyākhyā naī likhenge
Murajhe hue hṛiday kā, fir hāsya lauṭa lāyeṃ
Ulajhe hue pathik ko, sanmārg fir dikhāyeṃ
Sewā swabhāv apanā, hum nitya hī smarenge
Hum garv se kahenge, hindutva prāṇ apanā
Sahayatna se ho pūrā, apanā mahān sapanā
Yah sangh shakti daivī, hum sādhanā karenge
kāsha mein ninādita, ekātma swar hamārā
Varshoṃ kī sādhanā kā, swarṇim ye parva pyārā
Hai drishṭi lakshya path par, vijayī charaṇ dharenge
We are here today to sing the praises of our
glorious culture. We are devotees of dharma. We
will bring bliss to the world.
The wings of science should be powered by
ethics and culture, while spirituality will be the
foundation of our vision of a “prosperous Mother
Earth”. Through our SANSKAAR (good character
and qualities) we will give a new definition of a
“better world”.
We will put smiles back on the faces of those
who become downhearted. Like the traveller who
becomes lost, let us bring them back to the right
path again. We will always remember that SEWA
(selfless service) is an inherent part of our life.
We can say with pride that Hinduness is in our
soul. We will achieve our great vision through our
collective efforts and have lifelong dedication for
this divine SANGHATHAN (Sangh work).
The skies are resounding with our collective
voices. Through our many years of dedication
and practice we are now celebrating this “golden
year”. By keeping our focus on the path to our
goal, victory will be ours.
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Editorial

Namaste
Putting together this
special edition of Sangh
Sandesh, as part of the
commemoration of 50 years
of Hindu Swayamsevak
Sangh in the UK, has been
both an interesting and
inspiring assignment.
It gave us the reason to reach out to
swayamsevaks and sevikas who have
been active over the last five decades
to understand their motivation, situation
and contribution. We wanted this
edition of Sangh Sandesh to be a stake
in the ground – a record of our many
achievements over the past 50 years for
future generations to learn about and
connect with. Sangh has not traditionally
been an organization that has projected
its manifold achievements, preferring to
work silently to develop persons of great
character. The need of the hour, however,
is for this work to be recognized and
projected, to allow the organization
to build upon these exceptional
achievements and reach ever-greater
heights.
We were enthused to hear about how
the first shakhas were started by inspired
swayamsevaks pretty much as soon as
they stepped off the plane from East
Africa or Bharat (India). They started
meeting with great enthusiasm in their
8

front rooms, back gardens and public parks to get
the organization off the ground as a meeting of hearts
and minds above everything else. As the organization
grew organically, the need for structure and uniformity
was met with the modification of our Sangh Padhiti
(style of working) to meet the unique demands of
the UK. Our veterans admirably managed the task of
establishing themselves and their families in a new
country whilst at the same time ensuring that the
Sangh was also established on a secure footing in
this country.
As Sangh grew, so did its positive interactions
with the society, reaching out to all parts of the UK
community. Visits by many dignitaries, all the way
up to the then serving Prime Minister Margaret
Thatcher in 1990, were instrumental in introducing
not just the organization, but positive Hindu values
to the wider society. Large scale events such as the
annual Hindu Marathon, the Virat Hindu Sammelan in
1989 (remaining until today the largest gathering of
Hindus outside of Bharat), and the Hindu Sangam in
Bradford in 1984 served to provide a positive vision
of the Hindu society to both those within the Hindu
community and the wider mainstream society.

The organization inspired its members to start
service projects in the community in different
spheres. These include temple management,
elderly centres, language classes in Gujarati,
Hindi and Sanskrit, Yoga and Hinduism classes
around the country and fundraising for natural
disasters and charitable causes. Youth leadership
development through the annual Sangh and
Samiti Shiksha Vargs has been an important
contribution to the organization of the society,
training dedicated workers who successfully
balance working for the society with the family
and career life.
As Sangh has grown, it has inspired its members
to form organizations to work in different areas
according to the needs of the times. These
include the development of National Hindu
Students Forum (organizing Hindu students
activities in University and beyond), Sewa UK
(supporting charitable activities around the
world), Sewa Day (encouraging volunteering) and
Friends of India Society International (worked to
restore democracy in India during the period of
Emergency rule in India in the late 1970s).

to publish only a small sample of these moving
illustrations. Their inspiration has come from
the close association of many great characters,
and they themselves continue to inspire future
generations.
Sangh has worked through the guiding principles
of Sanskar (life values), Sewa (selfless service)
and Sangathan (community spirit) for the last
5 decades and will continue to do so. It has
provided the necessary impetus to work towards
its vision as stated in the Sangh Prarthana (prayer

Vishwa Dharma Prakashena
Vishwa Shanti Pravartake
We hope that you, the reader, will enjoy and be
inspired by this record of the journey of HSS
(UK) so far. We further hope that this record will
provide a springboard for greater achievements
at an individual, local, national and international
level over the next 50 years and beyond!
Editorial Team
Sangh Sandesh Special Issue

As well as this exposure to Hindu values at
a mass level, there has been the influence
of equally (if not greater) importance at the
individual level. We have been fortunate to
hear from Swayamsevaks and Sevikas working
in important positions in their professional
life, who have told us about the life changing
influence Sangh has had on their lives. There
are boundless such examples, and we are able
Dhiraj D Shah, Yogish Joshi,
Piyush Mistry, Ajay Mistry, Deepti Mistry.

Vakra-Tunda Maha-Kaaya Surya-Koti Samaprabha |
Nirvighnam Kuru Me Deva Sarva-Kaaryeshu Sarvadaa
O Lord Ganesha of Curved Trunk, Large Body
and with the Brilliance of a Million Suns,
Please Make All my Works Free of Obstacles, Always.
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I wou
uld like to
o take thiss opportun
nity to exttend my h
heartiest congratulat
c
tions to
Hindu
H
Swa
ayamsevak
k Sangh UK
U (HSS UK) on marking
m
itts golden jubilee, Sanskriti
S
MahaShibir
M
r.
I am delighted that HSS UK has achieved a significant place in Hindu Sam
maj and
British
B
society, with itts contribu
ution acrosss a range of fields from
f
sewa and educcation to
in
nter-faith dialogue
d
an
nd women empowerment, to name a few
w.
Sway
yamsevakss from Easst Africa an
nd Bharat started Sa
angh in the
e 1960s, a
and over
th
he last 50 years hass successsfully nurtu
ured secon
nd generattion swaya
amsevaks to take
le
eadership roles in HS
SS as well as other o
organisatio
ons and co
ommunitiess.
I hav
ve fond me
emories off my visit to the UK
K in the mid 90’s, du
uring whicch I was
able to obs
serve the foundation
f
ns of Sewa
a, Sanska
aar and Sa
anghathan in practicce. I am
delighted to
o see that HSS UK remains a
active and continuess to promo
ote Hindu Dharma
D
and the values of life positively in the UK..
On th
his milesto
one occasio
on, my besst wishes for
f the futu
ure journeyy of HSS UK.
U

Mohan Bhagwat
B
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Hindu Swayamsevak Sangh USA Inc
A Non Profit Organization

My heartiest congratulations on the Golden Jubilee celebration of Hindu Swayamsevak Sangh
(UK)! I have had the privilege of visiting several special events organized by HSS (UK) over
many years and vividly recall the profound dedication, enthusiasm, and commitment of the
members and the masterful execution of the programs and projects you undertake.
Participating in the programs run by those associated with HSS in the university conferences, as
well, has given me a powerful recognition of the inspiring leadership role of the secondgeneration Hindu youth and how carefully the organization has nurtured them. In addition, on
several occasions when I came to deliver lectures in the UK, I was deeply impressed by the
enormous contributions HSS (UK) has made in a variety of fields critical to society, such as
religious, interfaith, education, seva, women’s empowerment, etc.
What a blessing that even after 50 years since its founding, the organization continues to
blossom and grow always stronger. I wish and pray that for many more generations the HSS
(UK) will expand its leadership role both for Hindu society and for society in general, a task that
you are already excelling in.
Prof. Ved Nanda, Denver, USA
Sanghachalak, America Zone
June 10, 2016

121 Hawthorne Court, Rockaway, NJ 07866 � Tele/Fax: (973) 860-2HSS � Email: vyavastha@hssus.org

www.hssus.org
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8 June 2016
Mr Dhiraj Shah
President of Hindu Swayamsevak Sangh UK.
46-48 Loughborough Rd
Leicester
LE4 5LD
I am delighted to learn that Sanskriti Mahashibir to be held from 29 - 31July
2016. Please convey my good wishes to all participants.
I am particulary pleased to learn that promotion of our cultural values is the
primary ain of this important gathering. This is vital particularly when our successive generations are growing up in a Britain which is thier homeland. We
will all work towards sharing values and beliefs that make Britain great.
With kind regards
Yours sincerly

Deputy Leader
Liberal Democrats
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HOUSE OF COMMONS
LONDON SW1A 0AA

Mr Dhiraj Shah
President of Hindu Swayamsevak Sangh UK

Dear Mr Shah,
50th Anniversary of HSS UK
It’s a wonderful pleasure and honour to be able to congratulate and celebrate the 50th Anniversary of
Hindu Swayamsevak Sangh UK. HSS has been an integral pillar of the Hindu community in the United
Kingdom and certainly in North West London over the course of the last fifty years and their focus on
empowerment and citizenship through Hindu values has helped countless young people to better
themselves and the society around them.
Your efforts will be to society’s benefit for generations to come. The ongoing hard work of the team at HSS
and the commitment to the vision of HSS UK’s leadership is nothing short of inspirational and I am
delighted to pay tribute on this landmark occasion.

Yours sincerely,

Barry Gardiner
Shadow Secretary of State for Energy & Climate Change
Member of Parliament for Brent North

Barry Gardiner, Member of Parliament for Brent North
T: +44 (0)20 7219 4046 | F: +44 (0)20 7219 2495 | barry.gardiner.mp@parliament.uk | www.barrygardiner.com
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1976 Reception-Mayor of Brent, London.

1976 Wembley Shakha Brent - London
Swayamsevak Yogasana display for Diwali utsav

Images from
1966 to 1976.
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Meeting in London - Start of Hindu Swayamsevak Sangh (UK) - 14th August 1966

1966 - Bradford at Undercliff Street
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Sanskar Sewa
Sangathan

Sanskaar

Sewa

Sangathan
Oh, HSS has completed 50 years in the UK!
That’s great. But, what does Sangh actually do?

ChandraKant ji Sharma,
Pracharak HSS (UK)
Full time volunteer

The answer is straight and simple. Sangh promotes
“Sanskaar, Sewa and Sangathan” in the society. Yes,
the theme of Sanskriti Mahashibir 2016. This is what
we have been doing since 1966, and this is what will
continue in the future as well. But the question is, how
and why?

Sanskaar
People born in Hindu families are fortunate
enough by birth to be brought up in a tradition
based on values. Our scriptures are like a
stream, conveying universal values for our
personal lives such as truth, compassion,
help, courage, patience, forgiveness and
purity. Values for our social life are ample too:
Vasudhaiva Kutumbakam (the whole world is
one family), Ekam sat vipraaha bahudha vadanti
(Truth is one, wise people say in different
ways) or Ishaavaasyam idam sarvam (God
is everywhere). Needless to say, they all are
universal. But, how do we implement them?
There is no point if a person in society does
not practice these values in daily life and
20

instead, merely chants them like parrots. Yes,
“Sanskaar means values in action.” Experience
says that it is not easy. Only with fully focused
and uninterrupted practice, can these values
become a part of our life. This is what we
do in Shakha. A continuous touch of flowing
soft water has the persistence and power to
shape even the hardest of rocks. Similarly,
when a Swayamsevak or Sevika attends
Shakha for years and years, the soft touch of
regular activities they undergo, moulds them
into a person with “values in action”. Through
Shakhas, we have created countless such
personalities who are embodiment of universal
Hindu values. Such people are a great need of
today’s world...

Sewa
Situations that we in the western world
can’t even imagine, are faced daily by
people in other parts of the world. There
are millions of people who suffer a lifelong,
unwanted relation to poverty, hunger and
pain. Having a cupboard full of clothes
should not make us forget the people who
have nothing to wear. Having a plate with
all the leftovers, should not make us forget
those who suffer daily with empty stomachs.
It is every human being’s duty to help less
fortunate people and we promote this Sewa
spirit in Sangh. “Sewa” is rooted much
deeper; it is not merely “Charity”. Rather, it’s
our duty and not an obligation on those on
whom it is rendered. It is serving those in
need, not simply helping them... and all this
without any expectation in return. Through
Sewa, we develop ourselves to be a better
human being, and when we serve people,
we actually serve the God inside them.
Sewa contains a philosophy, which flows

in to us through the Sewa activities.
The Three Peaks Challenge, Ekal
Vidyalaya, Youth for Sewa, Cycle for
Sewa, Sewa Day, local Sewa activities
or any other activity we do through
Sewa UK or Kalyan Ashram Trust
or any other name, is our medium to
make this world a better place for
everyone and fulfil our duties in a
humble way.

Sangathan
After returning to Bharat from his travels in the
West, Swami Vivekananda gave an answer on what
influenced him there. He replied, “Organisation”.
Yes, he mentioned it rightly. Organisation is the key
to success in all aspects of life. An organised room
looks better than a disorganised one. An organised
person, family, function or football team perform
far better than those in a disorganised form. Our
history tells us that when Hindus were organised,
they positively influenced the world in many profound
ways. Whether it was South East Asia or anywhere
else, wherever they went, the local societies
flourished with their cultured behaviour. When they
were disorganised however, they had to struggle
over centuries for independence. Hindus can always
contribute immensely to this world with the great
universal values they have, but if it comes out from

a disorganised society, not a
single person will listen. In our
Praarthana we say, “Vishwa
dharma prakaashena….”
meaning we want to organise
Hindus to create a peaceful
and value based world; only by
organising ourselves can we
fully perform our divine role for a
better world.

The price of greatness is responsibility.” — Winston Churchill
21

Before the Formation
of HSS

Before the
Formation
of HSS
Shri Naresh Arora Bharatiya
(Naresh Arora is a writer, author, journalist,
commentator and former BBC World Service
Hindi Radio Broadcaster. He has won many
awards in Hindi literature and journalism
including one given by the President of India
Late Dr Abdul Kalam in 2001)
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Shri Atalji and other Indian MPs
at a meeting

It was on the 3rd of January 1964 when I
started my journey to London by a cruise ship
Roma from Mumbai. There were swayamsevaks
at the Mumbai port to bid me bon voyage and
I left after saying pranaams (salutation) to my
Matribhumi (motherland) not knowing when, if
ever, I would return home. The cruise ship Roma
slowly moved out of the coastline of Bharat
and after a few days of travel entered the Suez
Canal to Egypt and then through to Genoa in
Italy via Malta. A first class train journey was
arranged to France from where I would cross
the English Channel by ferry to reach Dover.
Just after fourteen days of my departure from
India, I had entered UK at the port of Dover
with permission to stay in UK for an indefinite
period. Icy cold wind blowing and finding all
places around the railway station covered
with heavy snow I shivered and got into my
train for London. Reached London Victoria
station where on the platform I was spotted by
a young man of my age who had a picture of
me in his hand. He was Madan Gopal Sharma,
a swayamsevak who was informed by Shri
Chaman Lal ji (in New Delhi) about my planned
journey and time of my arrival. Fifty-two years

gone past but I still vividly remember those
moments. Shri Madanji was completing his
study of Law in London. I was overwhelmed
with his welcome, help and guidance in early
stages of my settlement in London. He found
me paying guest accommodation at the
residence of a Maharashtrian Indian family of
Ajibai Banarase in Golders Green, London with
breakfast and evening meal. Soon thereafter
I started working in a local government office.
Next was the fulfilment of my aim to build my
social life as had been planned.

In Search of Community interaction
My search so far had taken me to a local St.
Michael Church Hall in Golders Green, where
some Hindus performed Arya Samaj Havan
Yajna each Sunday. I was welcomed there
by Pandit Vishnu Dev Narayan and Pandit
Usharbudh Arya who invited me to join them in
Havan ceremony. I was then warmly greeted
by the Hindu Centre President Shri F C Sondhi
who introduced me to a gathering of about
hundred people and asked me to say a few
words on the occasion of India’s Republic Day
23

Before the Formation
of HSS

Bharatiya Yuvak Sangh
Coach trip.

as it was 26th January. Later I had the
opportunity to meet Vice President
Shri Gautam Teelock from Mauritius,
Secretary Shri Indra Nath, Treasurer Dr.
K D Kumria, Shri L Jeswani and other
committee members. I made quite a few
acquaintances on my first interaction
with the Hindu community in London
which later served to enhance my
cultural and social life.
My search however did not end there
but further stimulated my inner desire to
do something worthwhile for the overall
benefit of the society. I was determined
to expand my chosen social environment
with particular emphasis on propagating
Indian cultural values, building a bridge
between the East and the West to
create a better understanding between
communities in the interests of humanity
and world peace. This required hard
24

work and therefore for the purpose of
easy mobility to achieve my aim I bought
a motorbike. I was able to travel to
several towns where I could establish my
contacts with swayamsevaks and other
active community leaders.

Moving in the Right Direction
There are many of those around
who still cherish the memory of their
participation in the events organised
by two organisations that came up
during 1964 to 1966 prior to the formal
formation of Hindu Swayamsevak
Sangh towards the end of 1966. These
two organisations were (1) Overseas
Bharatiya Jan Sangh (OBJS) that
came into being in April 1964 with the
aim of facilitating interaction between
the political leaders of Jan Sangh in
India and their counterparts in British

Bharatiya Yuvak Sangh
meeting 1966.
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Before the Formation
of HSS

“...It is now listed as the very first Hindi English
magazine of this type published in UK.”
politics. The same Overseas Bharatiya
Jan Sangh later became Overseas
Friends of BJP in UK when the political
scene changed in India. Those who have
been involved with me in establishing
an overseas wing of BJS in 1964 would
recall how we arranged receptions
for visiting leaders like Shri Lajpat Rai
from Punjab and Prof. Balraj Madhok
in 1964. Shri Atal Behari Vajpayee ji
came to participate in Commonwealth
parliamentary conferences almost every
year. I maintained contact with the senior
leadership of Jan Sangh in India. We
were informed when any leader was
coming over for their official visits. We
were able to arrange their meeting with
the Indian Diaspora in UK. I was also
able to arrange a student conference at
University of London Students Movement
Hall in 1966 for Shri Atalji and other
Indian members of parliament.

Bharatiya Yuvak Sangh
The other idea was of creating a sociocultural organisation that was conceived
in 1965 with me starting monthly gettogethers of Indian youth in UK. I started
a monthly newsletter as a means of
communication with various contacts
that we had built. It was duly formalised
in May 1966 by the name of Bharatiya
Yuvak Sangh in an open forum meeting
held at 2 Rosslyn Hill, Hampstead, North
London. This occasion was graced by
Dr Capil Deo, leader of Opposition,
Trinidad and Tobago and Shri Jagdish
Chandra Sharda (Shastriji) of Bharatiya
Swayamsevak Sangh in East Africa. There

26

was a good response from the Indian
youth and BYS got off the ground very
fast. We managed to organise a wide
variety of activities including celebration of
festivals and Indian national days, debates
and seminars, variety shows like the most
popular Vasant Utsav Mela held at St
Michael Hall, Golders Green, London in
1967, photography and drama groups,
coach trips in UK and Europe. People
of Indian origin living in UK regardless of
which part of the world they came from
were encouraged to become members
of BYS. Consequently, in addition to
India we had people from Fiji, Mauritius,
Trinidad, Surinam, East Africa and other
parts of the world.

Communication Media
We also started publishing in 1967 a BYS
bilingual Hindi English Quarterly magazine
known as Chetak. This was at a time
when there were no facilities to print in
Hindi. With hand written material in Hindi
and English material typed we got Chetak
printed from a small printing press. It is
now listed as the very first Hindi English
magazine of this type published in UK.
Later in 1967 I was asked by the BBC
World Hindi Service Radio to give a talk
on BYS and Chetak and in recent years
I was invited to speak at Nehru Centre in
London on Hindi Journalism in UK with
particular reference to Chetak.

Remembering the colleagues
Those who actively participated in the
successful functioning of these two
organisations, apart from me as founder
co-ordinator/General Secretary of OBJS
and BYS, Editor of Chetak and later
Vice President of OFBJP, included Late
Pandit Vishnu Dev Narayan (President
of BYS), Late Shri M C Satyanarayana
who later became UK HSS Karyawaha
and Sanghachalak, Dr K P Hardas (later
became president of OFBJP), Ramanbhai
Khatri, Dharampal Sharma, Anand Kumria,
Late Pratap Mehta, Narayan Swaroop
Sharma, Nalin Rawal, G P Jagpal, Kumari
Neena Khanna, Kumari Raj Nath, Surendra
Sharda, Kamalesh Sharda, Hasmukh
Shah, Amrit Shah, Kulwant Chaggar,
Vasant Mistry, P N Pillay, N K Kerai,
Bhupendra Dave, Late Gautam Teelock,
Late F C Sondhi, Late Dr K D Kumria, Late
Amrit Lal Jindal, Tejpal Jain, Ram Khilavan,
Saiyaji Bhuriwar and many others. Among
guest speakers who attended on special
occasions were Shri Atal Bihari Vajpayee,
Dr R Capil Deo Leader of opposition
in Trinidad and Tobago, Shri Jagdish
Chandra Shastri from East Africa.
My heartiest congratulations and my
best wishes for the success of HSS(UK)
historic completion of 50 years of
community service.

Bharatiya Yuvak Sangh
meeting 1966.
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Early Days of Sangh
Work in the UK

Early days of
Sangh work
in the UK.

Meeting in London, Start of
Hindu Swayamsevak Sangh
(UK) - 14th August 1966

My Recollections
Fifty years ago U.K. was different in several
respects. For example, there were few
Indians, it was much colder in the winter,
there were no superstores, people were
more friendly and courteous and believe it
or not, burglaries and thefts were very rare.
Many people kept front doors open in the
day time and things were much cheaper.
For £7 our family of 5 was able to buy one
week’s grocery.
Bhupendra Dave
(Daveji Age 90) Pratap Shakha,
Finchley, London
bhupendraadave@hotmail.co.uk
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When I came to London in December 1965
to study law, it was difficult to get used to
this country, the people and the severely
cold weather. I had no friends or relatives,
only names of a few Sangh swayamsevaks
who had settled in the UK. After staying in

a single room accommodation at the YMCA
for a couple of months, I phoned Shri Ved
Prakashji Khanna who lived in North London.
Being a swayamsevak, he gave me a very
cordial response and asked me to stay with
him. I moved to his house in April 1966 as
did Shri Nareshji Arora. We became family
members. During a conversation one evening,
it transpired that there were probably many
swayamsevaks from Bharat who had already
settled down in this country and within days
we started contacting them. Indeed we were
happily surprised and managed to contact
some including Shri Satyanarayanji, Late Shri
Pratap Mehtaji, Shri Mukund Sonpatkiji, Shri
Bal Satheji,Shri Madhav Joshiji,Shri Ramanbhai
Khatriji and Shri Chhaganbhai Khatriji,Shri
Jayswalji and Shri Patwardhanji.

Bharatiya Yuvak Sangh
Shri Nareshji had already started Bharat Yuvak
Sangh and a bilingual (Hindi/English) magazine
called ‘Chetak’. So, the ground work was
already there and it only needed to be shaped
as Sangh shakha. Why waste time? Bharat
Yuvak Sangh was flourishing and variety of its
activities had attracted many young people from
London and outside. BYS held meetings and
small functions in a temple in Chalk Farm and
organised enjoyable coach trips in summer to
places like Hastings, Southampton, Southendon-sea and so on. Coach trips were very
popular with young families who thoroughly
enjoyed meeting other families, listening to
Sangh geets (songs) during the coach travel
and playing games by the sea side (Indian
games, such as Kabaddi, dodge ball etc.,). All
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Early Days of Sangh
Work in the UK

Swayamsevaks of Bradford shakha in 1966
these activities of BYS played an important role
in the early days of Sangh work in the U.K.

Atalji in London
In 1966 Shri Atal Bihari Vajpayee visited
London. A meeting of Sangh swayamsevaks
was organized at Shri Kulwantji’s house
in Greenford (West London) on the 14th
of August. It was the first big meeting of
swayamsevaks. Shri Satyanarayanji welcomed
Shri Atalji, a Sangh geet was sung followed

by Atalji’s Bauddhik. Over 35 swayamsevaks
present were profoundly excited and full of
enthusiasm. If my memory serves me right,
the following swayamsevaks were present in
that meeting, Shri Satyanarayanji, Shri Ved
Prakashji Khanna, Shri Nareshji Arora, myself,
Shri Ratibhai Mistry, Shantibhai Mistry, Shri
Kulwantji Chaggar, Shri Mukund Sonpatkiji, Shri
Bal Satheji, Shri Madhavji Joshi, Shri Pratap
Mehtaji, Shri Motiramji, Shri Bhagwanji Gohil,
Shri Ramanbhai Khatri ,Shri Narayan Swaroop
Sharmaji and some other Swayamsevaks.

...Fifty years on, Sangh work is
flourishing on several fronts...
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First Shakha started

Sangh Pariwar

We started meeting once a month at various
swayamsevaks’ houses; mostly on Sundays.
After few months, most probably from March or
April 1967, we decided to hold proper shakha
on the Gleb open space near the junction of
High Road and North Circular Road in Finchley
on Sunday mornings. The spirit and enthusiasm
of swayamsevaks was limitless. We did not
mind the weather or the muddy ground. Regular
weekly baithaks and Shakha utsavs started in
a normal way. The very first Guru Puja Utsav
and Vijaya Dashami Utsav was celebrated in St
Mary’s Church, Golders Green. Shakha in the
U.K. was born. Many swayamsevaks from all
over London came to the utsavs and you could
clearly see a feeling of family reunion on the
faces of all swayamsevaks. They had connected
with the Sangh family thousands of miles away
from Bharat. We also celebrated utsavs at Shri
Banarasiji’s big house and at Hindu Mandir in
Chalk Farm, North London. In most utsavs, Shri
Satyanarayanji was the main speaker and Shri
Mukund Sonpatkiji was shikshak giving Sangh
orders.

As always, all Swayamsevak’s families, in
particular their wives played a crucial part in
cementing family relationship during utsavs and
coach trips and generally supporting Sangh
activities. So, when our swayamsevaks came
to U.K. during exodus from Kenya and Uganda,
they were looked after and guided by their
fellow brothers and sisters in U.K.- the Sangh
parivar.

Sangathan Mai Shakti Hai
As I write this article, I remain profoundly but
humbly proud that I had the good fortune to
be one of many swayamsevaks who under the
leadership of Shri Satyanarayanji gave shape to
Sangh work in early days in this country. Fifty
years on, Sangh work is flourishing on several
fronts and that first naara (slogan) ‘ Sangathan
Mai Shakti Hai’ that we used to shout with
great enthusiasm is still being repeated with as
much passion and energy. May it long continue.
Finally, my sincere pranams (salutations) to all
karyakartas (brothers and sisters) who are no
longer with us, but who during their life put their
heart and soul in the sangh work.

सत्सङ्गश्च विवेकश्च निर्मलं नयनद्वयम्
यस्य नास्ति नरः सोऽन्धः कथं न स्यादमार्गगः
satsa~ngashcha vivekashcha nirmalaM nayanadwayam
yasya naasti naraH so.ndhaH kathaM na syaadamaargagaH
One who doesn’t have two pure eyes (namely) - company of the
wise and prudence, is blind. How can he not tread wrong paths?

Strive not to be a success, but rather to be of value. –Albert Einstein
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How Ilford
shakha started...
My elder brother, Shri Harbans Lal Joshi, his family and
I arrived in London in July 1967. We rented three rooms
in a house in Ilford. Sushil Punj, who also arrived at the
same time for his Engineering studies, met with us in
December 1967 to discuss about starting a shakha in
Ilford.
Shri Kulbhushan Lal Joshi,
Sanghachalak,
East London Vibhag
kbljoshi@gmail.com

He informed us that a shakha had already started in
Finchley. We decided to explore the possibilities and met
again in February 1968. In the mean time, we came into
contact with Shri Shamsher Datta and Shri Jayanti
Vadher.
In July 1968, Shri Kulwant Chaggar (Swayamsevak from
Nairobi and living in North London) visited Ilford. We all met
at 1 Claremont Road, Ilford, the residence of Shri Shatrugan
Singh Parmar, a swayamsevak from Bharat. We decided to hold
monthly shakha. Shatruganji kindly allowed us to use his front
room for monthly shakha meeting. So the first shakha was started
in July 1968 at the house of Shatruganji. There were just eight
of us: Shri Sushil Punj (our shikshak), Shri Harbans Lal Joshi,
Shri Shatrugan Singh Parmar, Shri Shamsher Datta, Shri Ashok
Tewari, myself and two of Sushil’s friends from college. This
shakha was named Keshav shakha.
We attended the Vijaya Dashami utsav of Finchley shakha in a
church hall in Golders Green. There we met swayamsevaks from
East Africa and Bharat. By December 1968, Shri Lal Chand Punj
had arrived and settled in Ilford. He took over the responsibility of
Mukhya shikshak from Sushil Punj (his son).
In February 1969, Man. Satyanarayanji (UK Karyawaha) formally
opened a shakha for the youngsters in Henley Road, Ilford, which
we called Shiva shakha. Jayantibhai Vadher became its mukhya
shikshak and I was his sahayak (assistant). Jayantibhai held this
position for around 18 months, before handing it over to me, as
he became busy with his job and family. I took on the role in the
middle of 1970.
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Both shakhas were thriving. Shri Harbans Lal
Joshi would go from house to house collecting
swayamsevaks for shakha. The sankhya was
around 80-90 every week. The shakha was held
in a public park (South Park) throughout the
year on Saturday evening.
In early 1970, a shakha was started in East
Ham at 102 Burgess Road. Mr Raj Sharma
was appointed the mukhya shikshak. Attendees
at the first shakha were Shri Raj Sharma, Shri
Seva Ram Mittal, Shri Kailash Prabhakar, Shri
Mulk Raj Aggarwal, Shri Behari Lal Sharma. A
group from Ilford also attended – Shri Harbans
Lal Joshi, Shri Ram Bux Bahri, Shri Des Raj
Marwaha and myself. Mananeeya Satnarayan ji
and Shri Ved Prakash Khanna attended from the
central team.
The East Ham shakha was of a mixed age
group, but after 3-4 months it was split
into adult and youngster shakhas. Regular
assistance to manage these shakhas was
provided from Ilford. Shri Bahriji and Shri
Shadilal Sharma took on this responsibility. The
youngsters shakha took place every Saturday
evening in Burgess Road Park.
After opening East Ham shakha, a new mandal
(present day Vibhag) was formed. This was
the Ilford Mandal which was separate from the
London Mandal. Shri Harbans Lal Joshi became
its first karyawaha, Shri Des Raj Marwaha the
saha karyawaha and Shri Lal Chand Punj the
mukhya shikshak.
Ilford Shiva Shakha in South Park had 3 Gats,
and Gat Paddhiti was strictly followed. As the
sankhya reached nearly 90, it was decided
to split into three parks, and thus two more

shakhas were started. The first was in Seven
Kings Park with Shri Anoop Bahri as Shikshak,
and the second in Loxford Park with Shri
Mukesh Desai as shikshak. Shri Om Joshi was
shikshak of the South Park shakha. I had an
overall mukhya shikshak responsibility for all 3
shakhas.
In Summer 1970, we were allowed to use the
St Mary’s Church Hall on Ilford High Road for a
nominal charge. This hall could accommodate
around 100 people, and the adult shakha was
started there every Saturday evening. We also
held our Sammilit Utsavs here.
Overall we had six shakhas in the Ilford Mandal
(two adult and four youngsters). This gave us a
good basis for strengthening the Hindu samaj in
East London.

Shakha
Shakha is the core activity of Hindu
Swayamsevak Sangh. This is usually
a weekly meeting held for around
90 minutes, with games (khel),
yoga, exercise and talks/discussions
(bauddhik/charcha). The shakha begins
with raising the Bhagwa Dhwaj (saffron
flag), respected as the ‘Guru’ in Sangh,
and ends with the Vishwa Prarthana
(universal prayer). Variations of shakha
for men (Sangh shakha), women (samiti
shakha), children (Balgokulam) and
families (parivar shakha) also exist, with
important common features.
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Welcome
to the 60's
A collection of articles taking you
through how Shakha started in the 60’s.
As the shakha activity was formalised in
London in 1966, there were many towns
in the other parts of the country where
swayamsevaks had settled (mainly from Kenya)
as a result of “exodus” due to changes in the
British immigration laws. They had come to
know about London shakha and therefore
took guidance from karyakartas on how to
start shakha in their towns. We give below
brief narratives of these towns as given by
pioneering karyakartas.
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Dinesh Mistry - Coventry

Shantibhai Mistry - Leicester

Myself, Lalji Patel and Manubhai Mistry
arrived in UK in September 1967. We
were all going to the same shakha
in Nairobi and so we had decided to
start shakha in whichever town we
settled. I settled in Coventry. Earlier
Daman Singhji (s’sevak from Punjab)
had contacted Indravadanji (present
karyawaha of Coventry Shakha) in
a strange way. Daman Singhji used
to work in the Post Office, delivering
mail to houses. Once he delivered an
airmail letter to Indravadanji’s house
which had sender’s name Chamanlal
with Jhandewalla address. He became
curious as to who the person could be
who had contact with Chamanlalji. So
he knocked the door and was pleasantly
surprised to find a Swayamsevak. This
meeting set the seed of future shakha in
Coventry.

I had settled in Leicester after arriving
from Kenya and met few Kenya
swayamsevaks who had also recently
arrived. We decided to start a shakha
in Leicester. It was 19th August 1967
when we met at Shri Chhaganbhai
Patel’s ( s’sevak from Mombasa) house
to celebrate Guru Puja and start the
shakha. Shri Ram Nathji Sidhar came
from London as representative of Kendra
to inaugurate the Leicester shakha. His
presence and guidance was a great
boost to the swayamsevaks. After
this, we decided to meet weekly on
Sundays at the Spinny Hill Park nearby.
Average sankhya initially was 10 but
it soon increased to 25. As number
increased, we decided to start second
shakha and hired a school hall on Friday
evenings. This proved a very good move
as sankhya jumped to over 60. We
were regularly guided by Ved Prakashji
Khanna (London) and Vallabhbhai Mistry
(Wellingborough).

So after contacting few more friends,
we decided to start shakha on 25th
Nov 1967. Seven swayamsevaks
turned up at the my residence on
Dorset Road, including Daman Singhji
and Indravadanji. We decided to meet
fortnightly for one hour on Saturday
evenings at swayamsevaks’ residences.
On Boxing Day (26 Dec 1967), we were
very fortunate to have the presence
of senior adhikaris and karyakartas
namely Man. Satyanarayanji (UK
Karyawaha), Ved Prakashji Khanna,
Kailash Nathji Kalia, Kulwantji Chaggar
and Dr K.P.Hardasji. Being a public
holiday, sankhya was low (only 11) but
the visit by the adhikaris boosted our
spirit.We named our shakha as Keshav
Shakha. We shifted our venue from
house to recreation ground on Sandy
Lane in Radford area. In winters, we
moved indoor in a school hall which
later became a Hindu Mandir. The spirit
of swayamsevaks was very high and
we supported other startup shakhas in
Leicester, Birmingham and Rugby.

We were introduced to Man. Laxmidasji
Kotecha by Shri Bhupendrabhai Dave
(Finchley, London) in February, 1968.
Laxmidasji became a fatherly figure and
a mentor of Leicester shakha till his last
breadth. We soon started a 3rd shakha
in Melton Road area. In November 1968,
first KKM baithak of HSS was held in
Leicester. There was very close sampark
with other towns in the Midlands like
Birmingham, Coventry and Rugby. We
had regular samilit (joint) shakhas in
summer. This gave great impetus to our
work.

Amrit Shah - Bradford
I came to Bradford in June 1966. As my
memory goes shakha was started around
July/August 1966 at 202 Undercliffe
Street, Bradford. This was the house of
Balbir and Raj Datta. Initially there were
six of us (Surendra, Kamlesh, Balbir, Raj,
Naresh and myself) but later Sukhdevji,
Bhim and Ashok Suri joined us. Later the
shakha was moved to 17 Marlborough
Road. This property was owned by the
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Indian Association. Hasmuk, Jayendra and
Madan joined us in 1967. We used to have
bauddhiks there and games in Leisteridge Park.
When playing in the park, police used to watch
us from a distance. Once we approached them
and explained our shakha activity. They were
happy and satisfied. We then moved to Hanson
Grammer School on Barkerand Road. Some
members of public showed concern as we
were doing Dand yogs and playing “strange”
Bharatiya games. To the satisfaction of the head
master all was well!
We organised winter outings at Malam,
scenic Yorkshire countryside. Sankhya started
to increase. Rajni Parmar, Natubhai Mistry,
Mansukh Patel, Dayal Mistry, Dalpat Mistry,
Jivanbhai Patel, Champak Limbachia, Chandu
Mistry, etc joined us. Baithaks were normally
held at swayamsevaks’ houses. The baithaks
were fully packed. Gat system was put into
place and was actively run. Chuni Shah
(presently living in Bengaluru, Bharat) also
joined us. Natubhai Mistry (Swayamsevak made
in the UK) became the first Nagar Karyavaha.
We also had family coach trips to Blackpool,
Morecam, Ingelton, Edinburgh Festival, Bolton
Abbey and other places.. We organised a big
public function of Swami Satyamitranandji Giri
at the Bradford University for the first time. We
had very close contact with Bolton shakha with
whom we played various games competitions.
Good contacts and relations were maintained
with the council, police, members of Parliament,
other Indian organisations and other non Indian
organisations. This relationship was useful to
obtain various schools for shakhas. I believe the
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Swayamsevaks of Bolton shakha

70’s and early 80’s was the golden era of sangh
work in Bradford!!

Shamji Gajparia - Bolton
Shakha was first started at the backyard of
Washington Street in late summer of 1967.
Ranjit Mistry, one of the pioneers, used to live
on Washington Street. On the first day, there
were four swayamsevaks namely Thakorbhai
Patel, Bhikhubhai Mistry, Lalji Vekaria and
Ranjit Mistry. Thereafter shakha was held every
Sunday morning from 10am to 12 noon in the
nearby park. Initially sankhya was around 25 but
gradually increased to around 40. There was
great enthusiasm, excitement and determination
in swayamsevaks who would attend shakha
whatever the climate. We had developed close
relations with Bradford shakha with whom we
had rivalry in Kabbadi and Ring games. Once
few swayamsevaks decided to walk to Bradford
( distance of around 50 miles), playing shakha
games on the way. On reaching Bradford, they
still beat them in all games. Such was the spirit
and strength of Bolton swayamsevaks.
The first karyawaha of Bolton shakha was
Thakorbhai Patel.

Vasantbhai Mistry - Rugby
I came to Rugby in 1967.I was a Swayamsevak
from Mombasa, Kenya. I was not active there
but I use to get lots of encouragement from
Zaverbhai Shah, Manilal Shah and not to forget
Man. Iqbalji. When I came to Rugby there was
already a Hindu organisation in the name of
Bharat Sewak Samaj (BSS). There were about

40 Hindu families, mostly from Bharat and
some from East Africa.
I became member of BSS and took active part
in its activities as is the nature of any Sangh
Swayamsevak. This gave me opportunity to
meet many Hindu families. Vallabhbhai Mistry of
Wellingborough use to work in the Railway and
therefore he used to come Rugby regularly. He
inspired me to start a Shakha in Rugby. But it
took me a long time to start the Shakha. There
weren’t any other swayamsevaks in Rugby at
that time with whose help I could start shakha.
Meanwhile I was developing contacts with
some youngsters who seemed interested in
starting a group for playing games, etc. Hence
we started Shakha in 1969 and we celebrated
our first Guru Puja on 14th September 1969.
Number of swayamsewaks participated were
43. First Guru Daxina of the shakha was £21.
Dr Hardasji was the chief guest. Karyakartas
from other towns like Birmingham, Leicester and
London had also come to give us inspiration
and boost.

and Harkhu Shah. We moved the shakha to
Balsall Heath Park, opposite Vedji’s house.
Then moved to Clifton Primary School Hall,
Balsall Heath. Sankhya used to be around
30, sometimes increasing to nearly 60. As
sankhya increased, we moved to the Sparkhill
Park. Shakha was held on Sunday mornings
and sankhya sometimes reached hundred
plus. We did Dhwaj Pranaam, Prarthana and
sang geets in the open park apart from playing
games. Gradually we opened new shakhas in
other areas e.g. Small Heath, Balsall Heath. Shri
Sat Dev Prinjaji was the first Nagar Karyawaha
under whose guidance and inspiration shakha
progressed. Our first public programme was
Vijaya Dashami utsav in Dr. Johnson House in
the City Centre on 13th Oct 1968. This was in
fact a national programme as swayamsevaks
from other towns also participated. The chief
guest was Dr Sen who was the President of the
Indian Association, B’ham. Man. Satyanarayanji
(UK Karyawaha) was also present with other
senior adhikaris. In 1975, we had our first
karyalaya in Birmingham and the first Samiti
shakha.

Khandubhai Mistry was our first Mukhya
Shikshak. We had two Gats. Shakha was held
every friday from 6.pm. at a church hall in Wood
Street. There after we moved to a church hall
in Cambridge Street. Venues were changed
many times as the number of Swayamsevaks
increased. Average sankhya was never less than
30. Most of the swayamsevaks had never been
to Shakha before but they were very keen and
enthusiastic. We all became members of B.S.S.
and took key positions in the organisation and
also worked as volunteers. Our first Shibir was
held near Rugby at Husbands Bosworth. It was
a good experience for the new swayamsewaks.
Since then the Rugby shakha has progressed
well and produced many dedicated karyakartas.

Rambhai Mistry - Birmingham
Number of swayamsevaks had settled in
Birmingham during and after the “exodus”.
Few swayamsevaks met once and decided to
start shakha. The first shakha was held in May,
1968 at the house of Ved Prakash Najran ( a
Swayamsevak from Nairobi) in Balsall Heath,
B’ham12. Initial group of active swayamsevaks
included myself, Vedji, Dinesh Chauhan, Bhikhu
and Ramesh Solanki, Hari Shah, Arvind Kukadia
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OF HSS(UK)

It was in 1966 that formal shakha activities were started in various towns under the name of
Hindu Swayamsevak Sangh. The Sangh activities were progressing rapidly with fresh input from
swayamsevaks coming from Kenya and Uganda. Organisational structure was already set up with the
first Pratinidhi Sabha (AGM) held in 1968 where the Kendriya Karyakarini Mandal (KKM) (Central
Executive Committee) was announced and Man. M.C. Satyanarayanaji as the UK Karyawaha. On
29th April 1973, HSS was registered as a Charity with a Trust Deed as a constitution. The members
of the KKM became the Founding Trustees as follows:
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Late Shri M C Satyanarayana

He hailed from Karnataka (Bharat) where he
was karyawaha of Bengaluru Mahanagar. He
came to UK in 1965 as a Chief Statistician
with the International Coffee Organisation (UN
Body). He lived in London and was the first UK
Karyawaha and later on first UK Sanghachalak.
He passed away in 2015 in Bengaluru.

Shri Vedprakash Khanna

He was born in Punjab where he became a
Swayamsevak. Later he moved to Kenya where
he was active in Nakuru shakha. He emigrated
to UK in 1965 and settled in London. He
worked as a linotype operator in industry. He
was the first Shareerik Pramukh. Presently he
lives in Hayes

Shri Thakorbhai B Patel

responsibilities in Sangh including Vibhag
Karyawaha, Sampark Pramukh. Presently he
lives in Harrow.

Shri Pravinbhai V Ruparelia

He was born in Mombasa (Kenya) where he
became a Swayamsevak from childhood. He
completed A levels at Royal College in Nairobi
and joined well known City Painters company in
Nariobi. He later moved to Kampala (Uganda)
where he was the Uganda Saha-Karyawaha of
BSS(EA). He came to the UK as a refugee after
Idi Amin’s expulsion of all Asians from Uganda.
He settled in London and started his own
business. He held various responsibilities in
Sangh including Saha-Karyawaha, Karyawaha
and Sanghachalak(UK). Presently he lives in
Leicester.

He was born in Kenya, became a Swayamsevak
there. He graduated as an engineer from Pune
University and came to UK in 1965. He was
one of the pioneer s’sevak in starting shakha
in Bolton. He held various responsibilities in
Sangh including North Vibhag Karyawaha.
Presently he lives in Blackburn.

The present trustees

Dr K P Hardas

Shri Dhiraj D Shah

He was born in Nagpur (Maharashtra,Bharat)
where he became a Swayamsevak from
childhood. He was an active karyakarta of
Nagpur shakha. He graduated in medicine
from Nagpur University and then came to UK
for postgraduation in surgery. He worked as
a senior registrar in hospital in Shrewsbury.
Presently he lives in Nagpur.

Shri Thakorbhai B Patel

One of the founding Trustees. Details as above.

Shri Jayantibhai F Patel

One of the founding Trustees. Details as above.
He was born in Mombasa (Kenya) and
became a Swayamsevak at a very young age.
Came to UK in 1969 and graduated as a
pharmacist. Runs own business. Held various
responsibilities in Sangh including Vibhag
Karyawaha, Bauddhik Pramukh, UK Karyawaha
and presently UK Sanghachalak. Lives in
Birmingham

Shri Kulbhushan Joshi
Late Shri Laxmidas P Kotecha

Born in Porbander (Gujarat, Bharat) where
he became a Swayamsevak. Came to UK in
1966 and settled in Leicester. He worked
as a machine operator. He had various
responsibilities in Sangh including Mandal
Karyawaha, Bauddhik Pramukh and East
Midlands Sanghachalak. He passed away in
2001.

He was born in Punjab (Bharat) and became a
Swayamsevak there. Migrated to Kenya where
he became a teacher. Moved to UK in 1967 and
taught in secondary school in London. He held
responsibilities from Mukhya Shikshak to shakha
karyawaha to Vibhag karyawaha. Presently he
is East London Vibhag Sanghachalak. He is
retired and lives in Ilford.

Shri Jayantibhai F Patel

He was born in Kenya where he became a
Swayamsevak at very young age. He was an
active karyakarta. He worked in bank before
he moved to London in 1972. He worked in
Lloyds Bank before retiring. He held various
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PRESENT KKM of
HSS (UK)
Sangh activities for are governed and managed by the
Kendriya Karyakarini Mandal (KKM). The
KKM is appointed each year, and table below show the
KKM members for the year 2016.

Responsibility			Name		 					
Sanghchalak 				
Shri Dhirajbhai D Shah 				
Karyawaha 				Shri Dhiraj M Shah 					
Shareerik Pramukh 			
Shri Jiten Davadra 					
Bauddhik Pramukh 			Shri Baiju Shah 						
Nidhi Pramukh 			
Shri Pravin V Shah 			
Sampark Pramukh 			
Shri Nilesh Solanki 					
Vyavastha 				Shri Rajnikant Parmar 				
Balagokulam Pramukh		
Shri Depan Patel 				
Tarun Pramukh 			
Shri Vishal Shah
Sewa Pramukh 			
Shri Anil J Shah
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Vibhaag Karyawaha		

Name

South London 			
West London 			
North London 			
East London 				
South West & Wales 		
South Midlands 			
East Midlands 			
West Midlands 			
North West 				
North East 				
Scotland & Ireland 			

Shri Kanti Chhabadiya
Shri Tushar Shah
Shri Akshay Pota
Shri Shashi Chauhan
Shri Ashish Channawar
Shri Rupesh MIstry
Shri Navin Mistry
Shri Sharad Shah
Shri Raveendra Surange
Shri Paresh Mistry
Shri August Pandey

Shakha for Individual
and Social Change
We have to develop ourselves from
individual to collective thinking,
from acquisition to sharing and from
selfishness to selflessness. Sangh has
always emphasised these qualities and
therefore in our shakhas, all our activities
are directed towards developing them.
When a Swayamsevak/sevika attends
shakha regularly, he/she inculcates these
qualities organically. While he/she may
not notice the change in him/her, others
do. They stand out in the community and
become the catalyst for social change.
Shakha is the crucible for this individual
and social change.
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A few
Veterans
of the UK
Sangh work

Dr Shankar Rao Tatwawadi,
former HSS International Coordinator
The organisational activity of the
Hindu Swayamsevak Sangh in UK was
systematised in 1966. The year 2016 is
therefore its 50th anniversary; however it
is said that many swayamsevaks used to
have meetings occasionally even before
that.
I have been regularly travelling to UK
since 1985; but I was in UK even earlier
in 1979 on a brief visit. During the long
span of two and half decades I met a
number of veteran swayamsevaks who
were the early pillars of the sangh work
in UK and have left their “footprints on
the sands of time”. The number of such
workers is a large one; I however have
picked up only a few of them. They hail
from Bharat and Kenya both.
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Mananeeya M. C.
Satyanarayana
Former UK Karyawaha and thereafter
its first Sanghchalak, is the one who
systematised the UK Sangh work in
around 1966 and was the father figure
of the organisation. He was the Chief
Statistician at the International Coffee
Board then located in the Oxford Street
in central London. Shri Satyanarayana ji
hailed from Mysore in South Karnatak,
Bharat, did his M.S. in Statistics from
Mysore University and was a gold
medalist. He came in contact with Sangh
when he was a college student. He was
the Karyawaha of Mysore and thereafter
of Bengaluru and was popularly known
as “Rairu” in the Sangh circle.
He was a very dedicated karyakarta of
the Bengaluru Shakha and was known
for his disciplined way of working
both in Shakha and also at the Indian
Coffee Board of Bengaluru where he
worked as a statistician. He was later
selected as the Chief Statistician of
the International Coffee Board from

Mananeeya M. C.
Satyanarayana
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among all the statisticians of the various coffee
boards around the world. He first came to UK
on a five year contract but then his term was
extended till his final retirement a few years
back. Shri Satyanarayana ji was residing in
the Finchley area and used to attend weekly
shakha and other Sangh programmes including
all the Sangh baithaks and the Sangh Shiksha
Vargs very regularly. He was extremely soft
spoken and was lovable in nature. He used
to write minutes of each meeting in long hand
and after his retirement, he handed over about
25 big boxes of all the records of the sangh
meetings in UK. He was highly respected by
the swayamsevaks, young and elderly and also
by other Sangh well wishers. Unfortunately
he lost his only son Prakash prematurely and
later on his wife Ratnaben. Last year Shri
Satyanarayanaji passed away in Bengaluru
leaving behind his daughter Jyoti now in U.S.
All the Sarsanghchalaks in Bharat, including
Poojaneeya Shri Guruji, knew him very well. In
fact Guruji used to call him by his fond name
“Rairu”.
Man. Satyanarayanaji was an eyewitness to
the steady growth of Sangh work in UK and
would cite any reference, which was at his
finger tips. Due to failing health, in his later years
he was not in a position to travel and actively
participate in the Sangh programmes in any
official capaticty but was always keen to know
about Sangh related news both in UK and
Bharat. He will be long remembered by all the
UK Swayamsevaks/Sevikas.

Shri Uttambhai Shah
Seventeen years have passed since we
prematurely lost another of the Sangh stalwarts
in UK - Shri Uttambhai Shah, the elder brother
of the present UK Sanghchalak Man. Dhirajbhai
Shah.
Uttambhai became a swayamsevak in Kenya
and continued to play a very active role in
the UK Sangh work after migrating to UK
in 60’s for studies and then as a permanent
resident in 1972. He had a family business pharmacy shops in Birmingham and Coventry
and a chocolate factory. Jovial by nature and
always very positive and optimistic in attitude,
Uttambhai was a great support to UK work in
early days and later on to its expansion, both
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in UK and in Europe. UK was earlier divided
in North and South Mandals and he was the
Karyawaha of the North Mandal. Both kishor and
tarun swayamsevaks were quite at ease with
Uttambhai because of his witty and unassuming
nature and they would freely open up with him.
He was the first Vistaar Pramukh and was able
to motivate a good number of young karyakartas
to devote time as vistaraks for a year or even
more.
Another of his contribution to Sangh work was
its expansion in the neighbouring European
countries such as Germany, Netherlands,
France, Spain & Portugal. Both Shri Uttambhai
& myself used to travel very regularly on
weekends to these nearby countries for the
spread of our activities. He would fix up the
itinerary and we would either travel together to
Europe or otherwise would meet there at the
decided location. After completing the weekend
pravas we would either return together or
separately as per our mutual convenience. We
had thus covered many European cities such
as Copenhagen in Denmark; Köln, Dusseldorf,
Frankfurt & Munich in Germany; Hague,
Rotterdam and Amsterdam in Netherlands;
Madrid, Barcelona, Valencia and Canary Islands
in Spain; Paris in France and Vienna in Austria.
His was a big initiative in organising camps and
Easter shibirs in Europe. He had later on taken
the responsibility to consolidate VHP work in
UK and had planned several initiatives.
I remember very well that in January 1999 I had
just returned to Leicester from Bharat and told
him of my arrival. In his typical style he extended
welcome and enquired as to when I would be
coming to Birmingham. I did go to Birmingham
the very next day but only to attend his funeral.
He had passed away that very night.
We had great hopes from Uttambhai and his
passing away was indeed a big loss to UK work.
He leaves behind him wife Hansaben, daughter
Darshana and son Vishal.

Dr. Krishna Hardas
Is another senior activist who had immensely
contributed to the Hindu organisational work in
diverse fields in UK. Dr. Hardas is not in sound
health these days. He is currently in Bharat at
Nagpur, the well known city where he had his

Shri Laxmidas Kotecha

Shri Uttambhai Shah

Shri Jagdish Sood

Shri Bhaskarrao Gadre

Dr. Krishna Hardas
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medical education and also his earlier stint as
a swayamsevak. He came to UK in early 60’s
to pursue higher studies in medicine. He was
a very dedicated swayamsevak and along with
his professional duties that necessitated him to
move to different locations in UK, enriched the
Sangh network in UK.
He is one of those veterans who worked in
various spheres of Sangh work as a founding
member including Hindu Swayamsevak Sangh,
Vishwa Hindu Parishad, Friends of India Society
International and Overseas Friends of B.J.P. He
was a good speaker and regularly appeared
on TV Channels to represent the correct Hindu
view point. Before returning to Bharat he used
to live in Ilford area in London. He is now staying
with his daughter and son-in-law in Nagpur.

Shri Jagdish Sood
Is another veteran from the same Ilford area who
migrated to UK from Kenya in 1975 when there
was proclamation of emergency in Bharat. This
resulted in starting the activity of Friends of India
Society International in UK. It was the courage
of persons like Jagdishji Sood who were in the
forefront of the anti-emergency campaign in UK.
They took out processions in London and came
out with the regular publication of “Satya Vani”
– to apprise people of the correct picture of the
emergency - background.
Shri Jagdish ji Sood was a teacher in Kenya and
later on took up grocery business in UK. He also
helped in holding Kashmir conferences in UK.
His guidance and advice to Sangh work in UK
were always very valuable. His wife Pushpaben
was a ready host to swayamsevaks/sevikas. The
couple have four sons who are now well settled
in UK.

Shri Bhaskarrao Gadre
We should also mention here Shri Bhaskarrao
Gadre who retired as a manager of State Bank
of India in London and after his retirement
devoted his entire time as a Sangh Pracharak
for 2 years. He played a pivotal role in the
planning and organization of Hindu Sangam
event in Bradford in 1984. He was very jovial
and easily mixed with families of s’sevaks and
sevikas. Even after his return to Bharat he
continued to promote the work in Bharat. He
passed away a few years back.
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Shri Laxmidas Kotecha
Was a guiding light for Sangh work in
Leicester and East Midlands Vibhag. He
became a Swayamsevak in Bharat and came
to UK in 1963. He shouldered a number
of responsibilities in Sangh, from Mandal
karyawaha to Bauddhik Pramukh to Vibhag
Sanghachalak. He was also the President of
VHP (UK). His dedication to Sangh was an
inspiration to all. In spite of his poor health, he
never missed attending shakha. His house was
always open to swayamsevaks and sevikas. He
passed away on 15 Jan 2001, a day after Makar
Sankranti, aged 70. The previous day he had
given Bauddhik at the Makar Sankranti utsav of
the Leicester shakha. He had passed on Sangh
sanskars to his son Jitendra who was also
very active in Sangh and Kalyan Ashram Trust.
Jitendra also passed away at a very young age
of 42 after suffering a massive cardiac arrest at
home a few years after Laxmidasji. Laxmidasji
is survived by his wife Radhaben and two
daughters, Prafulla and Jyotsna and daughter in
law Bhadra and two granddaughters.
There were many other veteran swayamsevaks
in UK who nourished the sapling of Hindu
Swayamsevak Sangh in its infancy and then
during its growth. Many of them are no more
with us to taste the fruit of their early endevours.
They are Shri Anil Pota of London, Shri
Lalchand Punj and Harbans Lal Joshi of Ilford
and many more who have contributed to the
Sangh growth in different fields. The list is a big
one...…..
Fortunately we still have a few seniors like Shri
Ramnath Sidhar (now in late nineties) and Shri
Pravin Bhai Ruparelia (former Karyawaha &
Sanghchalak of UK) to guide and bless the
Sangh work in UK.

CONSTITUTION

PREAMBLE
As Hindu Swayamsevak Sangh (UK) grew through branches in towns across
England, the need for a formal organisational structure was felt. One of the
first required steps was the writing of a Trust Deed. The preamble of that Trust
Deed described the purpose of the organisation, and is reproduced below.

It is part of the accepted doctrine of the Hindu religion that its practice develops in its
adherents both a love for Bharat (India) as the Holy Land of the Hindus and the spirit of
Eternal Hinduism which means love for the whole of humanity regardless of race, country,
nationality, religion, sect, faith, caste or creed and furthermore that this spirit enables such
adherents to become better and more useful citizens; and
It is therefore essential to the advancement of the Hindu religion (Dharma) that its
adherents should meet together in circumstances of love and brotherhood in which
their respect for the Dharma and Hindu Culture may be sustained and they may receive
instruction; and
It was long felt by persons practising the Hindu religion in the United Kingdom that a
Sangh (Organisation) ought to be established which would provide a meeting place for
Hindus where such instructions could be given and such a Sangh was established in
London on the Second Day of July One Thousand nine hundred and sixty six ( being the
auspicious day of Vyasa Poornima) but the objects and trusts of such Sangh have not been
formally declared and
At a meeting of the said Sangh held on the Twenty ninth day of April One Thousand
nine hundred seventy three the Trustees (who are the present members of the Central
Executive Committee of the said Sangh) were authorised to enter into this DEED for the
purpose of declaring such objects and trusts....
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SSV Croydon 1985

Opening of Bradford Karyalay by Rajju Bhaiya

Inter-town Tournament Bradford, 1979
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Images
from
1976 to
1986
Arjan Lal Sharma, Laurie Pavitt MP, Dr Krishna Hardas

Bradford Shakha -Dumbell display with music at Silver Jubilee
Celebrations in front of the Queen at Leeds Football Ground
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Milestone events

VIRAT HINDU
SAMMELAN (UK) 1989
The largest Hindu gathering outside Bharat
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The name “Virat Hindu Sammelan” was chosen because this was to be a unique and historical
gathering of the Hindus in UK. The mammoth congregation of 100,000 people from over twenty
different countries took place about a quarter of a century ago, on August 26th and 27th 1989,
at the famous Milton Keynes Bowl, which is located some 50 miles north of London on the
M1 motorway. The open-air, grassy amphitheatre became known as “Om-City”. The event was
exceptional because at the time it was the largest meeting of Hindus outside of Bharat (India). It
was made even more distinctive because of the very large number of Dharmacharyas (spiritual
leaders) belonging to different sects amongst Hindus such as Sanatani, Jain, Sikh, Swaminarayan.
35 spiritual leaders came together on the “Unity Platform” stage over the course of the weekend,
possibly for the first time, in a show of Hindu solidarity.
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The idea of such a program was
conceived by the Vishwa Hindu Parishad
(UK) who were the main motivators
and also the driving force of the whole
event, which took two and half years of
planning. However, the actual event was
a result of the combined effort of 250
Hindu UK organisations coming together
under one umbrella.

Hindu Solidarity
The Organising Committee and the advisory Board
for the event consisted of the representatives of
the various religious and social Hindu organisations
in the UK such as Vishwa Hindu Parishad, Hindu
Swayamsevak Sangh, Samanvay Pariwar, Gujarati
Association, Sikh Gurudwara, Jain Samaj, Bauddha
Samaj, Caribbean Hindu Association, Chinmaya
Mission, Ramakrishna Mission, Swaminarayan
Mission… to name a few.

Rama Shila Pujan - PP Satyamitranandji & PP Moraribapu
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The Sacred Bhagwa Dhwaja & The
Union Jack raised at the same time.

Diversity
Shri Nathubhai Jagjivan of the Samanvay
Pariwar was the chairman of the Organising
Committee and Shri Thakorbhai Patel was the
organising Secretary. Shri G.D. Tandon, the
well-known philanthropist was the President of
the Advisory Board. There were a large number
of speakers from across the diverse spectrum
of religious and social organisations including
Swami Chinmayananda, Swami Satyamitranand
Giri (who was also the convener of the
Sammelan), Muni Susheel Kumar, Sardar
Shamsher Singh, Swami Bhavyanand of the
Ramakrishna Mission, Shri Morari Bapu, Shri
Rameshbhai Ojha, Swami Avichaldasji and a
host of others. Mananeeya Sudarshan ji
Sah-sarkarywaha (joint General Secretary) of
RSS, was a special invitee and so was Shrimati
Vijaya Raje Scindia. Many members of UK
Parliament also spoke at the conference.

International
Messages
A 200 page souvenir was released at the
convention. This contained articles on different
subjects by the experts. It also had messages
from various dignitaries of UK, Bharat, and also
from Nepal and Kenya. There were messages
from Her Highness the Queen, the Prime
Minister Mrs Margaret Thatcher, Indian High
Commissioner Shri Maharaj Kumar Rasgotra,
His Majesty King of Nepal Birendra Bir Bikram
Shah Dev and from the chairman of the Hindu
Council of Kenya.
A special message was received from revered
Balasaheb Deoras, the Sarsanghchalak (head)
of RSS Bharat.
The two day programme consisted of Havan,
Gurkha Regimental March at the formal The
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Hindu Jage
Vishwa Jage
The two day programme consisted of a Havan,
Gurkha Regimental March at the formal
introduction, inaugural address by Doctor
Swami of the Swaminarayan Mission, who
spoke on the theme of “Hindu Jage - Vishwa
Jage” (“As Hindus awaken, then the rest of the
word awakens”) meaning that in upholding our
Hindu values, all of creation will benefit.
Other items in the programme were Matru
Sammelan, Yuva Sammelan, Hindu Marathon,
reporting from the oversees delegates, various
fringe meetings and workshops, addresses
by the religious leaders and also cultural
programmes consisting of Bhajans by Sushri
Lata Mangeshkar, Shri Sudhir Phadke and
Shri Anup Jalota. Lataji had recited Ramayan
Chaupai at the opening function.
The resident Hindus of the UK thronged the
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arena in huge numbers on both days of the
event. There were children and elders, both
men and women, who came to Milton Keynes
from all over UK, from places such as London,
Northampton, Leicester, Birmingham, Leeds,
Bradford, Manchester and even Newcastle.
They listened to the wise words and discourses
of the speakers, participated in the various
programmes and relished the food prepared and
served by the Swaminarayan volunteers.

Hindu Unity &
Behaviour
The grand event was concluded at the end of
the second day with a thunderous message of
Hindu unity by Swami Chinmayananda who had
flown to the UK all the way from an event
in Canada.

Soldiers from Gurka regiment ready for the Hindu Marathon.

The two day historical event of the Virat Hindu
Sammelan has sent a message of Hindu Unity,
disciplined strength and cohesiveness of the
Hindu community.
The whole event passed very peacefully. Not
more than 50 policemen were on hand to
manage the huge crowds and they did not
have much to do as there was hardly any
untoward incidence. The Mayor of Milton
Keynes, made special mention of this disciplined
behaviour and remarked that it was a reflection
of the Hindus inherent law abiding and
peaceful nature.
Many dignitaries in the UK later contrasted
this with a parallel event at the time. The
Notting Hill Carnival in London had more than
a thousand policemen deployed to manage the
huge crowds at which there were unfortunate

incidents of fights and clashes amongst
unruly mobs.
There is reason to believe that a visit of the
UK Prime Minister Mrs. Thatcher to a Sangh
function in Finchley barely a few months
after the Virat Hindu Sammelan might have
materialised because of the excellent impression
given by the Milton Keynes Sammelan.
It should be mentioned that the Virat Hindu
Sammelan also marked the celebration of
the birth centenary of the respected Doctor
Hedgewar, the founder of Sangh whose ideal
was to unify Hindus. It was a grand and fitting
tribute to that great soul.
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Hindu Sangam

1984

A view from one of the organisers
Hasmukh Veljibhai Shah,
Vice President of VHP(UK)
akhandhind@gmail.com
The Sangh ideals of Hindutva needed to be
promoted widely in the Hindu Samaj and
wider society. From time to time an extra burst
of inspirational and extraordinary (Parakrami
Karyakrama) activity had to be injected for this.
Shakhas in Bradford and rest of the UK was in its
infancy, but vibrant, and the level of enthusiasm
was high among swayamsevaks. They were
eager to undertake some extraordinary ventures.

Hindu Sangam at the University
of Bradford.
The idea of holding Hindu Sangam came from
a historic shibir held by RSS in Pune in 1983
(50,000 swayamsevaks in Tarjai). The buzz it
created and the benefits it brought to sangh work
were noteworthy. Bradford was a pioneer shakha
in the UK and had some dynamic karyakartas
who were eager to put their energy into creating
a similar buzz in the UK. It was decided to
hold the Hindu Sangam in Bradford. The
swayamsevaks of Bradford felt proud that, out
of so many active shakhas in the UK, it was their
city that was chosen. The preparations were in
full swing and in earnest as a result of this new
pride and electrifying feeling.

A team of 30 elderly Sevikas and Swayamsevaks
helped to make 1000 kg of Bundi Ladoos
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The magnitude, logistics and
statistics alone were mind blowing.
•
•
•
•

It took 2 years of planning
A team of 60 karyakartas from Bradford
alone planned and executed
A team of 20 national karyakartas were on
site 1 week before Hindu Sangam
There were 1200 swayamsevaks to cater
to for 3 nights including all accommodation,
meals and welfare

Anna Daan (food donation) is an ancient Hindu
way of obtaining support from families, and
Bradford families came forward to donate
generously:

•
•
•

by the Authorities (Police, HM Queens
Representative, Local Authorities, European
Parliament, Faith and Community Leaders)
A Large Hindu Exhibition covering the whole
of Sports Complex
Bradford benefitted with the forming of
Madhav Kendra Elderly Day Centre & Samiti
Shakha
VHP Yorkshire was also had its beginning at
the Hindu Sangam.

Shareerik Planning was also on the scale, which
was off the planning board – imagine how
various towns coordinated to show a precision
display of our normal day to day activities. All
went through with military precision.

1.5 tonnes of Rice
1 tonne of Daal
30,000 rotis from 450 Hindu Families.

•

The health issues related to this was beyond
comprehension, and yet, on inspection by the
Health Inspectors of Bradford Council, we
passed with flying colours.

•

Mandirs and Gurudwaras came forward to help
prepare a gigantic meal for 10,000 spectators,
and the local Health Department offered to help
to ensure meals were prepared and served in
hygienic conditions

All in all, Bradford swayamsevaks felt elated in
the manner they rose to the challenge of such
a huge task, resulting in the Shakha becoming
very strong and active, increasing its sankhya
many times. Having gained this experience,
Bradford karyakartas were confident enough
to start planning and providing infrastructure to
the Mini Kumbha Mela in the form of Virat Hindu
Sammelan (120,000) held in 1989 in Milton
Keynes to celebrate the Birth Centenary of PP
Dr Hedgewar.

•
•
•

Many iconic projects were held within this
historic event, including:
• Hindu Marathon was launched at this event.
• A huge Five Course Luncheon Reception for
500 dignitaries who attended – This created
a huge goodwill and recognition of Sangh

•

•

Suryanamaskar – 1200 s/sevaks performing
at the same time
Dand– 600 s/sevaks performed staff martial
arts
Dumbells – 600 s/sevaks created a mighty
sound on the display ground
Yoga – 750 s/sevaks performed various
postures
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Nilesh Solanki,
Borehamwood
HSS UK Sampark Pramukh
THE Project Coordinator
www.thehinduexperience.org

The Vision

When was the last time the whole Hindu samaj
came together and worked together? What
contribution is our culture making to the wider
community? How can we showcase, Practice,
Promote, Protect and Preserve our diverse rich
culture for the generation to come? Various
brain storms and thought showers led to
evolution of The Hindu Experience (THE).
“Dharmo rakshati rakshitah”
– protect our dharma and dharma
will protect us!

The Challenge

How will we bring the different strands of our
samaj together, work together all under one
unified banner ‘THE’. It was an enlightening
experience and to no surprise the vision we set
out with was evolving. This I think was due to
the inherent spirit of ‘Sanghathan’ within us all.

fields such as education, culture, business and
as individual organised communities doing
profound work in service to others, volunteering
and outreach. We have achieved great heights
living in the UK for many generations’ in terms
of our religious institutions, community based
organisations and impact in the social and
political environments.
One of the aims of THE, was to do something
as a collective effort and showcase our vibrant
community. Having over 20 organisations
involved from the start and many more
supporting the event, it felt like a huge family
organising a wedding! We all took on different
roles, utilising the vast available talent and skills,
enabling us to organise and plan THE effectively
and with shear enthusiasm and pride.
“Stop not till the goal is reached”
– Swami Vivekananda

The Volunteering
The Samaj

We have so much to offer as individuals, families
and a community. We have excelled in various
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Our culture, sanskriti and family values teach
us to always think of others first. “Atithi Devo
bhava!” – Give our guests the same respect
as God! All our community organisations are

managed by volunteers. This Sewa bhaav (spirit
of selfless service) was the corner stone in
building the infrastructure of this noble project.
250 ‘sevaks’ (volunteers), registered and
dedicated their time and energy in making THE
happen and in the process made new friends,
built new teams and opened up new networks.
“Service to humanity is service to the god”

The Achievements

Over 20 organisations came forward and
worked together, with various strands of
the Hindu samaj participating in THE, over
250 volunteers gave their time and energy
enthusiastically to do Sewa, it took 30,000
people hours, 200 meetings and 10,000 emails
to organise and execute the event, all materials
and waste were recycled, volunteers shared
cars or used public transport to save fuel and
reduce carbon emissions and THE Portal still
continues to connect all of us and our activities.

The Future

Having achieved such a landmark event in
2010, The Hindu Experience definitely paved
the way for a more energised, cooperative and
united Hindu samaj.
This certainly started something special and
more importantly an everlasting mutual respect
and support for each other, as individuals, family
and a strong Hindu community.
This journey was enlightening and invigorating,
a learning journey, an inspirational journey and
a journey which will have a permanent positive
imprint on the minds of all involved.

“Coming together is the beginning,
staying together is progress, working
together is success.” Henry Ford
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Prime Minister visits
Sangh Shakha
It was at one Sammilit (combined) Shakha that our
Sampark Pramukh put to us a challenge that I will
never forget.
Ghanashyam Master,
Pratap Shakha Finchley
Swayamsevak
mastergm@talktalk.net

The Invite

Shree Jayantibhai Patel approached me to suggest that we could
invite the Prime Minister of UK, Mrs Margaret Thatcher MP to visit our
shakha in Finchley as this was in her constituency. This was a bold and
unprecedented step that no shakha in the world had achieved before.
I respectfully agreed at the time, not without some reservations in mind
that this could turn out to be a fruitless exercise. Both of us were in the
mind-set however, that we have nothing to lose and would gain some
useful contacts in the future.
With the help of Shree Jayantibhai Patel, I wrote a humble letter
requesting the Right Honourable Prime Minister to grace us with her
presence at one of our utsavs (festivals). A few days later I received a
reply from the Prime Ministers Press Secretary offering a meeting to
discuss our proposal.

The Secret

At the time, the security of The Prime Minister was on the top of every
well-wishers mind, so amongst the many steps we had to take to
ensure a smooth visit, we also had to make sure we did not make this
information public. We were elated, as reading in between the lines,
the PM was happy to proceed with the visit. We were equally aware
that we are taking on a big responsibility to ensure that nothing should
happen from our side that would curtail her visit. Back in the Shakha,
we had the tricky task to convey a message to the Swayamsevaks to
prepare for the event, and yet not tell them who it was for in case we
breached the security requirements.
Swayamsevaks of Pratap Shakha Finchley started preparing a novel
demonstration which had never been done in any UK shakhas before.
They were preparing for a display of a “human pyramid”. Other Shakhas
also joined in. Wembley and Kingsbury were preparing Satat Yog and
Surya Namaskar demonstrations respectively. The Sevikas of Hindu
Sevika Samiti also prepared and displayed Yogchaap.
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Once Mrs. Thatcher’s visit was confirmed, it was time to let our UK Karyawaha Shree Satyanarayan
ji know. We excitedly went to Shree Satyanarayan ji’s house and gave him the good news. We took
his advice and informed the appropriate Adhikaris from Sangh.

The Visit

On 19th January 1990, our celebration of Makar Sankranti, we were ready to greet the Prime
Minister. Mananiya Shree M C Satyanarayanaji, Shree Dhiraj Shah, Shree Arjanlal Sharma, Shree
Harihar Patel, Shree Jayantibhai Patel and I were present at the door to invite her.
It was truly a momentous day for Sangh and more so for us as we were the first shakha in the world
to receive a ruling Prime Minister at a shakha function.
After the welcome ceremony, Mrs Margaret Thatcher lit a lamp, put a garland around the bust
of Dr Keshav Baliram Hedgewar and conveyed Pranam to him. She even joined us in the Sangh
Prarthana. This was a truly honourable and memorable occasion for us all and one that will be
cherished for a lifetime.
After the displays of Surya Namaskar, Satat yog, Human Pyramid and Yogchaap, she was asked to
give a speech. The Prime Minister praised the contribution of India to the world and talked about
passing the British-Indian Culture to the next generation.
She ended her speech with thanks for the invitation and enlightening her on Hinduism and Indian
culture. I concluded the days programme with thanks to the Prime Minister and an offer of an
invitation for a further visit, which she kindly accepted.

The Lifelong Memories

This was a rare and privileged event giving Sangh and Samiti members close up, unique access to
the UK Prime Minister. They were able approach her to get autographs as she mingled with both
the parents and children.
Mrs Margaret Thatcher MP left a mark on all of us. She was a powerful lady yet humble and
knowledgeable about Hinduism, India and its culture. We felt it was a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity
to meet a person of such high stature and we were left inspired and enlightened.
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Swami
Vivekananda’s
150th Birth Anniversary
Nilesh Solanki, Borehamwood
HSS UK Sampark Pramukh
SV150 UK Celebrations Coordinator
www.sv150.org.uk

Swami Vivekananda’s 150th birth
anniversary was celebrated in over 100
places across the UK with over 20,000
visitors to the special exhibition.
The Vision and Inauguration

The year 2013 marked the 150th birth
anniversary of Swami Vivekananda, a dynamic
Hindu monk whose message of divinity of
individual soul and universal brotherhood is as
relevant today as it was during his time. As part
of the international celebrations (supported by
the Indian Government), on the 1st July 2012
prominent organisations from across the country
met at the Vedanta Centre, Bourne End to form
a national committee to guide and spearhead
the yearlong celebrations in UK in 2013. Swami
Dayatmananda of Vedanta Centre was heading
the committee.
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Celebrations of Swami Vivekananda’s
150th birth anniversary commenced on 12th
January 2013 in major cities: Manchester,
Edinburgh, Belfast, Birmingham, Leicester,
Cardiff, London, Reading and Woolwich. “Arise,
Awake and stop not till the goal is reached!”
It was an inspirational weekend for the Hindus
of the UK as their Hindutva was Awakened
through the SV150 inaugural celebrations.
Encouraging the development of high thoughts,
the SV150 Committee UK released their first
book: Life and Message of Swami Vivekananda,
which was distributed to over 20,000 people.
The inaugural London event at the Bharatiya
Vidya Bhavan, was blessed by Swami
Dayatmanand-ji (President of Ramkrishna
Mission UK), Dr Nanda Kumar (Director of
Wigston, Bharateeya Vidya Bhavan) and Swami
Nirliptanand ji (President of Sewashram) who
launched the book and presented it to the

noble MP’s Barry Gardiner, Bob Blackman and
London Assembly Member Mr Navin Shah. The
programmes across the country were filled with:
SV150 introductory videos, plays, classical
dances, songs and inspirational speeches. The
programme in all cities was then concluded
with an audio of the first speech of Swami
Vivekananda in Chicago.

The Unique Mobile Exhibition

A keen interest was taken by the public to be
a part of the regional and local initiatives of the
touring exhibition called Vivekananda Exhibition
on Ancient Indian Civilisation which showcased
the important features of Indian civilisation. The
aim was to host the 6 mobile exhibitions in 100
places across the UK, which started in March
2013 and ended a year later. Over 20,000
people visited this exhibition, over 17,000
people are following the SV150 facebook page
and website.

competitions organised by the Maharashtra
Mitra Mandal, plays and drama on Swamiji, arts
and craft competitions and lectures on this
teachings to understand the deeper thoughts
and meanings.
Swami Vivekananda is widely claimed to be
the first Hindu monk to create an impact of
Hinduism in the West. His famous addresses
at the first World Parliament of Religions in
Chicago in 1893 gave a blueprint for future
world peace and harmony based on the
universal religion as enunciated by Hindu
traditions of the East.

“My Faith is in the Younger Generation,
the Modern Generation, out of them will
come my workers. They will work out
the whole problem, like Lions.” – Swami
Vivekananda

Various initiatives and programmes
The country experienced various types of
creative and innovative events from, elocution
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SV150 inauguration at
Bharatiya Vidhya
Bhavan – Kensington

Telford
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Wyggeston and Queen
Elizabeth I College - Leicester

Events and exhibitions across the country.

Hull City Hall

Edinburgh – St. John’s Church

Radha Krishna Mandir - Oldham

SV150 inauguration at Geeta
Bhavan Mandir, Manchester.

“The more we come out and do good to others, the more our hearts will be purified, and God
will be in them.” -Swami Vivekananda
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Prominent Persons
at HSS Events
One of the important activity
of HSS(UK) has been to
keep prominent persons
in the community and the
establishment informed of
its work and achievements.
It has an important sampark
vibhag (PRO) at national
and local levels to actively
engage with the community
through meetings, seminars
and festivals. Over the last
fifty years hundreds of well
known personalities from
UK and abroad have graced
various functions of HSS
and its sister organisations,
observed and commented
on its activities. They came
from various social fields
like religion, politics, media,
academy, and youth. We list
few prominent names below.

Religion
Pujya Swami Satyamitranandji Giri
(Bharat Mata Mandir, Haridwar)
Pujya Pramukh Swami
(Head and Inspirer of BAPS)
Swami Madhav Priyadasji (Swaminarayan )
Late Swami Bhavyanandaji
(Ramakrishna Vedanta Centre, London)
Swami Krishnadasji (ISKCON)
Swami Purnanandji
(Bharat Sewashram Sangh)
Jain Muni Mrigendra Maharaj
Vishnupuriji Maharaj (Parmarth Sadhak Sangh)
Pujya Indira Betiji
Swami Divyanand Teerth
Swami Dayatmanandji
(Ramakrishna Vedanta Centre, London)
Dr Swami (BAPS)
Gauridasji (ISKCON)
Swami Nirliptanandji (Bharat Sewashram Sangh)
Swami Avichaldasji
Swami Vigyanananandji
Mahant Piya Dissa
(Buddhist Centre, London)
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Politics

Narendra Modi (Prime Minister of India)

Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher (1990)

Atal Bihari Vajpayee
(former Prime Minister of India)

Paddy Ashdown (Leader, Lib-Dem)
Bernard Weatherill (Speaker, HOC)

Academy

Tony Lloyd (Minister, Home Office)

Prof. Ved Nanda (USA)

Mrs Rumbold (Minister)

Dr David Frawley (USA)

Paul Boetang (Minister)

Dr Satish Modh (Mumbai)

Sailesh Vara (Minister)

Dr Atul Shah (UK)

Lord Dholakia

Dr Prakash Shah (UK)

Lord Bagri

Smt Asha Khemka (UK)

Bob Blackman MP (Cons)

Prof. Gokal (UK)

Baroness Phillips of Fulham

Dr Krishna Kumar (UK)

Barry Gardiner MP (Lab)

Rajiv Malhotra(USA)

Late Rhodes Boyson MP (Cons)

Prof Steve Cross (UK)

Late Malcolm Vicks MP (Cons)

Prof Ram Gehani (USA);

Late Laurie Pavitt MP (Lab)
Anthony Grant MP (Lab)

Media

Julian Knight MP (Cons)

C.B.Patel
(Gujarat Samachar/Asian Voice)

Late Ashok Kumar MP (Lab)
Francios Gautier ( Columnist, India)
Satyakama Bolel
(Minister in Mauritius)
L.M. Singhvi
(Indian High Commissioner)

Sanjay Suri (Aaj Tak TV)
Sanjeev Batoo (BBC Radio)
Ravi Sharma (Sunrise Radio)

Lalit Mansingh
(Indian High Commissioner)

Shri Kaushal (Amardeep)

Numerous Mayors and
Councillors at local levels.
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Community Leaders
Arjan Vekriya (Hindu Forum)
Nathu Ram Puri (3 R Trust)
BhartibenTailor
(Hindu Forum Europe)
Truptiben Patel (Hindu Forum)
Satish Sharma (NCHT)
Anil Bhanot (Hindu Council)
Dr V P Rao (Balaji Temple)
Haribhai Halai (SKLP)
Dr Natubhai Shah (Jain Samaj)
Harshad Sangrajka
(Institute of Jainology)
Ashok Shah (Oswal Association)
S. Gautam (Ambedkar Trust)
Om Prakash Mahi
(Ravidas Gurudwara)
Mohan Singh (Sikh Welfare Society)
Rajendra Singh Panesar
(Ramgarhia Gurudwara, Bradford)
Anuja Prashar
Youth
Lawrie Jones
(Gen Sec Middlesex Ass of Boys Club)
Jack Hickman
(Gen Sec B’ham Federation
of Boys Clubs)

Lata Mangeshkar at
Virat Hindu Sammelan
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Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher (1990)

Pujya Pramukh Swami (Head and Inspirer of BAPS)

Smt Asha Khemka (2015)
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Organisation
of HSS

Statistics
123 activity centres with around
2000 weekly participants in
60 towns and cities.
58 Sangh Shakhas
30 Balagokulam Shakhas
35 Samitis Shakhas
65% under 25’s ;
20% are over 50’s
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Landmarks In The 50 Year
Journey Of HSS(UK)
Over the last 50 years there have been important decisions, events and activities
which inspired and influenced the work of HSS(UK). They are the landmarks on the
landscape of the HSS journey. We list some of them below.
1.
July 1966: Decision to
formalise Sangh work in the form of
Hindu Swayamsevak Sangh
2.
August 1966: First large
gathering of swayamsevaks in
London addressed by Shri Atal
Behari Vajpayee. This meeting
prompted the start of monthly
shakha in London. Simlutaneously
in Bradford a shakha was also
started on the auspicious day of
Vijayadashmi, although s/sevaks
were meeting earlier from May 1966.

CHAULADEVI and ANAARKALI,
with a troupe of 40 artistes.
Performances were organised in
Bradford, Birmingham, Leicester and
London. This was in aid of Vanavasi
Kalyan Ashram, Bharat. Seven
Mobile Medical Vans were sent
to Bharat from the proceeds. Ma.
Eknath Goreji was the inspiration
behind this important task.
8.
February 1973: First
Monthly Newsletter of HSS in
cyclostyled print form started.

3. 1967: First ever Sangh shibir
was organised in the winter of Dec
at Bradford Indian Association (also
informal Sangh karyalaya and library)
and sharireek and suryanamaskar
was performed in knee deep snow in
Lister Park.

9.
April 1973: Ma Laxmanrao
Bhideji’s first visit to the UK, along
with Ma Jagdishji Sood and Ma
Zaverchandbhai Shah, attending first
National Karyakarta Varg at Bradford
Hanson Grammar School. Sankhya
was 185.

4.
1968: First national baithak of
karyakartas in Leicester which allocated
national responsibilities. It was at this
baithak that “Pranaam” system was
changed to “Namaskar” form.

10.
9-11 Nov 1973: First
national shibir was held at Grange
Farm Camping and Sports Centre
in Chigwell, Essex, attended by over
450 swayamsevaks. Karyawaha
of the Shibir was Man. Pravinbhai
Ruparelia.

5.
13 Oct 1968: First
public programme of HSS to
celebrate Vijaya Dashami utsav in
Birmingham, attended by around
200 swayamsevaks from across the
UK and over 100 invited guests.
April 1970: First 3-day
6.
national shikshak shibir held
at Teddingworth near Rugby.
Karyawaha was Man. Satyanarayanji
and Mukhiya Shikshak was Dr K P
Hardasji.
1972: Asha Parekh, the
7.
famous actress and dance artiste,
gave a thrilling performance
of Classical Bharatiya plays
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11.
March 1974: Hindu
Swayamsevak Sangh became a
registered Charity.
12.
1975: First 8-Day Sangh
Shiksha Varg held at the Bradford
University. Sankhya (attendance)
was around 34.
1975: First Samiti shakha
13.
held in Leicester and Birmingham
14.
1975: First Sangh karyalaya
in Birmingham.

15.
1976: First International
conference of Friends of India
Society Int. was held at the
Alexandra Palace, London
against the draconian emergency
rule in India. 16 countries were
represented. Swayamsevaks played
active role in the organisation of the
conference.
16.
1977: Sangh participated
in the Queen’s Silver Jubilee
celebrations. Swayamsevaks gave a
demonstration of Yogchaap drills in
front of the Queen in Leeds.
17.
September 1977: Sangh
Sandesh as the monthly magazine
started. 2500 copies published and
sent worldwide.
18.
March 1978: Sharad Shah
came out as first Vistarak after
graduation. Gave one year full time
for Sangh
19.
1980: Sangh Ganvesh of
White Shirt, Black Trousers, Black
Shoes and Black Socks was formally
adopted.
20.
1981: Karyalaya established
in Bradford, named Madhav Sadan
which became a nerve centre for all
activities in West Yorkshire.
1984: Historic 3-Day
21.
national shibir titled HINDU
SANGAM held at the University of
Bradford, attended by over 1200
Swayamsevaks.
1984: First Hindu Half
22.
Marathon held at Bradford on the
occasion of the Hindu Sangam. It
became an annual national event till

2000. It was considered 3rd largest
road race in UK.
23.
1984: First publication of
HSS – “Sangh Darshan – Sangh
Philosophy at a glance” on the
occasion of Hindu Sangam.
1985: Hindu Sahitya
24.
Kendra (HSK) founded with shop at
the Leicester karyalaya.
25.
1986: VICHAAR
MANTHAN (VM) monthly meeting
started in Birmingham. Today VM
meetings held in many towns.
26.
1988: First shakha
in mainland Europe started in
Amsterdam, Netherlands with the
support of HSS(UK).
27.
1989: Birth Centenary of Dr
K B Hedgewar celebrated in approx
75 shakhas. Concluding function in
London in public. Dr Shankar Rao
Tatwawadi became Pracharak for
the UK.
28.
Jan 1993: London Peace
March where over 10,000 Hindus
took part to demand equal human
rights and protection from religious
hatred and extremism for British
Hindus. S/sevaks across the UK
became the backbone of this historic
event. First time demand made to
recognise as British Hindus and not
Asians.
26-27 Aug. 1989: Virat
29.
Hindu Sammelan. 2 day event in
Milton Keynes attended by over
120,000 Hindus. HSS played a very
important role in the organisation
of the event which was held to
celebrate the birth Centenary of Dr
Hedgewar.
Jan 1990: The Prime
30.
Minister Margaret Thatcher attends
Makar Sankranti utsav of Finchley
Shakha, London.
31.
1991: Bradford Shakha
participated in the ceremonial march,
performing Yogchaap (Lazims) in

front of 40,000 people at the closing
ceremony of World Students Games
at Don Valley Stadium in Sheffield

2000: 17th and the last
42.
Hindu Half Marathon in Kingsbury,
London.

32.
1992: First 8 Day Samiti
Shiksha Varg (SSV) in Leicester.

43.
2002: Sewa Shop ( charity
shop) opened in Birmingham, run by
volunteer s’sevaks/sevikas. This was
the first charity shop run by a Hindu
organisation.

33.
1992: Purchased property
at Cross Street, Leicester as a full
fledged karyalaya with Hindu Sahitya
Kendra shop on the ground floor.
1993: First European Shibir
34.
held in Frankfurt, Germany. HSS(UK)
helped in organising the shibir.
35.
1993: Earthquake in
Latur, Maharashtra (Bharat). Sewa
International (project of HSS at
that time) came into prominence.
Collected around £400,000 for
the relief work. SI introduced and
popularised Zero Admin Cost for
charity work.
36.
1993: Shri Hasmukh Shah,
PRO and Trustee of VHP(UK) and
a veteran Sangh karyakarta was
invited by the Queen for luncheon at
Buckingham Palace.
37.
1993: The Kendriya
Karyalaya (Central Office) property
at 46-48 Loughborough Road,
Leicester bought.

44.
2003: “Daksha – Handbook
for Karyakarta” published. Became
popular worldwide as a reference
book for karyakartas.
45.
2005: First Hindu Women’s
Conference hosted by Hindu Sevika
Samiti in Leicester. Around 200
women from various organisations
participated. Inaugural and
Concluding functions were in public,
attended by prominent persons of
the community. Booklet titled “ Mey
Nahi, Tuhi” ( Not I but You) published
on the occasion.
46.
2006 : P P Shri Guruji’s
Birth Centenary celebrated.
Inaugural and Concluding functions
were in public, attended by
prominent persons of the community.
Booklet titled “ Mey Nahi, Tuhi” ( Not
I but You) published on the occasion.

2005: First Balgokulam
47.
shakha started in Borehamwood,
Herts. Today there are over 30 BGs.

38.
1995 : Historic visit of Man.
Rajjubhaiya to UK and Europe.
The first Sarsanghachalak to travel
abroad. He officially named the
Kendriya Karyalaya in Leicester as
“Keshav Pratisthan”.

48.
2009: Sewa International
as a project of HSS(UK) became a
separate charity with brand name of
Sewa UK with office in Birmingham.

1995: Dr Sanjiv Oza came
39.
to UK as the first Pracharak for
HSS(UK). He stayed up to 1998.

49.
July 2010: Shri Chandrakant
Sharma came to UK as a pracharak
for UK, based at the Kendriya
Karyalaya, Leicester.

40.
1999: Dr Ram Vaidya came
to UK as Pracharak in place of Sanjiv
Oza.

50.
June 2011: First National
Balgokulam Shibir held at Phasels
Wood, Herts.

41.
2000: Samiti/ Sangh
participate in the Millenium
celebrations at the Millenium Dome
in London.

51.
2014: Karyalaya in London
(High Street, Edgware) formally
inaugurated.
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on my life

Sangh influence on my life
A collection of personal experiences.
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“Wherever I go... my
Sanskruti goes with me”
Professor Naval K Prinja

Childhood days

Member of the Nuclear R&D
Advisory Board to the UK
Government.

The metal stairs of the gangway
leading up to the ship deck at
the busy Mombasa port were not
easy for a six year old to climb.
The ship was heaving up and
down in water and there was
all the commotion around as
passengers destined for India
were boarding. I boarded the
ship with my mother and four
siblings and remember standing
at the deck looking at the country
we were about to leave. My six
year old mind had no idea of the
journey ahead and had no idea of
what I was carrying with me from
my place of birth, Kenya. Years
later I discovered that Kenya
was the first country outside
Bharat to hold a shakha. Hindus
in Kenya had set up strong
nationalist movements like the
Arya Samaj and Sangh Shakhas.
My grandfather, Pundit Nathram
Prinja and my father Shri Angira
Dev Prinja had worked actively
for both organisations in Kenya.
Without doubt, my first influence
of Sangh was through my father
and grandfather.

Technical Expert
appointed by the
International Atomic Energy
Agency of United
Nations.
Former Bauddhik
Pramukh and Editor of
Sangh Sandesh

introduced to Sanskrit and the
teachings from our great Vedic
and Upanishdic literature. It
was during this time I first heard
Shri Atal Bihari Vajpayee at an
election rally. His poetic oratory
mesmerised me. He made me
feel proud of my own heritage
and identity. He extolled the great
scientific discoveries made by
Hindu Rishis. Those were days
when super powers were vying
each other and scientific and
technical progress was marching
ahead. Americans had landed
man on moon and I was filled
with ambition to go and study
technology at the best institute
in Bharat. I passed my Joint
Entrance Examination and went
to Indian Institute of Technology
(IIT) Kharagpur to study
aeronautics in 1971. The same
year when Apollo 15 mission
spent 3 days on the moon and
the astronauts drove the Lunar
Roving Vehicle there. It was
during my study at IIT that I first
read the English translations of
the main Upanishads on my own
as the Indian education system
excluded study of such subjects.

Back in India, during my school
days at Saindas Anglo Vedic
school in Jullundhar, I was
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Arriving in the UK

It was in 1990s when another opportunity to
serve the community emerged. UK Government
has introduced the Religious Education Act and
It was my arrival in the UK in 1976 that put me
made religious studies a compulsory subject
in touch with regular shakha work. I had started
to be taught in schools. I was selected to
to work with Dunlop Aviation and was sent to
represent Vishwa Hindu Parishad (UK) in the
Newcastle-upon-Tyne university to do research
on their new light weight carbon braking system formulation of the religious education syllabus
for Hinduism to be taught in British schools.
for the Harrier Jump jets. I got my MSc for my
We also produced the publication ‘Explaining
efforts and the new system was put in service
Hindu Dharma’. Years later when I had an
by the Royal Air Force. It was during my stay at
opportunity to meet Dr Murlimanohar Joshi, he
Newcastle that I had the good fortune to meet
was impressed to know that we had achieved
Mananiya Bhide ji. His simplicity and tireless
in the UK what could not be achieved in Bharat.
efforts to travel far and wide to unite Hindus
Hinduism, Sikhism and Budhism were being
impressed me. If he was not travelling, he was
taught as an official subject in British schools.
writing letters.
Time was right for us to work at government
Britain now was under strong leadership of Iron level and with encouragement and backing
Lady Margaret Thatcher. She wanted to promote from Sangh, I was appointed as the co-chair of
the National Interfaith Network which opened
the nuclear industry and wanted new nuclear
power stations to be built. I got selected to work another official channel to voice the views
on Britain’s new Advanced Gas Cooled nuclear of British Hindus on laws and regulations
reactors. 1980 brought big changes in my life. I impacting the Hindu way of life in Britain.
got married to Sunita, moved from aeronautics
to nuclear and moved to Manchester.
Blessing from Sangh leaders
This is where under expert guidance and
encouragement from Shri Dhiraj Shah that we
During my work with Sangh parivar, I had good
started the first shakha in Manchester. 35 years fortune of meeting a number of great leaders
later, it is going strong with weekly sankhya of
who had visited our home in Manchester.
over 100.
I vividly remember the visits of Man Ashok
Singhal ji, Man Nana ji Deshmukh, Man
It was in 1980s that the shakha work in the UK
Mohanrao Bhagwat ji, Man Suryanarayan Rao
was getting consolidated with more organised
ji and Swami Chinmayananda ji. Each one left
national activities like the Sangh Shiksha Vargs
a lasting impression on me. I also recall visiting
and regular issues of Sangh Sandesh. I was
Jhandewala to meet Man Chamanlal ji who
appointed as the national boudhik pramukh and organised for me and our son Gaurav to meet
we introduced organised syllabuses for SSV
Man Prof Rajju Bhaiya ji. Initially he just clarified
and electronic editing of Sangh Sandesh.
India’s position on nuclear power technology
and very soon our conversation drifted to
Family life and Sangh life
science and spirituality. As a scientist who had a
great interest in Sanskrit and Hindu philosophy,
During 1982 to 1987, whilst doing my full time
my question was straight and direct, “How come
job, I also completed my PhD at Manchester
our scientists in India do not now Sanskrit and
University. We were also blessed with two
those who know Sanskrit do not know science.
children, our son, Gaurav and our daughter
In this situation how do we ever see emergence
Divya. My family commitment, my professional
of science and spirituality?” He gave me a quick
job in nuclear industry, my academic career and reply, “You are looking for another Vivekananda.
my Sangh work were all running in parallel. It
The next Vivekananda is very likely to be a
could not have happened without support from
Hindu from West.” And he spent rest of the time
family and friends.
talking to my son Gaurav as he saw future in
his generation. He left no doubt in my mind that
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our role was to pass on our great heritage
to our next generation with clear message
that Hindu philosophy is ancient but as
modern as ever. No modern discovery can
contradict its teachings.
Today, I am Technical Director of a major
companies with over 2000 engineers and
scientists working in nuclear industry,
I have honorary professorship at two
universities, I am advisor to the Ministry of
Defence and UK Government’s research
and development strategy for nuclear
energy, I am an expert nominated by the
International Atomic Energy Authority and
the Fusion for Energy. I am often asked
about how have I achieved all this and how
do I now manage all these responsibilities.
My answer is simple – it is ‘discipline’
and ‘dhyeya nishtha’ that I had learnt from
Sangh. This is what drives me to convey
the message to the next generations that
Hinduism is scientific and logical and there
has not been any scientific discovery that
contradicts the Hindu philosophy.
I am one of the very small percentage
of Hindus who have their Janam Bhumi,
Karam Bhumi and Dharm Bhumi in three
different continents. I was born in Kenya,
now live and work in England but my
cultural inheritance is from India. I have
moved through three countries and even
now my work takes me to many countries
around the world but wherever I go, my
Sanskruti goes with me, attached to
me like my soul, and I carry it with me
with great pride and that is the greatest
influence of Sangh on my life.

Bhagwa Dhwaj
The Bhagwa Dhwaj (saffron flag) is
respected as the Guru in Sangh.
The Bhagwa colour is synonymous
with sacrifice in the Hindu culture,
representing the sun, which gives
everything of itself for the benefit
of others. Holy men and women
wear this colour to signify that they
have renounced their personal
desires and dedicated their life for
the benefit for society. The Bhagwa
Dhwaj is flown from many Hindu
temples. It is commonly shown on
Shri Krishna and Arjun’s chariot
in the great Mahabharat war. This
universal symbol of Hindu Dharma
is used to inspire us to dedicate
ourselves to the great mission of
uniting the Hindu society.

Certain things catch your eye, but pursue only those that capture the heart. – Ancient Indian Proverb
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“Her humbleness and
down to earth attitude
struck me”
Rakshaben Kukadia
Yoga therapist & Mindfulness Trainer.
Former UK Karyawahika of
Hindu Sevika Samiti

Industrial Lancashire
From a sunny and carefree childhood in Kenya
arriving to the industrial Lancashire was a shock
to the system for an eleven year old. However
as children we faced our new challenges with
an adventurous mind set. Believe me Lancashire
in the late sixties was dire. Every building was
black with the smoke from the tall chimneys of
the mills. Language and culture of the local
people was so alien that we thought we had
arrived on a different planet. My 14 year old
brother and 5 year old sister were my closest
friends.

Normal life
We had no choice, we adjusted more easily
than our mother, who found it really difficult
and often I would catch her tearful when things
got too much. But our family was resilient, my
parents had enormous strength from their own
experiences and determination. We would go
about our normal life during the day but every
evening we would all sit together and read
the Bhagwat Gita, the Ramayana and other
scriptures. My father would make the stories
live and we would discussed examples of how
we can bring qualities of the great heroes in
ourselves.

My experience with Tai ji
I got married at the age of 18 and was
introduced to the sangh and soon became part
of this wonderful family. At the start of 1986 we
went to Bharat, my experience was indelible.
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We visited Tai Apteji who was the Sanchalika
of Rashtriya Sevika Samiti. She had such a
busy schedule and had a que of people waiting
to seek her advice and her blessings. Yet she
made time to meet with me and my family. Her
humbleness and down to earth attitude struck
me and has always remained with me. Whilst
we were in Pune, we met with Balasahib Deoras
the Sanghchalak of Rashtriya Sawayam Sevak
Sangh. Sitting out on the patios my five year
old daughter Khushi sang the chorus “galat
mat kadam uthao…”. Balasahib was so happy
to hear this child from England sing a sangh
chorus.

Sangh and family
I can truly say that I have been inspired not only
by these great beings who I had the privilege
to meet. Vandaniya Maushiji Kelkar the founder
Pramukh Sanchalika taught us that the nature
and mode our work should be through daily
shakhas and to always do this work with love,
affection and good will. This has enabled me
to be part of the sangh family and I have had
so much fun playing khel, sharing baudhiks
and stories, attending baithaks and vargs.
The young sevikas who attended my shakhas
in those early years are now women in great
professions and are amazing teachers within
their own communities and families. I am very
proud of this.

“Sangh is not an organisation,
it is my extended family”
Darshana Parekh
Qualified as Chartered Accountant.
Presently Home Maker.
Former Bauddhik Pramukh of Hindu Sevika
Samiti. Presently lives in Hong Kong.
When I look back and think when I was
introduced to Sangh, I have to say it was
probably the day I was born. Our family had
been involved in Sangh activities for two
generations above me and it would be fair to
say Sangh was the centre point of our lives.
In the early years I attended Samiti shakhas in
Birmingham and took local responsibilities and
when I moved to London for university I got
involved in the work of National Hindu Students
Forum (NHSF). After marriage and settling in
London, I took the responsibility of National
Baudhik Pramukh up until the time we left the
UK.

Sangh as the epicentre
The Sangh Karyakarta whom I would say
influenced me the most was my father,
Uttambhai Shah. We grew up knowing that
Sangh was the epicentre of his life, and my
mum was the back office support, feeding all the
karyakartas that came in and out of our house,
helping in the kitchen at camps and generally
supporting in whatever capacity was needed
in the background. My father’s passion was
the youth. He felt they were the future and with
the right guidance and encouragement, could
achieve great things. He was right, many of
my peers whom he mentored, as well as being
successful personally have made history for
Bharat, for Sewa and for the Hindu community
both in the UK and abroad.
Simultaneously he worked with the retired also
as he saw that there were many who for looking
to do something constructive with their time. He

sadly passed away at the young age of 50 but
his selfless contribution to the community is still
an inspiration to us all.

VSS
One of my most memorable events is attending
the first Vishwa Sangh Shibir in Kayavaroan,
Vadodara in 1995. I was apprehensive at first
as to go but the warmth, simplicity, selfless
dedication shown by the karyakartas there
won me over and in the end I didn’t want leave.
We visited a school that was run by Sangh for
those children from villages whom would not
normally have access to this level of education.
The children were unbelievable both in their
abilities and their lively yet humble and innocent
personalities. They left me with a memory that I
will never forget.

No matter where you are...
A few years after marriage we moved out of
the UK first to Mumbai and then to Hong Kong,
which is where we are presently. In both cities,
we didn’t really know anyone but connecting
with Sangh families made it feel like home. It
made me realise that no matter where you are
in the world there would be someone there to
welcome you with open arms.
There are many ways that Sangh has influenced
my life and much of what I am today I attribute
to the teachings and experiences I have had
from an early age. For me Sangh is not an
organisation, it is my extended family.
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Sangh influence
on my life

“Whenever I hear a
meaningful Sangh
geet it stirs me”
Nilkesh Metha
Former Baudhik
Pramukh of HSS

I feel honoured that Sangh has always been central to my life.
The way I see it, there are two entities :-

The ‘Essence’ of Sangh
By this I mean the pure, eternal spirit of Hindu Dharma and
Hindutva that has been flowing like the Ganga or Saraswati
river in the ether since times immemorial. This is the spirit of the
Vedas, the Upanishads, of the great Rishi’s and Gurus that all
tried to explain, organise and structure society so that Hindu /
Sanatan Sanskars can be made accessible to all.

“Great organisational structure”
Then there is ‘our on the ground’, great organisational structure
‘HSS UK’ with its people, which continually tries to tap into the
‘Essence of Sangh’ and deliver it to people through projects
and events. The best, purest and most successful of these is
the Shakha and its Sangh Shiksha Vargs (SSVs), where I feel
the ‘Essence’ is truly felt.
From my earliest memories I felt the love and comfort of the
‘Essence’ of Sangh through my parents and attending the
Mandir, Bhajans etc. and it has been in my heart only getting
stronger with age and understanding.
From an organisational perspective, I remember attending
Shakha and Khel pratiyogita as a young child in Newham and
immediately feeling that ‘yes’, this is such a clever, fun process
but slightly scary too but in a good, challenging way and
felt so privileged from a young age to be part of it. However
Sangh’s influence only really began to be felt more deeply in
my life during my early twenties, after I decided to begin Sangh
work in my home town Swindon where I felt the ‘Essence’
was lacking at the time and then at University through NHSF
work. I attended SSV’s and other shibirs as an older shiksharti
with the aim of being like a sponge so that I can deliver the
teachings back to others. Then I learned about the National
and even International dimensions of Sangh work by attending
European Shibir’s, Vishwa Sangh Shibir’s as a shikshak and
also Dwitiya Varsh training in Nashik. I was massively impressed
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by the selfless and hardworking attitude of
Swayamsevaks and Sevikas and my love for
Sangh grew deeper still. I decided that this was
all very much aspirational and at one with who I
am, what I believe to be good and what I want
to be like going forward. So much so that I took
a solemn oath / a ‘Pratigya’ with all my heart
and spirit in Bharat and in front of our beloved
Bhagwa Dwaj and some senior Adhikari’s that I
would always be a worker for Sangh and Hindu
Dharma / Sanskriti.
Being of a musical persuasion, whenever I hear
a meaningful Sangh geet it stirs me and I feel
moved to emotion by the beautiful meanings.
I recently experienced a health scare but due
to my Sangh outlook I was able to face it with
positivity, ease and without drama.
Also due to Sangh’s influence I can easily mix
and get on with most people in all different
situations. I can mostly keep calm and control
my thoughts when in pressurised environments.
Although people fear these things, I find
organising and leading large events / projects
and speaking in front of people quite easy and
where ever I go I feel the need to help out, inject
positivity and be a good ambassador for Sangh
/ Hindu Dharma.

So I can now honestly say that were it not for
Sangh’s influence on my life I would not be
happily married to my wife, I wouldn’t be the
father I am -striving to teach our Sanskars and
‘Essence’ to my boys daily from moment to
moment. I wouldn’t have the confidence and
courage to face obstacles and changes with
a positive mind-set and feel that I would be a
shadow of the person I am today (if it is anything
– as Sangh has also taught me humility ;).
So I say pranaam and dhanyawadh / thank
you to the Universe, to Bhagwaan, to all the
great Rishi’s and Gurus, to Doctorji to Guruji,
to all the great selfless pracharaks who’s given
their lives to , to the east African pioneering
swayamsevaks, to my father and to all our
wonderful British Swayamsevaks and Sevikas
for shining your light so brightly –looking
forward to the next fifty years.

Chalo jalaye deep vaha, jaha abhi bhi
andhera hai! Vishwa Dharma ki jai!

Shibir
The regular shakha provides a weekly opportunity for developing sanskars (qualities) in the
swayamsevaks and sevikas. A greater opportunity for more focussed karyakarta nirmaan
(personality development) is through staying together for longer in a residential setting
(shibir). Held for weekends at local level or the national annual 9 Day long Sangh Shikhsa
Varg (Youth Leadership Course). The greater length of time together allows the development
of a unique atmosphere in the shibir where the ideals we speak about come to life, and the
participants get an authentic experience of living together in a spirit of brotherhood.
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Sangh influence
on my life

“The grounded values and
uplifting sense of being is so
powerful in Sangh...”
Shilpa Chheda
Chartered Accountant, Partner in an
International firm of Accountants

Greetings on the celebrations of the milestone
achievement of Hindu Swayamsevak Sanghs
Golden anniversary. I am humbly honoured to
write about the Influence of Sangh & Samiti
in my life. The greatest influence and positive
impact in my life to date is the Ideology & Vision
of Sangh, Shakha, interaction with Karyakartas
and their extended families through out the
world.
Being part of the second generation Sangh
family, the organisation and the individuals
have a lasting impression in my life right from
my childhood. The Adhikaris and Karyakartas
are role models to me in my personal and
professional life. The unconditional love and
guidance by all Sangh and Samiti Karyakartas
and Adhikaris has indeed shaped my character
and personality.
The grounded values and uplifting sense of
being is so powerful in Sangh, that I feel proud
to affirm that the Chheda family is now third
generation in the Sangh parivaar. Sangh and
Samiti has taught me:
•
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To be a proud Hindu and importance of
living the values as a Hindu that define who
I am now , benefits of hard work, service
to others, unconditional love for others and
importance of striving for excellence. All the
character development has translated well in
my personal life and career.

•

Understand The principle of Vasudeva
Kutumbakam and Matrudevo Bhava - We
have become very individualistic in the
modern society today and Shakha constantly
reminds us and brings us back to the basics.
By simple things like playing and working
together , the mind is developed not to think
selfishly.

•

Good Discipline and practices which
translated well in my personal life and career.

•

As a business woman not just to survive in
the world but to engage and be inclusive of
all individuals.

Samiti can be likened to a very essential tool for
the modern Hindu woman living in UK where
one engages in the Western world successfully
without losing ones self. It is in shakha and
related activities that I found this balance.
I am indeed blessed to be part of the Sangh &
Samiti parviaar.
Pranam.

Guru Dakshina
The tradition of Guru Dakshina is unique to and well
established in the Hindu culture, giving the student the
opportunity to give something to the Guru as a small token
in return for the invaluable gift of knowledge received. Many
stories are related about how the Guru uses this tradition
to give a final lesson or test to their students’ mettle. In
Sangh the tradition of Guru Dakshina is used to inspire
the swayamsevaks and sevikas to sacrifice their three-fold
resources of body, mind and wealth for the great mission of
uniting the Hindu society. The collection of money, done in
an anonymous fashion with a sense of devotion, provides the
major source of income for the organization to run smoothly
and independently.
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MY 26 YEARS SOJOURN IN THE UK
A Few Glimpses
Dr Shankar Tatwawadi
svtatwawadi@gmail.com
Man. Shankar Tatwawadiji was International
Coordinator of HSS, based in Leicester. He
travelled worldwide for more than 2 decades.
He was Professor in the Pharmaceutical
Science Dept at the Banaras Hindu University
before he retired early to become full time
pracharak.

During P.P. Dr Keshav Baliram Hedgewar’s
birth centenary year in 1989 I went to UK as a
pracharak (full time worker) and after completion
of my tenure, returned to Bharat in 2011. Prior
to ‘89, every year for four years I used to travel
to UK for 2/3 months generally before the July
Sangh Shiksha Varg and would visit nearby
countries like Netherlands, Norway, Sweden
and Demark.
This entire period was full of very valuable
experiences, varied in nature and very educative.
I was a witness to a generational change among
the UK Sangh Karyakartas. Those whom I had
seen as “Bal and Kishor” Swayamsevaks in
the shakhas then had grown up as mature and
responsible karyakartas shouldering important
responsibilities in Sangh and/or affiliated
organizations. Some of them had grown in
stature in public as well in private life. A few
of them had completed their third year Sangh
training in Bharat and some had worked as
Vistaraks in UK. A few of them had left the
country to seek better opportunities in other
countries like US, Canada, Autsralia, New
Zealand, Singapore and even Gulf Countries.
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During this period UK had lost some senior and
veteran karyakartas, who had guided the sangh
work during the earlier years.
For the initial five years of my stay in UK,
I used to reside in Norbury near Croydon,
with Shri Krishnakant Kapadia’s family and
later shifted to Leicester karyalaya which was
formally inaugurated by Man. Rajjubhaiya
(Sarsanghachalak of RSS) in April 1995.
UK has a long history of sangh work which was
formalised in 1966. During this long period
we have seen an impressive quantitative and
qualitative growth of sangh and allied activities.
The number of shakhas have grown to over
100 including the Balgokulam and Samiti
Shakhas. Hindu Sevika Samiti, a women’s wing
of HSS(UK), has grown into a matured national
organization of Hindu women with shakhas in
some 25 towns. During the last couple of years
it has produced full time vistarikas (outreach
workers) which has helped expand the Samiti
work. It regularly sends shikshikas (instructors)
to Samiti Shiksha Vargs in various countries.

Landmark Events
During my long stay in UK, I witnessed formation
and growth of many HSS inspired projects and
organizations like VHP(UK), NHSF, FISI, Sewa
International (SEWA UK), Sanskrit Bharti UK,
Hindu Sahitya Kendra, Saraswati Vidyalaya and
Vichaar Manthan. New organizations such as
International Centre for Cultural Studies(ICCS),
Hindu Lawyers Association and National
Hindu Welfare Support were formed after my
departure. They serve the community with
selfless spirit in their respective fields.

Virat Hindu Sammelan
I have been a witness to a large number of
land-mark events in UK Sangh life. I will mention
here only a few them.
The historic Virat Hindu Sammelan of August
‘89 had a gathering of over 100,000 (One
hundred thousand) Hindus. This was till today
the largest Hindu gathering outside Bharat.
It was a two day event (26/27 August) held
at the Milton Keynes Bowl, an outdoor arena.
It was a religious gathering with a Galaxy of
Dharmacharyas representing all the major Hindu
sampradayas and sects present on the dias.
We had the presence of Swami Chinmaynanda
(Chinmaya Mission), Muni Sushil Kumar and

Muni Chitrabhanu (Jains), Sardar Shamsher
Singh (Sikh), Swami Bhavyananda (Ramkrishna
mission ), Swami Prajnanand ( Gayatri parivar)
and famous Kathakars Shri Morari Bapu and
Shri Rameshbhai Oza and a host of other
swamis. Swami Satyamitranandaji Giri was the
convenor of the event which was held under the
auspices of the Vishwa Hindu Parishad. The
event was to celebrate the Birth Centenary year
of P.P. Dr.Hedgewar. Shri Sudershanji, the then
Sahsarkayavah of RSS was specially invited to
speak at this occasion. A number of prominent
MP’s of the British Parliament also addressed
the gathering and spoke highly about the culture
and tradition of the Hindus. The Milton Keynes
mayor was the chief guest of the event.

We are Hindus First
The famous singer Sushri Lata Mangeshkar
rendered some Ramayan Chaupais and the
Geeta Shlokas at the opening ceremony and
enthralled the audience with her Bhajans at
the cultural programme at night. Shri Anup
Jalota and Shri Sudhir Phadke also thrilled the
audience with bhajans & songs. Touched by
the electrifying effect of the gathering, Doctor
Swami of BAPS (Swaminarayan) thundered
that “We are all Hindus First and then anything
else”. There was heavy downpour at the start
of Dr Swami’s speech and he briefly stopped
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The local Hindu
community holds
Sangh in high esteem
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speaking, assuming that people would run for
shelter and create pandemonium. But there
was no effect on the huge audience who calmly
listened to the speaker in heavy rain. Such was
the discipline of the gathering. People had come
from all corners of the UK and abroad.

Prime Minister in Shakha
This event had its positive fallouts and probably
the UK Prime Minister’s – Mrs Margaret
Thatcher’s - presence at the Makar Sankranti
Utsav of Finchley Shakha on 19th Jan. 1990
could have been one. Her garlanding the bust
of P.P. Doctorji at the Utsav and her 10 minute
speech at the function, eugolising the Hindu
contribution and family values were the bright
spots of the event.

Police Inspector Praises HSS
A large number of Sangh adhikaris and other
dignitaries from Bharat have visited UK from
time to time. The most memorable of all
such visits is that of Prof Rajendra Singhji
(Rajjubhaiya) in April 1995. Man. Rajjubhaiya
was then the Sarsanghchalak of RSS. This
was the first ever visit of any Sarsanghchalak
outside Bharat. He inaugurated the Leicester
Karyalaya on 22nd April 1995 and named
it “Keshav Pratisthan”. He visited the Youth
camp in Rotterdam (Netharlands) and also
met Poojya Mahesh Yogi at his Ashram at the

Germany –Netherlands border. In UK he met
dignitaries from all walks of life including Mr.
John Hambleton, the Police Inspector of North
London who had been in close contact with
HSS for many years. He was all praise for the
HSS activities among the youth and wished that
the white youths had similar training.

Sangh in High Esteem
I would be failing in my duty if I do not mention
here my pracharak colleagues Dr Sanjeev Oza
(95-98), Dr. Ram Vaidya (99 onwards) and
Shri Chandrakant Sharma (2007 onwards).
All of them are very dedicated and capable
karyakartas and have immensely contributed to
the growth of sangh work in UK and Europe.
I owe much to them particularly because they
always overshadowed my deficiencies and
discrepiences. I received very good cooperation
and guidance from all the Sangh adhikaris
young and senior, and love and affection from
the widespread Sangh families in UK. That is a
life long treasure for me.
Sangh had excellent rapport with the Indian
High Commission of London. The local Hindu
community holds Sangh in high esteem and
looks at it as the harbinger of Hindu cultural
values and also as a refuge in times of difficulty.
The UK Govt also have positive opinion about
HSS (UK). UK Sangh has a commendable
position in the HSS Global activities.

Dream big and dare to fail. –Norman Vaughan
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Vishwa
Dharma Ki Jai!
Dr Sanjiv Oza
sanjiv_oza@rediffmail.com
(Dr Sanjiv Oza was the first pracharak for UK
from 1995 to 1998. He is Ayurvedic doctor and
has a practice in Rajkot. Presently he is Rajkot
Mahanagar Saha-Sanghachalak)

Sangh Sandesh has given me an opportunity
to travel down the memory lane of my stint
as a Pracharak in UK during the 1990s. The
experience, incidents, interactions, activities as
well as challenges were thoroughly beneficial
for my personal development as a Sangh
Karyakarta.
Initially I was in Germany for the preparations
of the European Hindu Conference. Those
few months were challenging as far as getting
accustomed to European standard, language
barrier, creating Karyakartas who had little or no
background of Sangh Karya Paddhati.
Due to visas problems I was back in Bharat
and was waiting for my visas for UK. This never
ending waiting period came to an end and I was
finally Pracharak for UK initially, and thereafter
for Europe, as well.

East African s’sevak
– British s’sevak
UK Sangh work was consolidated due to
the whole-hearted efforts of swayamsevaks
who were trained in East Africa and had
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migrated to UK. The next upcoming British
born swayamsevaks and the pioneers of
Sangh work in UK were a different type of
Karyakartas – with a different approach, working
style, understanding of Hindu Sanghthan,
social attitudes, educational qualifications and
economic/financial challenges.
Building a concrete bridge between these
two types of Karyakartas was the major
task for any Pracharak. Interaction between
these generations and gradually creating a
homogeneous team at all organisational levels
with equal representation of both seniors and
British born swayamsevaks was the primary
target.
Success, both numerically as well as
qualitatively, can be achieved only through
teamwork. Being human beings, each
Karyakarta had either personal ego, social
status consciousness, huge amount of
experience and hence hesitation for innovative
experiments. These were at times testing
my patience but the basic commitment of all
Karyakartas and regular informal discussions
helped a lot in gelling of the East African
swayamsevaks with British born swayamsevaks.

Guru Dakshina
The tradition of Guru Dakshina is unique to and well established in the Hindu
culture, giving the student the opportunity to give something to the Guru as a
small token in return for the invaluable gift of knowledge received. Many stories
are related about how the Guru uses this tradition to give a final lesson or test to
their students’ mettle. In Sangh the tradition of Guru Dakshina is used to inspire the
swayamsevaks and sevikas to sacrifice their three-fold resources of body, mind and
wealth for the great mission of uniting the Hindu society. The collection of money,
done in an anonymous fashion with a sense of devotion, provides the major source
of income for the organization to run smoothly and independently.

Role models

European Sangh work

Devoting time without expecting any returns is
very much essential for any social organisation.
Young & talented swayamsevaks & sevikas
came out as Vistaraks. The required motivation
for all - young & aged swayamsevaks – was
provided by these young Karyakartas. Enrolment
of new Baal & shishu swayamsevaks from non
Sangh families was a challenge. The same was
the case with university going Hindu youths.
The rapid growth of NHSF in UK created a
breakthrough for enrolling new energetic youths
into the Sangh ideological fold.

Easter European Shibir was the main vehicle to
enroll new youths. Each European country has
its own peculiar background. Hence uniformity
required for Sangh Shakha functioning is bit
difficult. Karyakarta Nirman Paddhati needs to
be developed in each country. Netherlands has
proved this with their local efforts.
One or two Shakhas in each country will not be
fruitful in the Karyakarta Nirman process. Hence
innovative projects like Balgokulam should be
initiated.

Events & affiliated organisations
Events such as the Hindu Marathon had their
own benefits as well as constraints. The major
gain through such events was establishing
“Hindu identity” in place of “Asian identity”.
The various organisations working in Bharat
naturally wanted their activities in UK. Though
this was natural, the social atmosphere of UK
was quite different to that of Bharat. Hence only
SEWA International work could gain roots.
My personal observation is that basic Sangh
Shakha functioning needs more focus
compared to other organisations. Merely
starting BVP (UK) on the pattern of Bharat is
not required. Various think tanks or fronts should
be initiated as per the requirement of the Hindu
society of UK in particular & betterment of
Bharat in general.

Treasure land
Just a few years in an unknown land was a
life-long treasure accumulation for me. The
warmth, affection and love received from one
and all during my stay in UK and the care
and communication maintained till today has
strengthened my commitment for Sangh Karya.
Param Poojaneeya Sarsanghchalak (Late) Prof
Rajju Bhaiya’s visit to UK & Netherlands, the
ever-lasting energetic informal discussions with
(Late) Shri Uttambhai Shah & father-like care
& affection by (Late) Man. Satyanarayanji are
memories that are instilled in my heart.
A swayamsevak working for ‘Bharat Mata Ki Jai’
could broaden his vision to ‘Vishwa Dharma Ki
Jai’ because of his memorable stay in the UK.
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Sangh Shiksha Varg

Residential Youth
Leadership Training Course
Mayur Shah,
Saha-Karyawaha HSS(UK)
mayur.shahkhatiyar.com

One of the primary objective of Sangh is to create young leaders who
would conduct shakhas (activity centres) and also contribute to the
local community through various activities. While continuous training
and nurturing of such potential activists (karyakartas/leaders) is done
at shakha level, there is a specific programme, which provides intensive
training in a conducive atmosphere. The programme is called Sangh
Shiksha Varg (SSV - Youth Leadership Training Course). This is an
annual premier event in the Sangh calendar.

History
HSS was formally started in 1966 and as the number of shakhas
grew, there was a need felt to set up a programme for training young
swayamsevaks into shikshaks and future karyakartas. The programme
would also standardise the method of conducting shakhas and other
activities. Hence the first SSV was conceived and organized in 1975
and held at the University of Bradford with a full time attendance of
around 50. The minimum age limit was 16 at the time. Presently the
minimum age is 13. Since then, every year (except 1984, 1989 and
2016) SSV is held in the last week of July. The last SSV was held in
2015 at the Lutterworth College, which was the 38th SSV. Starting
from sankhya (fulltime attendance) of around 50 (in 1975), we have
today a sankhya of over 175 including shikshaks (trainers) and
prabandhaks (helpers). Over the last 40 years, thousands of youths
have undergone SSV training and are playing a useful role in Sangh
and the community. Initially the SSV was of 7 days but it has now been
extended to 9 days.

Training Given
SSV is held in an environment which is conducive to help create that
‘bond’ amongst the participants, while at the same time providing skills
and knowledge about Sangh, Hindu Dharma, History and Heritage,
Leadership qualities, etc. The training is given through sharireek
(physical exercises/games), Bauddhik (educational/intellectual)
and Sewa (service). There is also a CPD (continuous professional
development) element for the shikshaks and prabandhaks
Swayamsevaks come together for 9 days, eating, breathing, sleeping,
playing games, and learning in one environment. Each Swayamsevak
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goes through four years of training at different
levels (Prarthmic, Pravesh, Praveen and
Prabandhak). The syllabus includes intensive
shareerik – physical activities, where each person
learns various skills, while instilling discipline and
confidence. Bauddhik provides the intellectual
stimulus and knowledge about Sangh and Hindu
Dharma. It provides an opportunity for each
person to discuss, analyse and participate, again
nurturing self-confidence as well as speaking
and debating skills. Once the first three years
are completed, a swayamsevak comes back for
the fourth year as a Prabandhak – to help behind
the scenes to ensure the smooth running of
SSV. This creates a spirit of humble service and
humility, as well as providing life skills – some
have never washed dishes at home, cleaned
toilets or cut vegetables! After fourth year,
selected swayamsevaks attend shikshak training
class at the SSV before they become eligible as
SSV shikshaks.
SSV is held in different towns every year
(mostly!) in schools or colleges. This provides
the local shakha an opportunity to get involved
in organising the event thereby gaining valuable
skills. In addition, those running the SSV –
the shikshaks and the prabandhaks also gain
invaluable skills in planning, execution, leadership
and teamwork.

Evolution of SSV
There are many factors that have changed over
the years since SSV was first held, and has kept
the content and delivery updated to ensure that
HSS is providing appropriate training to meet the
current needs. Here are some examples:
Initially there were only two years (levels). This
was changed to three years as it was felt that
more training was required to ensure that the
Swayamsevak was ready to be a leader. Another
challenge was getting people to help run the
SSV – the prabandhaks. It was therefore decided
to introduce the fourth year. This was thought
through for the following reasons – a) it provided
an additional year, as most finished their third year
at the age of 16, and hence were not considered
mature enough to become shikshaks, b) provided
additional training, and c) dealt with the issue of
not having enough prabandhaks for SSV to run
smoothly.
Shareerik has evolved to focus on different skills
for each of the level (year) and is now such that
it runs smoothly and effectively. A further review
is planned this year to ensure that the needs of
swayamsevaks are currently met.
Baudhik has also evolved wherein previous
years a lot of planning was carried out during the
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SSV, thereby stressing the bauddhik shikshaks
tremendously. This has changed in the last few
years where there is focused planning effort prior
to SSV, with very little carried out during the 9
days.
This has allowed all shikshaks to focus on the
shiksharthis, spend more time with them and
mentor them in a much better way.
The Karyawaha used to have a token role to play
up until around 2005. Thereafter the Karyawaha
has been decided well in advance by KKM,
and together with the Mukhya Shikshak and
Bauddhik Pramukh, this role is for a continuous
period of two years, allowing a better input and
more continuity. The advance planning and
execution is now carried out by these three key
karyakartas together with their teams, as well as
the Vyavastha and Prabandhak Pramukhs.
While SSV has been the ‘domain’ of the National
Shareerik team, and remains to be so, it was felt
that there was a need for a national SSV Coordinator. This was implemented a few years ago
and has ensured that year on year improvements
are made, as his focus is on SSV, reporting
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directly to the Shareerik Pramukh who oversees
the SSV.
Advanced registration has been introduced
and implemented firmly in the last few years
making for better planning and execution. In
addition, a ‘Shiksharthi Outlook” form is sent out
to shakha karyawahas to learn more about the
each swayasmevak attending. This has helped in
improving the quality of attendance and delivery
of the programmes.
SSV continues to improve in terms of quality and
has become an important tool in the “karyakarta
nirmaan” (development of activists) of Sangh.
(Hindu Sevika Samiti, women’s wing of HSS(UK),
run a similar SSV independently at the same time
and same venue).

Most Inspiring Experiences
of my Life...
Pravar Petkar
Manchester Shakha
(Student at Cambridge
University)
Sangh Shiksha Varg 2015 (SSV 2015) has
been one of the most inspiring experiences of
my life. The thing that stands out most about
this year’s SSV was the strong feeling of
sangathan created between all who attended.
It was a feeling that spanned local, cultural
and even international boundaries. From the
sanchalan across the field, to the huge numbers
massed together at the samarop (concluding
ceremony), this spirit of unity ran through all the
activities, and provided a glimpse of what can
be created in the future if Sangh work continues
to move forwards.

Develop Sanskaars

The biggest thing that I have taken away from
the last nine days is a greater appreciation of
the nature of Sangh work and the reasons for
which we do everything that we do. People
often wonder why I choose to spend ten days
undergoing a highly disciplined and tiring
schedule during my free time in the summer;
the qualities that this set-up develops in
the individuals who partake in it are rarely
developed elsewhere in such a concentrated
and efficient fashion. Ultimately, that is the
purpose of all activities within Sangh: to develop
samskaars (qualities) within those who take
part in them, even in the smallest and seemingly
most insignificant of tasks such as standing in
a straight line. Nothing is done simply for the
sake of doing it, and this is an idea that anyone
conducting an activity within Sangh must, in
my opinion, be constantly aware of. If these
qualities are not developed, then the aim of
sangathan seems altogether more distant.

Invest Time for Sangh

Working for Sangh in any form is not like
working for any other organisation. One need

not seek congratulations on being given the
role of a shikshak in SSV; any Sangh work
that is done or responsibility that is accepted
must be done without making a noise about it.
One of our varg geets says, ‘Hum Hain Maun
Pujari’ - ‘we are the silent devotees’. As a result,
I firmly believe that anyone who is responsible
for imparting sanskaars to swayamsevaks or
sevikas in any Sangh or Samiti event must
not look for recognition once they have done
so. What I have described so far are but two
features of Sangh that make it stand out. One
more is the fact that the progress of Sangh
towards its practical aim of Hindu unity is not
increased in proportion with the funds provided
to it, but by the time which its workers invest
in it. As a result, I believe that I should try and
invest time in the work of Sangh, since I have
gained so much as a result of it. This, however,
is no easy task: many of those who feel they
ought to give time to Sangh are busy in higher
education or at work.

Swayamsevak for 24/7

It is, in my view, vital to understand that Sangh
is not something that we attend for one or two
hours per week. A swayamsevak or sevika
remains as such for 24 hours per day, seven
days a week. Even fifteen minutes per day
spent reading Sangh literature or maintaining
contact with local swayamsevaks or sevikas
will contribute to the overall work of Sangh.
These are therefore the conclusions that I have
derived over the last nine inspiring days: time
should be given to Sangh in order to ensure
that its activities continue to develop the same
sanskaars that those who give their time have
themselves gained, and this should be done
selflessly. In this way, Hindus can unite and
ultimately, the whole world can live according to
the ethical norms that we all share, regardless
of all the differences that may appear to exist
between us. The motivation for this is surely the
great show of unity at which many of us were
present.
‘Hum Vijay Ki Aur Badhate Jaa Rahe Hain...’
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Sangh Shiksha Varg

Doctor ji
Doctor Keshavrao Baliram Hedgewar was the
founder of Rashtriya Swayamsevak Sangh.
Born in 1889 on the auspicious day of Varsh
Pratipada (Hindu New Year ) in Nagpur,
Doctorji recognized that many of the problems
faced by the Hindu society were symptoms
of our underlying disunity. Pledging his life to
the cause of Hindu sangathan (unity), Doctorji
qualified as a medical doctor but decided to
dedicate all his time to starting and developing
an organization to unite the Hindu society.
Sangh started in 1925, and by the time of
Doctorji’s demise in 1940, the organisation
had spread to all corners of Bharat (India).
He gave a unique method of working called
“Shakha” which has proved its value through
the last nine decades.
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Leading through Innovation
in UK Sangh work :
Hindu Marathon
Arun Kankani
Executive Vice President
of Sewa International
USA

One either grows or decays – status quo
is not possible in the life of an individual or
organization. (stagnation results in decay),
that is why the world is called in Samskrita as
‘Samsar’ – samyak sar eti samsarah ie. Change
is fundamental to the world. Innovation becomes
very important for upward movement of any
organization. Fortunately, Sangh in UK has reinvented itself through continuous innovation
helping in positive change - ‘Samkranti’ –
instead of disruptive ‘kranti’.
In my brief stay of 4 years in UK, I got firsthand
experience of this and consider following 6
things as important innovation that shaped the
sangh work and defined the progress of Sangh
in UK.

Ganvesh & Frequency
Change is never easy. Especially deviating from
the norms and traditions may look simple and
logical after the effect but requires tremendous
will power born out of conviction, shraddha
and pragmatism. I consider change in sangh
Ganavesh and moving from daily shakha to
weekly shakha was one such major change.
It happened so swiftly that I admire the skillful
handling of senior karyakarta. I think it was a
major milestone, which defined the form and
nature of things to come. It perhaps clearly
laid down the approach of Sangh in UK to
find modern ways to carry out the mission with
pragmatic vigor.
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Connecting a well-known and accepted sport
(marathon) in 1984 during Hindu Sangam, to
brand Sangh was another major milestone in
Sangh Journey of UK. The impacts are many. It
not only energized youth participation but also
created tremendous respect of HSS in the UK
mainstream, as it soon became the 3rd largest
half marathon in UK. This not only created health
awareness but also provided a forum to invite
prominent people from all walks of life including
social, political, religious, sports, education,
administration etc. In 10 years of its journey, the
Hindu Marathon achieved something that no
other program could have achieved – the Sangh
brand became public – with a very positive
image.

Ganesh Puja by children
I distinctly remember my wonder and
astonishment when I attended my first Ganesh
Puja for children in FInchley shakha. Sangh
activities are generally social and cultural,
keeping away from religious rituals. But out of
Bharat, the need is different and Sangh in UK
swiftly adapted to meet the religious need of
Hindu Society by incorporating Ganesh Puja
(later Saraswati Puja also) in list of Sangh
programs. Today, many shakhas all over the
world celebrate it, thanks to that path breaking
lead. Many temples and other organizations
also have made it part of their regular program.
It gave a new dimension to ‘Sarvajanik Ganesh
Puja’ by children.

Sewa International
The Latur Earth quake gave birth to Sewa
International in 1990 in UK. It started as
a project of Sangh and soon expanded to

other countries as it resonated well with
the philanthropic need of the society. Many
innovative activities were adapted to raise
funds which were common in UK society. Today
Sewa is in 18 countries and has contributed
to development and disaster relief all over the
world.

Hindu Sahitya Kendra and Multipurpose self sustaining karyalaya
I think it was the innovative ideas of
entrepreneur senior karyakarta of Sangh who
decided that karyalay should NOT be the sink
of general funds but should be able to sustain
itself and also generate funds for our service
projects. They came up with idea of Hindu
Sahitya Kendra shop as part of the karyalaya, so
that income generated by it sustains the whole
building. Over the years, the idea expanded into
charity shop and other ideas also. I have not
seen this idea replicated in other countries yet,
but hope that some entrepreneur mind will see
the principle and advantage of this model and
emulate it in other countries also.

Nurturing future leader
In Sangh, vistarak yojana is a norm where
student karyakarta spend their time in shakha
work expansion during their vacation. But

when Dhirajji encouraged and facilitated Manoj
Ladwa’s two month tour to Bharat visiting
different cities, meeting various political, social
and administrative leaders and connecting with
Bharat in an unprecedented way, instead of
engaging him in organizational work, very few
would have realized the grand vision of nurturing
young second generation karyakarta to become
leaders in different walks of life. This initiative
also paved the way for similar visits by young
sangh karyakarta to go on exploratory tour in
Bharat. This has added a unique dimension
in vistarak yojana of sangh and has been
instrumental in shaping the expansion and
impact of Sangh in society. Uttamji’s single
minded focus on expanding sangh work in
different cities of UK, helping in expanding
the work in mainland Europe with a group of
young karyakarta from UK and encouraging
and nurturing young karyakarta who showed
different interests and capabilities, shaped the
structure of organization.
Innovation is a must for any commercial
corporation in changing time. It is true for nonprofits too. Carefully encouraging innovation in
a safe environment has been in the Sangh DNA
which has helped in Sangh growth all over the
world. UK can take pride that it has not only
kept the tradition but took it to new heights.
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Bob Blackman (MP)
Praises HSS Activites
(Bob Blackman is the
Chairman of All Party
Parliamentary Group for
British Hindus.)

Namaste to young people, parents, distinguished guests .
What we should do is thank all the volunteers who made this 9 day
training course such a valuable learning exercise for everyone.
This is not my first visit to HSS summer camp. My first visit to HSS
summer camp was in 1992 in Leicester as a guest. I saw there
what I see now. Young people learning the benefits not only of
physical education, not only of mental education but also learning
as individuals and as part of a team. Far too many myths have
been allowed to develop about what HSS does which needs to be
dispelled.

Hindu voice in parliament
(Key points from the
speech he gave at the
concluding function of
9 days Youth Training
Course of HSS in
Harpenden on 3 August
2014)
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I have a long history of public service. I would like to think that it is a
distinguished service but it is for others to judge. When I was elected
to the parliament for the first time it felt like a fresher’s week in the
University. There are different things you can do. You can change
society or join all societies, etc. Similarly, there is a parliamentary
group for absolutely everything you can think of, all the health related
issues, every sport, countries, religion, special interest. There is one
for India (which I am proud to be part of), Israel, Pakistan, Bangladesh,
… for every religion, Christianity, Judaism, Islam, Sikh but guess
what? There was no parliamentary group (APPG) for Hindus. I said
why is this? The third biggest religion in the UK , this cannot be
right. I looked into creating this group but encountered obstructions
as some politicians believe that Hindus are (in scope) supporters
of some other political party. I don’t think that is right. I believe that
British Hindus support all British political parties, participate fully in
the British society and therefore should have a voice in parliament. It
took me three and a half years and last December we launched the
group. Now the British Hindus have a direct voice in the parliament for
the issues that matter to them . The challenge for you good people is
to ensure that you feed us your concerns and we will make sure that
things are done properly.
One of the first thing which the group had to address was rather
foolish change in the law which was taking place which almost
encapsulated the caste system. It was done without any consultations
with leaders of the Hindu community or with politicians. I believe it
is wrong. It enshrines things which were a problem when first people
came to this country. Imagine your child coming home and asking

what caste he was? It doesn’t matter. What
matters is the young people seeking their way
into the world irrespective of previous history.
This is a vital aspect.

Dispel myths about HSS UK
We should dispel myths that have grown about
HSS. Such stories that it is a paramilitary
organisation, it trains people to hate other
people. What you see is that it trains people
to be physically fit and who would think that is
a bad thing. It trains young people with mental
education as well and teaches meditation. It
enshrines core values of Hinduism which is to
create a peaceful world. Who would think that
is a bad thing? Being peaceful is the core value
of Hinduism and to maintain peace one needs
to be vigilant. One should be ever willing to go
to war in order to maintain peace.

British values - Hindu values
When we talk about British values, some people
think that is excluding others. Standing on your
own two feet, loyalty to country, family, rule of
law are great British values. These are also great
Hindu values. Remember the Hindu contribution
to the country. The power of our economy is
driven by Hindu contribution. Hindus are the
most law abiding citizens with 0.005% rate
of imprisonment. The smallest sector of any
identifiable group. They are more likely to be
victims of crime rather than perpetrators. So
actually when you see young people learning
the art of self-defence that is a big deterrent
to being victims of crime and there is nothing
wrong with defending yourself from aggressors.
So that is something to celebrate.
We should also remember that belief of
education is embedded in Hindu religion and
that is great. Parents want their children to
become doctors, engineers, scientists and
dentists etc and aspire to be superior people in
the society and within this generation I think that
will be achieved.
Also remember, tomorrow we will commemorate
100 years to the start of world war one. Great
contribution was made by India and now
commonwealth. So many soldiers sacrificed
their life so that we can be free and their

contributions are often forgotten and we should
not allow that.

Sewa and tolerance
I will finish with two important concepts.
One is Sewa – people from all walks of life
giving their voluntary services, cleaning floor
by senior executives. It is crucial that everyone
should learn this. All parliament debates are
recorded by Hansard. I was explaining the
concept of sewa as part of the debate on
Diwali. Why should Hindus only celebrate
Diwali? We should all join in and enjoy Diwali
and understand each other better. I received
an email from Hansard, asking if I was out of
context, did I mean saving money instead. I then
realised how much work has to be done.
The second is tolerance. How do we make the
world a safer place? A more peaceful place?
There is a terrible situation in Gaza. More people
die a month in Syria but don’t see thaton the
news. More people die in Libya in a month than
in Gaza but it is not in the news. Across the
world there are many conflicts going on mainly
because people cannot seem to live with one
another. Hinduism is the mother of all religions.
It practices what it preaches – everyone is
allowed to celebrate their own religion and is
given equal value. Equally tolerance is preached
from the word go. So wouldn’t the world be
a better place if we at least embraced the
principles of Hinduism even if people could not
give up their own religion.

Message of hope
Maybe the message we have to send out is one
of tolerance and getting along with one another.
I hope that in this country we continue to be
a beacon of hope to the world where people
of all creeds, all faith, all colours could come
together; celebrate their religion, live their lives
with peace and promote harmony across the
world and if we can do it then the rest of the
world can do it as well.
Let’s part with that message of hope. With
what you have learnt in the past 9 days we can
translate into a message for the world.

Aum Shantih!
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History and Relevance
of Sangh Geet
Kanubhai Gohil
Former Sharireek Pramukh of HSS
Leicester
Sangh Geet are songs, which are a part
of our cultural education (Bauddhik),
invoking the universal Hindu philosophy
of Peace and Fraternity. They pay
homage to inspiring Hindus from our
glorious past who have kept the flame
of Dharma alight, encouraging Hindu
Unity in order to assert a strong and
successful identity (Asmita).
During challenging and difficult periods,
geet have motivated, inspired and
awakened us to work vigorously for the
cause. In other times, reciting a geet to
oneself, keeps the noble thoughts of our
culture in our daily way of life.
The first ever Rashtriya (National) geet is
mentioned in Yajur Veda, 22 – 22, which
ignites devotion towards our Spiritual
(Mother)land and her ancient culture that
has been our tradition and the corner
stone of Hindu practice. The feeling in
the hearts of thousands of her devotees
has been contemplated by known and
unknown poets who have composed the
feeling of oneness and understanding
into befitting and awe inspiring geets.

Themes of geets
The theme of a geet is dependent on the
period it is written in. At the historical
time of Maharana Pratap, Chatrapati
Shivaji and Guru Gobind Singh, the
theme was one of valour, gallantry,
and courage. During the British Raj,
the struggle was of freedom from
foreign rule. The geet about freedom
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fighters reminded us of our glorious
history, safe guarding and retrieving
our spiritual land from the clutches of
colonial power and ensuring that peace
and tranquility prevailed. When Sangh
was established in 1925, the focus
was on unity, character building and
self-discipline. After independence the
theme became one of consolidation of
Sangh karya (work) and its expansion
to cover as many cities and towns as
possible. After partition, shakhas were
overwhelmed with thousands of Hindus,
the victims of partition, looking towards
Sangh for protection, guidance and
assistance. New geet full of vigour
and empowerment flourished. Even
today, those geet are ever popular. The
prevailing words in the geet of this era
were, Jago Utho (arise awake), Tan man
dhan (body, mind and wealth), Tyaag
(sacrifice), Balidan (sacrifice), Aage
badho (move forward), etc. During this
turbulent period in Bharat, Sangh karya
was introduced in East Africa.
With these shakhas came different
geet. The themes were related to: Matru
Bhumi (motherland), Himalaya, Ganga –
Jamuna – Saraswati, Jai Swadesh, Hum
Nav Yuga (new era), Shakti (strength),
Upaasanaa (worship) etc. After the
emergency period of the late seventies,
the theme became “all embracing’’, there
should be no social barriers – “Hum sab
ek hein’’ (“We are all one”). We have to
uplift the society by engaging ourselves
in community projects, programmes,
enterprises and initiatives.
As Sangh karya was spreading outside
of Bharat, our mantra ‘Vasudhaiva
Kutumbakam’– the whole world is one
family, became a reality. We are at a

“Sab kaa saath, sab kaa vikas. This is our mantra.” –Narendra Modi
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turning point. The theme of the 21st century
is, ‘Krunavanto Vishwamaryam’ – Let us enoble
the world. Other geets with similar themes
are, ‘Vishwa Dharma ke Prichayak Hum’ and
‘Vasundhara Pariwar Hamaraa’.

Resources
Today with the advent of modern technology,
choosing and listening to numerous geet with
music has been simplified. Several websites
have hundreds of geet to offer, some with a
script. In Bharat, the latest geet books are
available. The famous ‘Rashtra Vandana’ now in
its 20th edition, has 250 geets. Rashtra Sevika
Samiti and Vivekananda Kendra also have
similar publications and Hindu Swayamsevak
Sangh of Kenya has published an English geet
book with 200 geet. This is very useful for those
not able to read Hindi. In Bharat, countless
songs are available in local languages.
Meaningful and popular National (Desh) Bhakti
geet have been included in several Bollywood
movies.
In spite of readily available geet, we need to
ensure that we do not end up as only listeners.
To fully appreciate the geet we should first sing
and understand the meaning of the script before
sharing the inspiring messages behind them.
Styles of presentation
Most geets are sung in unison and collectively,
known as Samuhik (Chorus) geets. Some
geets, known as Ekal or vyakti (Solo) geets
are lyrical, meaningful and melodious. They
are pleasant to listen to especially before a
Bauddhik. Such a geet often carries a strong,
meaningful message and is usually sung by a
proficient and competent singer. When singing,
pronunciation, voice and presentation are
important. Experienced singers often memorize
a song and maintain eye contact with the
audience during singing.

Categorizing
As more and more geet are composed, they
need to be categorized. Some geet have
specific subject matter, others are more generic.
Following are the common topics.
Matru stavana (praises for the mother land),
Rashtra archana (offering to the Nation), Dhwaj
Vandan (salutation to the Guru), Keshav –
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Madhav Archana/Maan vandana (offerings
and respects to P.P.Doctorji and P.P. Guruji),
Dhyeya Chintan (serious thinking on how to
achieve set goals) Sankalp geet (songs of
firm determination), Samarpan geet (songs of
offerings and dedication), Sanskruti Chintan
(deep thinking on culture), Aahvaan (songs
giving a clarion call), Udbodhan (arousing
and awakening songs), Praasangeek/Utsav
geet (songs suitable for particular festival
or occasion), Baal geet (songs for Juniors,
simple worded), Sanchalan geet (rhythmic
songs used in marching practice), Prakeerma
(miscellaneous songs), Vividh Bhashi geet
(geets in other languages).

The benefits
Following are some of the benefits you may
experience as a singer.
•

You can learn to read and write Hindi and
Sanskrit.

•

Your vocabulary of Hindi words and their
meaning will increase.

•

Your knowledge of Hindu history, culture,
civilization etc. will increase enormously.

•

You will become more aware of political and
social situation in the UK, Bharat and rest of
the world.

•

You will become more inquisitive in several
fields that affect our karya (work).

•

You will develop a good knowledge of the
geography of Bharat.

•

Singing will keep you relaxed.

•

You will exercise your vocal cords making
your voice sweeter.

•

Your interest in classical music, raags and
their application will increase.

•

Geets are mini bauddhiks. You will be able
to elaborate on them.

•

Your lung capacity will increase and will have
improved breathing.

•

Depression, anxiety, nervousness etc. will
diminish.

•

Your interest will be aroused in voice related
subjects such as Sanskrit chants, prayers,
bhajans and bhaav (instilling feeling) geets.

•

You will appreciate other cultural songs and
their singers.

Encouraging Geet & Sangh
Perspective
Geet is an integral part of shakha for all age
groups including the very young. In order to
ensure continuity of geet in shakhas, a team
can be created to focus on this. Those with
language proficiency can do translation and
interpretation from Hindi into English. Even
music can be introduced. To make geet fun,
competitions can be held at different levels
with criteria such as participation, pronunciation,
memorisation, tune and overall rhythm and
presentation.
With today’s technology, learning geet can
be so much easier and not just restricted
to learning them in shakha. Geet can be
downloaded to your phone and listened to and

learnt in your own time and at your convenience.
When Samaj hears meaningful, impressive and
melodious geets sung by those engaged in
Samaj seva karya, they will surely appreciate it
and join us.
The ideology expressed in Sangh geets when
Sangh began has naturally changed with
time. Our goal is to promote world peace and
tranquility in the tradition of Vishwa Dharma.
This can be accomplished if we become well
informed of our heritage. Sangh geet have an
underlying message of:

‘’ Uttishthat Jaagrat Ho ‘’ –
			
Arise and Awaken!!
Vishwa Dharma Ki Jai

Geet Pratiyogita Birmigham

Birmigham Karyalay Geet session
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Sangh
Departments
For any organization to operate successfully it needs
to define an operating model and a corresponding
management structure that allows it to meets its
objectives. Sangh has had a grand vision of unifying
Hindus and restoring pride in Hindutva through
Sanskar, Sewa and Sangathan. In achieving these
objectives, Sangh has created a simple yet very
effective operating structure that has stood the test of
time. There are six key pillars to facilitate the operations
of the Sangh activities in the UK, described in this
article.
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It is necessary for
us to be strong, fit
and healthy before
we can undertake
any meaningful
work.
Shareerik
“First of all, our young men must be strong. Religion
will come afterwards. Be strong, my young friends;
that is my advice to you. You will be nearer to Heaven
through football than through the study of the Gita.
These are bold words; but I have to say them, for I love
you. I know where the shoe pinches. I have gained a
little experience. You will understand the Gita better
with your biceps, your muscles, a little stronger. You will
understand the mighty genius and the mighty strength
of Krishna better with a little of strong blood in you. You
will understand the Upanishads better and the glory of
the Atman when your body stands firm upon your feet,
and you feel yourselves as men.” ~ Swami Vivekananda
Care for the physical self requires more attention now
than ever. Our lifestyles are increasingly sedentary and
our dietary needs are often dictated by convenience.
In this backdrop, the Shareerik taught in our Shakhas
provides a framework for Swayamsevaks, Sevikas and
our families to understand the powerful yet simple and
proven tools such as Surya Namaskar, yogasana and
khel (games) in looking after the health and wellbeing
of ourselves, those dear to us, and the society we
serve.

Aachaar Padhati
The beginning and ending of
shakha follows a specific drill
of raising and lowering of the
sacred Bhagwa Dhwaj, reciting
of the prarthana and counting of
the number attending (sankhya).
This process, known as aachaar
padhati, is conducted by the
mukhya shikshak (chief instructor)
giving a series of commands to
enable this process to happen in
an organized and efficient fashion.
The Aachaar Padhati gives formality
and discipline in the atmosphere of
shakha.

Hindu Sangathan and Vishwa Shanti is what we are
working towards. However, for us to achieve this, we
must be able and have the strength, “the muscles
of iron and nerves of steel.” We must have the right
character. That character is made up of four areas of
personal development – Physical, Intellectual, Moral
and Spiritual.
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Bauddhik

Sampark

Bauddhik Vibhag is the department that
oversees the intellectual activities which we
carry out in shakhas. The primary way in which
we achieve these aims is through activities
within our shakhas on a regular basis. These
include lectures, group discussions, interactive
workshops, quizzes, role plays etc. as well as
other aspects and tools such as geet (songs),
prarthana(prayers), amrut vachans (quotes from
famous personalities) and subhashitas (quotes
from our scriptures). We also highlight relevant
morals and stories from games that we play.

Sampark is an important aspect of our work,
which enables us to establish, maintain and
grow. It is a holistic approach in enhanced
and enriched relationship building with our
ecosystem of stakeholders. We are all Sampark
pramukhs as Sangh’s Ambassadors.

Beyond our local shakhas, Bauddhik Vibhag
also supports the development of content and
activities for our wider karyakrams (events) such
as shibirs and our annual Sangh Shiksha Varg
(annual training course) as well as developing
resources to support the other work that we
do. Two notable resources that have been
developed during the 50 years of Sangh in the
UK are a book titled Explaining Hindu Dharma
– Guide for Teachers, which is now used
extensively within schools and across the globe,
and Daksha – a handbook for karyakartas.
Looking ahead, over the next few years we plan
to develop further resources which are relevant
and appropriate for young Hindu population
born and brought up in the UK and use social
media and online tools to access information.

Nidhi
Nidhi Vibhag (NV) is concerned with managing
and accounting of the finances of Sangh, and
creating Samarpan Bhaav (feeling of devotion
and surrender) within the swayamsevaks and
sevikas. The Nidhi pramukh and his team are
responsible for the collection and disbursement
of funds for various Sangh activities
NV is responsible for preparing annual accounts
for audit and submission to the Charity
Commission. Given the increased scrutiny of
the finances of charities, it has become ever
more important to ensure that the financial
records are maintained meticulously and
transparently.
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What is sampark? It is how we maintain
relationships internally with our Swayamsevaks
and their parivaar (family). Another important
aspect of Sampark is fostering good relations
with the wider Samaj and their correct
understanding of Sangh work. Shakha
sampark is delivered through karyakarta teams
and helps maintain sankhya (attendance) and
develop rapport with families.
Public Relations is key in creating awareness
of what Sangh is about, our ethos and what
we do. It allows us to influence positive
engagement with the Hindu and mainstream
society.

One key part of Sampark is to manage media,
whether it is print, radio, online or social media.
On various issues, events and subjects, HSS
UK publishes press statements to present
its policies and views and create thought
leadership.

Vyavastha
Over the last decade or more, there have been
many regulations and laws introduced for the
functioning of charitable organisations in United
Kingdom. HSS (UK) is a national organisation
with shakhas (centres) all over the country. It is
also a registered charity, regulated by charity
and other laws. Our activities include games,
physical exercises, sports and outdoor treks.
More than 50% of our sankhya (attendance)
is under 16. With such variety of activities and
geographical widespread of the organisation,
there is a need to ensure that we function within
the regulations and rules governing charities
and also within health and safety protocols.
We have been implementing policies at shakha
levels in this direction. To ensure that HSS (UK)
is fully compliant with all legal requirements for

a charity, there was a need to have a dedicated
vibhag for this.

Sewa
Sewa is a universal concept, which involves
performing an act of kindness without
expectation of reward. It is performed selflessly
and without any ulterior motive. As a concept,
Sewa is embedded in Hindu traditions, and
encourages one to sacrifice time and resources
for the benefit of others without expectation of
anything in return.
In shakha the concept of “Sewa Bhav” is
cultivated from very early in the development of
Swayamsevak. Swayamsevaks are encouraged
to ponder over questions such as what is
Sewa, Why do we do Sewa, how do we do
sewa, to whom is sewa done and what the is
the most appropriate form of sewa for different
people coming from different backgrounds or
constrained by individual circumstances. Sewa
Vibhag encourages shakhas to take up one
sewa project during the year.
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Yoga with Ragvendraji 2003

SSV Hounslow 2002

Images
from
1996 to
2006
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HSS Celebration at Millennium Dome 2000

Hindu Marathon, Coventry 1999

North Vibhaag Shibir 2004

Praudh shibir 2005

Hindu Marathon, Newham 1998

SSV Samarop 2006

Samiti SSV 1997 - Bolton
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Raksha Bandhan utsav Liverpool Balagokulam

Glimpse of activities of HSS UK

Kirti Vekriya
Saha Sharireek Pramukh
of Samiti (UK)
We live in an environment now where
conversations with technology are more
apparent, and where the eyes no longer gaze at
the beautiful blue skies but become fascinated
and engrossed with the latest gadget. In this
rapidly changing world I am grateful to be a part
of a parivaar which over the years has given me
and many a chance to gaze at the sky in hope
to achieve our goals, to have a vision beyond
oneself, to interact, speak and work with one
another.

Our actions must be the torch

In Sangh our diverse range of activities from
the grass roots to national level aim to support
and develop our characteristics such that we
become loka poojitam, to be revered by all. Our
actions must be the torch – vishwa dharma
prakashena, which inspire all to be on the path
of dharma and reach our ultimate goal of vishwa
shanti – universal peace.
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Hindu Dharma has an infinite number of festivals
to promote interaction within a society, giving
significance to all around us from nature to
family relationships, whilst keeping the spirits up
during these joyous occasions.
The Sangh calendar is full of activities varying
from the celebrations of Utsavs such as Guru
Puja and Guru Vandana Diwas, Varsh Pratipada,
Rakshabandhan & Vijaya Dashmi, holding
Games competitions at both local shakha level
as well as the national level, Shibirs in nagars,
vibhags and UK, celebrating Holi whilst painting
everyone in multi colours, and also organising
day outings.
In today’s world who recognises the ones
that support, guide and enlighten you? Who
respects the ones that take you on the path
of true knowledge? In Sangh we are taught
to offer our respects to our Guru the Bhagwa
Dhwaja, the symbol of eternal Dharma from
past, present and future by humbly offering
Guru Dakshina.
Dharmo Rakshiti Rakshitaha the one who
protects Dharma, Dharma will protect them is
a core value we emphasise on as we celebrate
Rakshabandhan. We remind ourselves through
the tying of the thread our duty is to protect
each other and the environment around us.

I remember an incident where with a group
of friends we were at pizza hut and somehow
with the waiter the discussion steered to the
topic of being a family (I think we were asking
for discount!!!), wider society, brother and
sisterhood. After explaining the significance of
Rakshabandhan to him, we immediately asked if
we could tie a rakhi on him and he replied yes.
Across various nagars in the UK, we are now
taking our traditions of raskhbandhan into the
wider communities by tying Rakhi’s on Mayors,
Army Generals and various dignitaries.
Over the years the level of confidence to go into
the samaj and spread the message of brother
and sisterhood has come about due to the
sanskaars instilled in Shakha.
Striving to be victorious is a skill that we strive
to embed in our swayamsevaks and sevikas.
Vijaya Dashmi is one utsav that reminds us that
if we are truly on the path of righteousness
(it may be a difficult path) then we will be
victorious.

Raising sporting standards

With this spirit of winning and partaking in
activities that keep us physically fit Sangh and
Samiti nationally organise a sports competition
where approximately 600 of our swayamsevaks
and sevikas gather to play Kabaddi, Kho-Kho,
Ring or Football. Many, including the wider
paraivaar, also attend as spectators to support
our local branches to bring the winning trophy
home.
At the end of each match whether we have
won or lost, I still feel inspired that after each
match the act of completely surrendering our
ego, agitation or annoyance as we hug or

shake hands with each other. These are the life
lessons, which are taught to our swayamsevaks
and sevikas through such games.
Hindu Sevika Samiti one year were very lucky
to have England Women’s Kabaddi team attend
and share Kabbadi tactics with the sevikas
who inspired them to continue playing and
further develop themselves in this ancient Indian
games.

Understanding each other

When I look back and reflect on my childhood
with Sangh I find our generation was able to
develop and form good friendships with fellow
sevika/swayamsevak bandhus due to spending
time with one another outside of the 2 hours of
weekly shakha.
There was always a social outing be it bowling
with sevikas, manoranjan karyakrams, ghat
baithaks, trips to the zoo, picnics and many
more which helped us locally interact with one
and another. At a zonal level there were vibhag
shibirs where schools were hired and we stayed
overnight, had lots of fun, bonded with each
other and sometimes even got up to mischief.
Many activities occupy our time through
the year, each one has a purpose and its
own unique message that we pass to our
swayamsevaks and sevikas as well as the wider
Samaj.
From being with this wider parivaar I learnt
that in the two hours of shakha we started to
get to KNOW each other but it was the time
spent outside of shakha we really began to
UNDERSTAND each other.

Samiti Khel Pratiyogita with England Kabbadi team 2012
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Evolution of Shakha in UK

Dhiraj D Shah,Birmingham,
Sanghachalak HSS UK
dhirajdshah@gmail.com

It is a very common experience that people (Hindus in
this context) relate HSS (Sangh) with “Shakha”. They
probably don’t know the name of the organisation or
even the word “Sangh”, but they immediately recognise
it when the word “shakha” is used. Therefore, “Shakha”
has become a brand name of HSS in the Hindu
community. It is the external and visible face of HSS
work in the UK.

What is Shakha?
So what is “Shakha”? The literal meaning of the word
“Shakha” in Hindi is “branch”. So essentially it means
a branch of an organisation. Therefore the strength
and expanse of the organisation is primarily measured
in terms of number of shakhas it has. So in Sangh
parlance, the first question that a senior adhikari
(executive) would ask: How many shakhas are there in
say whole of UK or in one zone (vibhag)? The answer
to this question gives a glimpse of the strength of the
organisation. Therefore, “Shakha” is the core of the
organisation.
So what is the form of “Shakha”? It is a centre of
regular and structured activities, which are designed
to promote all round development of a Swayamsevak/
sevika into a self confident, socially aware member
of the community and a useful and active citizen. The
informal and subtle form of education and training
is based on the principles of “Sanskar” (values of
life), “Sewa” (selfless service) and “Sangathan”
(community spirit). The type and form of activities in
shakha depend on a number of factors like venues,
age group, numbers and environment. The essential
common element in all these different types and forms
of activities is the basic format of starting the shakha
with raising of Bhagwa Dhwaj (saffron flag) and ending
with a prayer and lowering of the Dhwaj. Throughout
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SSV Northampton 1990

Celebrations at the Millenium dome - 2000
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the period of activity there is congenial, joyful
and exciting atmosphere with discipline. This
provides a right matrix for bonding of relations,
camaraderie and lifelong friendship. This is
“shakha technique” in a nutshell.

Shakha in open park
In the early sixties when there was no formal
organisation, swayamsevaks who had come
from Bharat and East Africa met occasionally
in church halls or residences and held shakha
to celebrate certain utsavs (festivals) like Guru
Puja and Raksha Bandhan. These occasional
shakhas were held to keep the spirit of Sangh
burning in the heart. Swayamsevaks were
settling down in a new country and new
cultural environment. The climate was also
very different to that of home country. After the
formation of HSS in 1966, shakhas were held
in public parks mostly on Sunday mornings with
activities similar to those back at home. Games
like Kabbadi, Kho kho and Ring were played
with great enthusiasm, attracting the curious
attention of the public. Dhwaj was placed at
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appropriate place which did not cause any
hindrance to the public and Sangh Prarthana
recited loudly, standing in sampat formation.
Sankhya (attendance) was averaging around 50
in some towns.

Shakha Indoors
Due to the unpredictable weather, shakhas
moved indoor in the eighties, using school
gyms, community centres or church halls.
Days also changed from Sundays to weekday
evenings or Saturdays according to local
conditions. Programmes were well planned with
proper Bauddhik and geet sessions, though
there were some restrictions on the types of
games played. Utsavs were also well prepared
and celebrated. Samiti shakhas (for girls) were
also started adjacent to Sangh shakhas. Slowly
holding shakhas at the same time and venue
for Sangh and Samiti became popular. This
encouraged the whole family to go to shakha at
the same time. After shakha, it became easy to
socialise and develop closer relations between
families.

Bradford Balagokulam Ist Anniversary 2016
In the nineties, some towns started shakhas for
specific activities like Niyuddha, Yoga, Ghosh
etc. They were quite popular with certain age
groups. This was followed by age wise shakhas
e.g. bal/shishu, kishor, tarun, Yuva and Praudh
in some towns, for example Birmingham and
Coventry.

Balgokulam Shakhas
Around 2006, the first Balgokulam (BG)
shakha was started in Borehamwood, near
London, which involved parents and children
under 11 years. The activities were centred
around children with parents participation. The
popularity of BG grew in new areas where
there were young professionals from Bharat
settled with young kids. They found BG ideal
for imparting Hindu sanskars to their children
in community setting. Today BG shakhas are
spread across the country, keeping the young
generation connected to Hindu culture and
values.

Everlasting Brand
As the social milieu is changing and families
are becoming nuclear, Pariwar (family) Shakha
is becoming a new trend where whole families
meet and activities are planned accordingly eg.
Bushey and Liverpool. Presently there are over
110 shakhas (Sangh, Samiti and BG) across
the UK and they have a variety of activities
suitable to the local situations and needs. Over
the last 50 years, shakha has evolved and
adapted to the changing times and progressed
to meet the needs of the community. It has
produced young leaders who are contributing to
the mainstream life of this country in all spheres.
Shakha is still the everlasting and popular brand
of HSS.
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Empowering a Child
– Balagokulam

Depan Patel, Borehamwood.
Teacher by Profession.
BG Coordinator
pateldepan@yahoo.co.uk
www.hssuk.org/bg

Every child is divine in some way. They all have a
special skill within. Sometimes they just need someone
to believe in them and give them an opportunity to
put their skills into practice. All they need is the right
environment that will help nurture and develop those
very skills and make them stronger as an individual.
In addition to this they need to be in a family focused
environment where support is always available and
encouragement is the norm. Combine this with
the instilling of our core Hindu values, ideals and
sanskaars, a regular weekly platform to come together
and a program designed to engage every child and
what you have is an environment and ethos like that of a
Balagokulam (BG). It is a centre of child empowerment
Balagokulam has been running in the UK for over
10 years now and has positively touched over 50
towns. With 35 BG centres currently active, it attracts
a weekly attendance of over 750 made up equally
of children and parents. It has truly blossomed into
a much needed platform not only for children, but
the wider family. The activities at Balagokulum not
only bring about cultural awareness and identity, but
develop those important transferable skills that really
contribute to someone being successful in school, work
or life. It creates a happy and harmonious family life in
subtle ways.

I love coming to Balagokulam!
Why is it so popular? What makes it special or unique?
Why are more and more towns looking to start one.
There are many reasons. Here are some quotes from
those that currently attend Balagokulam.
“I love coming to BG as it allows me to play with my
son and spend quality time together.”
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“I enjoy coming to Balagokulam as we play so many fun
games”.
“I have learned so much about my culture from BG and
can now help my child”.
It is so important that children are brought up in a way
that allows them to know who they are and be able
to positively contribute to the wider society. They are
after all our future generation and we need to invest
our time and effort into ensuring that they develop into
confident, all round global citizens that make a positive
contribution to all areas of opportunities they may
encounter.

“ Let positive, strong, helpful thoughts
enter into their minds from childhood” Swami Vivekananda.
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Hindu Sevika
Samiti UK
Smt Jayshreeben Mistry, Warrington.
Saha-Karyawahika, Samiti UK
Email: Jayshree.r.mistry@gmail.com

National Organisation of Hindu Women
Celebrating 40 years
Hindu Sevika Samiti UK celebrated its 40th anniversary
in 2015. It is the national organisation of Hindu women
in the UK. The first Samiti shakha was held in Leicester
on the Vijaya Dashami day in 1975. It was named Laxmi
Shakha. But how did it all begin and how has the
organisation evolved?
Here’s a look back at some of the key milestones in the
history of Samiti in the UK:-

1975 - 1984

There are few people who are lucky enough to have
met Vandaneeya Mausiji - inspirational, strong, a
visionary and a woman who led by example. It was
Mausiji’s inspiration that prompted Sushilaben Gohil
to start Samiti work in the UK. At a time when the
Hindu community was settling in and trying to build a
life in the UK, when the traditional roles of females in
the household were still dominant, a handful of people
came together and were motivated to connect likeminded women. It was with their hard work, belief and
support from their families and Sangh that the strong
foundations for the organisation were laid.
In these early years, some exciting (and some familiar)
things happened:
•
•
•
Van. Laxmibai Kelkar (mausiji)
Founder of Rashtra Sevika Samiti
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Laxmi Shakha (Leicester) printed their first t-shirts!
Samiti was represented at Sangh’s national
committee meeting (1980)
Premilatai from Rashtra Sevika Samiti in Bharat
came to the UK and spent time with our sevikas.
She recorded geets (on tapes!) so that new things
could be taught in Samiti Shakhas across the UK
(1984).

1985 – 1994

The next 10 years saw the organisation grow
and develop structure. Some key moments from
this decade include:
• Daksha and Arama were introduced at a
meeting in Birmingham (1986).
• The first Samiti varg (camp) was held in
Leicester, attended by 12 sevikas. It was at
this varg where Vidulaji Ambekar’s mother
taught the sevikas the Samiti prarthana that
was sung in Bharat (1987).
• Five geographical areas were created to
help manage the growth of Samiti work (we
now call these areas Vibhaags) (1990).
• A new ganvesh was introduced – a navy
blue sari with a white blouse or a navy blue
Punjabi suit with a white chunni.
• A new logo and slogan were introduced,
Shakti kaa naam hi naari hai” (1993)
• A varg was held in Nuneaton to mark 125
years since the birth of Sister Nivedita,
a disciple of Swami Vivekananda whose
life still continues to inspire us even today
(1994).

1995 – 2004

The Samiti seeks to develop the skills and
character of girls and women to help them
become positive contributors in society. Over
the years, sevikas have independently organised
a number of national events whilst maintaining
their local Samiti activities. Some important

events in this decade:
• National public utsavs were organised to
celebrate Rakshabandhan (1996) and Hindu
Sanghathan Divas (1997). These events
were used as a way to reach out to the
local community and other Hindu women’s
organisations working in the UK as well as
local Councillors.
• Samiti held its first 8 day varg (1998).
Since 1992, Samiti have organised 14
Samiti Shiksha Vargs (SSV) independently
in locations such as Wrexham, Rugby,
Leicester, Ilford and Birmingham, before
joining with Sangh in more recent years.
• Sevikas performed yogchaap (lazyms) at
the Millenium Dome along with a number of
other community organisations (2000).

2005 – 2015

Females represent 50% of the population. We
have all heard the analogy of the relationship
between Sangh and Samiti as organisations–
that they are like the two wings of a bird and
to fly, the bird needs both of its wings to be
strong. As Samiti work progressed in the UK, it
ran alongside Sangh, taking guidance, sharing
ideas and pooling resources.
•Hindu Sevika Samiti UK hosted the first Hindu
Women’s Conference in Leicester, inviting a
good number of women’s organisations to join
(2005).
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•

•

•

This decade saw the introduction of a
number of local and national events, some
of which are still remembered today,
including Geet Pratiyogita, Khel Pratiyogita,
24 hour Surya Namaskar Yagnas and
Gruhini Varg.
A number of sevikas gave up time to
develop themselves and promote Samiti
work, ranging from between one to four
weeks or 6 months to 1 year. This pattern
continues today with more and more
sevikas choosing to use their summer
holidays or annual leave for Samiti work.
To commemorate 40 years of Samiti work
in the UK in 2015, Samiti published a
book titled “Inspiring Lives” which tells the
life stories of inspirational Hindu women.
The book covered women who embody a
range of values – independence, strength,
compassion, innovation – which we strive
to achieve today.

Ma. Shantakka (Vandaneeya Pramukh
Sanchaalika) visited UK. A public event called
“Living a Designer Hindu Life”, was organised
in London where dignitaries from various
organisations were invited. Ma. Shantakka
talked about ‘The strength and influence of
Hindu Women’, which was well received by all
present.
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Samiti has grown in ways we wouldn’t have
imagined 40 years ago. And it is the girls and
ladies within the organisation that have made
this progress possible - innovating, challenging
and developing themselves and others.
We asked some of our young Sevikas where
they saw Hindu Sevika Samiti UK in 10 years.
There were a range of responses. Some were
keen that Samiti will be responsible for creating
more female figureheads within industry, politics
and various strands in our society. Others want
to see us work harder to ensure our Sevikas
develop in-depth knowledge of our culture and
facilitate a deeper connection to its roots in
Bharat.
There are many paths that Samiti can take over
the next 10 years. I am confident that with the
commitment and dedication of our Sevikas, we
can achieve everything we set our mind to and
continue to live and share our values in creating
a happier and more inclusive society.

GRUHINI

Recollections of Sangh
Karyakarta’s Wives
Dr Harsha Jani
‘It was effortless, it was the natural thing to do’,
this is what I heard time and again as I set about
interviewing the wives of Hindu Swayamsevak
Sangh karyakartas (1965 to present day). We
are often guilty of overlooking what these gallant
ladies did very silently but very effectively. They
gave a motherly and sisterly touch to the cause
of the HSS. This was an army of ladies who
never sought glory or recognition.
Our house, like that of many Sangh
swayamsevaks’ houses, was a hub for nurturing
values of Bharatiya sanskruti and creating a
sangathan to further the spirit of adventure in a
new country. My mother’s memories are vivid
and colourful. Having 15-20 swayamsevaks
over for lunch, dinner or even nasto (breakfast)
after morning shakha was routine, and often this
was at a short notice. In the days when there
were no mobile phones, my father would walk
into the house and declare, ‘thoda swayamsevak
jamva avwana ché’ (some swayamsevaks are
coming for a meal) and within minutes they
would be at the doorstep, and in no time mum,
as if by magic, would start serving a hearty meal.
She always had a lingering smile on her face,
lovingly serving food as if to her own family.
Whether it was Shri Atal Behari Vajpayeeji,
Shri Subramaniam Swamiji or a new young
swayamsevak, each was held in high regard and
made to feel totally comfortable and at home.
The swayamsevaks always went and helped in
the kitchen, serving the food or washing up after
the meals. Shri Subramaniam Swamiji dried the
plates once, as mum talked to him admiringly
about his mastery over so many languages.
And family it was. One gruhini recollected
that they never saw a difference between
family members and the swayamsevaks, never
considered their husbands commitment to
Sangh karya as a burden, and never complained
that they or their children were not given
sufficient time by their husbands. Supportive,
committed gruhinis helped organise the catering

for utsavs and melas and, as caterers were
unheard of, the wives did the cooking often
for 200-400 guests. There was no WhatsApp
or email, but the delegation and completion of
tasks went without a hitch. The communication
was effective, and the execution and delivery
seamless.
Hindu immigrant families who came to the
UK during the Kenya and Uganda exodus
left so much behind and came with huge
expectations. Life was tough, the weather was
hostile and often they had no family. Standing
at a tube station platform or at a food store, the
swayamsevks would strike conversation and
often offer lodgings to a fellow Hindu migrant.
It often happened at our house. There was
security, a roof over their heads and warm
welcoming food from the gruhinis of the house.
The underlying sentiment was one of devotion
and unflinching support for Sangh karya in
the UK. At the Virat Hindu Samelan in 1989,
which was attended by 110,000 guests, the
gruhinis took on the task of organising stalls and
displays. This was sangathan with purpose on
a grand scale. Over the years the ‘SEWA DAY’
projects have been conducted in the spirit of
‘Vasudhaiva Kutumbhakam’. One Sewa day, the
gruhinis chopped and packed fruit for delivery
to Northwick Park Hospital. Patients and staff
alike, of all colours and faiths, appreciated this
effort by the gruhinis.
This was a cohesive unit of ladies with steely
determination who played a vital role in the
success of the Sangh movement in the UK.
Over the years, a new batch of karyakartas
wives has stepped into the role. The world is
a different place now but as we celebrate 50
years of Sangh in the UK, we can only hope that
the baton of selfless karya will be seized by the
next generation.
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Why do we still need
to talk about the Role
of Hindu Women and
Samiti?
Janhavi Dadarkar
Sampark Pramukh, HSS (UK)
janhavi_dadarkar@yahoo.com

History repeats itself. Over 3 decades ago, when I first started
attending Samiti shakha’s, I was asked to write on the role
of women in Hinduism and society. Over 30 years on, the
topic I have again been asked to write on is “The role of Hindu
women”. My initial reaction was to despair. Is this the only topic
Hindu women can lead on and is history doomed to repeat itself
in the Hindu community where we talk of ideals but in reality we
actually prefer the status quo of men leading and women filling
quota’s to satisfy the political rhetoric?
From anecdotal evidence in my lifetime, the examples of
women’s empowerment have actually retrogressed. Through
my childhood for example, I thought women ruled the world.
Margaret Thatcher was the UK Prime Minister, Indira Gandhi
was Prime Minister of India, Benazir Bhutto fought military rule
to be the Pakistani Prime Minister (twice) and most importantly
on a personal level, growing up, my mum did everything my
father did and more (sorry Baba!) I felt that there were no limits
to what women could achieve but looking around now there
seems to be a lower glass ceiling than ever before.

Does it matter who I marry?
Women still trail in pay and leadership roles. Women who are
quoted as role models appear to be defined so because of who
they are married to or as a media personality rather than as
thought leaders in their own right. Perhaps the worst indictment
is of women themselves (if teenage magazine surveys are to
be believed) for young girls today prefer the role of “WAG”
or celebrity “IT girls” to professional or family success. Even
the public apparently prefers that role for women. In the US
for example, the electorate appears reticent to elect a female
president. That they would even consider electing a blond male
demagogue (who would be dangerous on so many levels)
rather than an imperfect female, who is nevertheless better than
any other candidate, says a lot about the US psyche. A lot of
the publicity around Hilary Clinton suggests that her biggest
baggage emanates from acquiescence with her husband.
Surely a woman can and should be judged on her own qualities
and shortcomings?
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Mausi ji
Laxmibhai Kelkar, a mother to six sons and two
daughters, came into contact with Sangh through her
sons, and was impressed by the change that came into
them through the sanskars developed in shakha. She
was keen to provide the same opportunities to girls
and women, and in consultation with Doctorji, started
the Rashtra Sevika Samiti in 1936. Laxmibhai, an
affectionate and warm person, became a guide and role
model for the organization. She was lovingly known to
the sevikas as Mausiji.

All this gives me more resolve and ironically
more purpose to Samiti’s work. First and
foremost, Hindu women have to find and be part
of the solution: to ensure that more women in
positions of power and leadership in all sections
of society. Samiti’s central philosophy around
creating leaders, which has remained constant
over time, is therefore important to understand
and promote.

a more holistic and balanced approach to all
segments of society. Sangh, incidentally has
the same goal, but on many levels it is more
pertinent and an even more realistic (albeit
tougher) goal for Samiti because society
generally lacks balance and an all-inclusive
approach.

Balancing act

Hindu Sevika Samiti’s raison d’etre is not
feminism nor is it world domination through
Hinduism. Samiti started in the UK in the
1970’s, with encouragement from Hindu
Swayamsevak Sangh, to provide Hindu women
with a dais to create leaders, educators and
‘karyakartini’ (dedicated workers) who will bring

My contentions for the need of Samiti are
simple: Firstly, women can and must bring
balance. The balance women can bring is not
only through their own thought and action, often
women are the educators of the family and
the bond between the extended families. The
training of women for leadership therefore has

You become what you believe. –Oprah Winfrey
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much more scope and exponentially more value.
Balance is about more than just cosmetics.
Women think differently and have distinguishing
experiences from men. Diversity of thought
is essential for good decision-making. So
whether we talk about family, organisations
or society, Hindu women should empower
themselves by contributing intellectual ideas
and participating at all levels, otherwise we risk
narrow ideological thinking. The second part
of my contention is that in all walks of life, be
it science, politics, business or family, there
is an absence of universal thought. A proper
progressive delivery of Hindu philosophy can
help bring that about.
This is more relevant than ever before. Hindus
are an integral part of British society and as an
ethnic group we have positively contributed
to society in many ways without having a
homogenous approach. Sangh and Samiti
have in the last 4 to 5 decades promoted that
diverse yet positive approach although perhaps
not as vocally or with as much publicity as
other organisations. What we haven’t done
sufficiently though is filtered our philosophy
enough into the British mainstream.

Articulating ideas in business
As a simple example in the business world
Hindu’s have been hugely successful yet we
have not done enough to articulate how Hindu
economics or principles of dharma can actually
help businesses be more successful. We
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have also not done enough to articulate how
success should be measured or defined. For
me success should be more than purely profits
and as predominantly family run businesses,
Hindu businesses often have an inherent
imperative that is much broader than short term
profits and it is this broader thinking which
Hindu’s need to embrace and articulate. This
is not to say Hindu CEO’s or businesses all
encompass best practice. In fact, I suspect a
survey of Hindu family businesses will show
that too few of these businesses are led by or
truly include the wife/mother, daughter or dare I
say the daughter in-law in the decision making.
This too must change. The reasons that Hindu’s
have done well in business are no doubt due
to business acumen and hard work much like
other businesses but in my view those that are
real exemplars are those that have something
more intangible which I would coin as ‘dharmic
governance’ at their core. Our goal, and indeed
duty, should be to better practice dharmic
governance and also explain Hindu concepts
of leadership and dharma that could be so
constructive to the corporate world as much as
our personal lives.
As a Governance specialist by profession, I
often talk about board responsibility, corporate
social responsibility (CSR) and the importance
of an appropriate business culture – these are
concepts which globally are being discussed
and debated only as result of numerous
corporate scandals and as a Hindu I believe we
have so much to contribute to that debate.

Hindu Sevika Samiti UK

Present KKM
Unique selling point

Karyawahika

Vidulaji Ambekar

Sah-Karyawahika

Jayshree Mistry

The moto of the Mahashibir alone could
be so relevant to leadership and corporate
responsibility discussions. Sanskar, Sewa
and Sangathan in the corporate sense could
easily be explained as Sanskar equates to good
culture and ethics beyond but not exclusive of
pure economics, Sewa means selfless CSR
so not just charity because of some underlying
reputational or even corporate benefit, and
Sanghatan is about collective responsibility
which is at the heart of any discussions on
board responsibility.

Sampark Pramukh

Jhanvi Dadarkar

Sah-Sampark Pramukh

Poonam Davdra

Shareerik Pramukh

Dipvandana Mehta

To conclude, whilst there remain issues of lack
of representation and meaningful inclusion of
women, especially Hindu women, we have over
the last 40 to 50 years done the groundwork
by establishing and maintaining good sanskar’s.
We now have to ensure that through Sanghatan
and better leadership we spread good thoughts,
practice and ideals. As swaymsevaks and
sevikas we need to ensure that the wider
society benefits from richness of knowledge
and philosophical concepts that Hindu Dharma
provides and this 50th year celebration gives
us a chance to introspect as well as improve.
Whilst history does often repeat itself, my
resolve and experience now is more, so my role
as a Sevika becomes more significant.

Vibhaag Karyawahika (VK)

Sah-Shareerik Pramukh Kirti Vekriya
Bauddhik Pramukh

Kalpana Varsani

Sah-Bauddhik Pramukh Kalyani Peshve
Nidhi Pramukh

Shilpaben Gangji

Sah-Nidhi Pramukh

Manjuben Patel

Administration

Trusha Dabasi

Sah-Administration

Bhaavika Sevani

North

Harsha Solanki

Sah-VK

Reena Parekh

East Midlands

Anisha Trivedi

Sah-VK

Ushaben Solanki

West Midlands

Jignaben Shah

Sah-VK

Yogita Chauhan

North London

Smitaben Shah

Sah-VK

Madhvi Haria

West England

Rituben Vadhera

Sah-VK

Bhairavi Bhatt

South East England

Sarasvati Rabadia

Sah-VK

Reena Rabadia
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Sewa Paramo Dharmah
- It is our foremost duty to serve others -

Sewa Activities of HSS UK
Sewa is a universal concept, which involves
performing an act of kindness without
expectation of reward. It is performed selflessly
and without any ulterior motive. As a concept,
Sewa in embedded in Hindu traditions, and
is actively promoted by different cultures and
faiths to sacrifice your time and resources for
the benefit of others without expectation of
anything in return.
An act of Sewa can range from fundraising
events, cleaning up a park, organising bhajans
at a mandir, to serving food at a soup kitchen.
Sometimes the outcome of a physical act may
not be clear and it may be difficult to see what
the resulting gain is. However, acts such as the
education of others can lead to subtle positive
changes in the person or community. The
feelings of compassion, humanity and sympathy
are usually mentioned as reasons why human
beings do Sewa. The cardinal principle is that
God is residing in all beings, be it human,
animal, bird or plant. The same God who is
present in me is also present in other beings.
Swayamsevaks and sevikas have always been
at the forefront in Sewa activities through
supporting both major disasters, but also
routinely partaking in Sewa as part of regular
shakha activities.

Furthermore some select examples of Sewa
performed by swayamsevaks and sevikas as
part of the routine shakha activities include the
following:
•

Coventry Nagar and Shakha have a very
professional tin collection set up with teams
of swayamsevaks actively collecting tins and
issuing receipts and passing on information
about Sangh to local shopkeepers.

•

Redbridge nagar hosts a Sewa week every
year where they do tremendous activities like
car washing, collecting tins for food banks,
coffee & samosa mornings fund collection
etc.

•

Stoke on Trent Shakha and Balgokulam
feed the homeless every Saturday evening.
All food is prepared by team led by Dr
Srinivasan Sudharsan and then distributed to
the homeless.

•

Rugby Nagar hosts a walkathon every
summer to raise funds for Sewa UK

•

Bradford and Leeds nagars in addition to the
Yorkshire 3 peaks also regularly host Raas
Garba to raise funds for Sewa UK.

•

Woolwich nagar mans various book stalls
for Hindu Sahitya Kendra during many
community Navratri events as part of Sewa,
together with regular fund raising events
like Bhajans, Garba events etc. They also
work with local mandirs to help samaj with
counselling, funeral services etc.

•

Croydon Nagar works with Croydon Harvest
charity to help co ordinate tin collection and
other necessities for the local homeless
people.

In recent years, HSS Shakhas have actively
participated in support the following major
disasters:
•
•
•
•
•
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Latur Earthquake in Maharastra
Gujarat Earthquake
Floods in Andra Pradesh
Floods in utter Pradesh
Earthquake in Nepal
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Community Champions
Sewa work of swayamsevaks/sevikas

Sangh work is based on principles of “Sanskar” (values of life), “Sewa” (selfless service) and
“Sangathan” (community spirit). A Swayamsevak or sevika by regularly attending shakha is
gradually nurtured with the spirit of “sewa” which is then manifested in various service oriented
activities. These may be in education, elderly care, health, volunteering or fund raising sectors.
Ultimately they raise the quality of community life. Therefore in the social service sector
parlance, these s’sevaks/sevikas are “Community Champions”. We give examples of some of
the “Sewa” work undertaken by these Community Champions.

Feeding the homeless
In 2001 our swayamsevaks and sevikas
in Ilford started Sewa Week in which
volunteers did various kinds of service
to the local community. The concept
of Sewa Week was later on adopted
by other shakhas and culminated into
Annual Sewa Day. These activities
included picking up litter in the town
centre, washing car free, entertaining
the elderly, organising games and fun
activities, bringing local councillors and
the community together over dinner
with no political agenda, cycle rides,
yoga, health seminars and feeding the
homeless. The Sewa Week is an annual
event involving increasing number of
volunteers from the community.
A dedicated team was formed for
feeding the homeless once a month at
Lincoln Fields in Holborn, London. Food
provisions such as cereals, baked beans,
tea bags, biscuits and general nonperishable items are supplied regularly to
shelter homes where the homeless come
for food and temporary shelter. Around
50 volunteers from 4 to 85 age are
involved in these charitable activities.
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Sewa Tin Collection
After the Sewa Earthquake Appeal in 1993
(for Latur earthquake), Shri Bachubhai Patel of
Leeds(Sanghachalak of NE Vibhag at that time) started
a regular sewa activity in form of Sewa Donation Tin
Collection in 1994. It started with 10 Sewa Tins in
different shops with quarterly collection. From 1994
to present day, Shri Bachubhai has single handedly
increased the number of tins to 109 in different parts
of Leeds. Every 3 months he visits the shops, gives
information on the work Sewa UK is doing, collects
the tins and replaces with empty ones with words of
encouragement. He then single handedly counts all the
coins, bags all the monies and banks it too. He keeps
proper accounts of the money collected. To date ( since
1994), he has alone collected a total of £132,577.56 in
Leeds for Sewa UK. (Average over £6000 per annum).
22 years on, such has been his devotion to Sewa that
Bachubhai, at the age of 80, still continues this work
despite difficulties with his eyesight and advancing
years. He has inspired many to do Sewa and this
sanskar is being imparted to the younger generation
now.
When asked Bachubhai what has been motivating him
all these years to do this work, he said that, quite by
chance, at the time of the Latur earthquake (1993), he
came across an article by Man. Shri Bhideji, a Sangh
Pracharak. He was inspired by what he read. Quite
simply the message was, Swayamsevaks attend daily/
weekly shakhas, but what work is being done for the
community outside of the shakhas? There is much
work to do. Each Swayamsevak should take on the
responsibility of any one project. So with that ideal in
mind, Bachubhai decided to make the Sewa Gangajali
tin collection his project and to work for the society in
this way.

Charity through Talent
Seema Patel is a sevika in Leeds and an optician
by profession. In 2006, she joined the first Charity
Through Adventure Trek to Mount Kilimanjaro, Tanzania.
On her return, she made personalised ‘Thank You’ cards
for all the people who sponsored her trek. She received
many compliments and encouragement to continue this
creative craft further. As she was still raising money
for Sewa International, she made another 30 cards to
sell, and was thrilled to not only sell all the cards but
received an order for another 70 cards.
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Since then this hobby has turned into making
greeting cards for birthdays, weddings, Diwali,
Christmas and so on. She sells to friends, family
and acquaintances.
Each card is handmade and unique, using
where possible recycled paper and materials.
She really enjoys the creative side to her card
making and finds it really rewarding that she is
doing something that raises money for charity to
help others but at the same time it also brings
joy to the person who receives these little art
creations.
Every penny she receives for her cards goes to
Sewa UK. To date £1150- has been raised.

Education Gift India
Shri Vinoobhai Wadher is a veteran karyakarta
who lives in Wembley, London. Few years ago
he visited Banswada and Beawar villages in
Rajasthan. He was very impressed with the
education work of Bharatiya Jansewa Sanstha
(BJS), running schools for children in remote
villages, many walking up to 12 km daily to
attend classes. He found that the organisation
was in dire need of funds to upgrade facilities
and teaching equipments. On return to UK and
after consultation with karyakartas, he decided
to start a charity “Education Gift India” in aid
of these schools. To date, he has collected
with the help of a team nearly £40,000 for the
schools. Every year he sends full report of the
activities of the schools to the donors. He has
visited the schools twice to survey the progress.

Charity Through Adventure
Satish Shah is a Swayamsevak of Bradford
shakha and a chartered accountant by
profession. He has immense experience of
outdoor and trekking activities, going back to his
childhood in Kenya, his birthplace. Motivation,
encouragement and support was given by
his elder brother Ratilal Shah who is also a
Swayamsevak.
Prof Janesh Gupta from Birmingham had
climbed Mt Kilimanjaro in 1994 and raised
£5000 for Endometriosis UK. He saw a great
potential to get people involved who had never
thought about trekking let alone raising funds
for charities. He approached HSS and was
eventually introduced to Satish Shah at SSV
in July 2005. This meeting culminated in the
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formation of Charity Through Adventure (CTA)
which has since become a project of Sewa UK.
The first foreign Trek was Mt Kilimanjaro in July
2006 with 23 participants. For training the
participants walked Yorkshire Three Peaks (Y3
Peaks) in May 2006. With keen supporters and
volunteers from Yorkshire the first Y3 Peaks
walk was held on 6 May 2007. The biggest
mind provoking thought was why would anyone
pay £5 to walk under CTA and why would they
want to get sponsored to walk. It took some
persuasion but ultimately succeeded. Presently
there is an average attendance of over 400 in
the annual Y3 Peaks walk.
To date over £360,000 has been raised for
various charities and touched and influenced
over 1500 walkers. Each year new faces are
seen. Hill walking and charity fundraising has
seen a big growth in Hindu community.

Elderly centers
Sewa Shakti Elderly Day Centre was
established by Swayamsevaks of Coventry in
2002 and run at the Harp Place, Sandy Lane on
Mondays and Thursdays. It provides lunch and
various other activities. Some 50 to 60 people
attend every week. Ring and Ride service is also
provided for these elderly people to attend.
There is also a computer class run for local
people at the same place. There are 20
computers in place and is always fully occupied.
These are free classes with yearly membership
of £5/-. The Centre has placed some 120
Sewa Tins in various shops in Coventry and
is regularly collected by a dedicated team of
volunteers. The monies collected is donated
to Sewa UK for various projects. The Centre
occasionally collects food cans and packets for
donation to the Food Bank.
Similar elderly day centres are run by our
swayamsevaks and sevikas in Bradford (called
Madhav Elderly Centre), Ilford, Bolton, Croydon
and Birmingham.

Exercises for elderly
The year was 2006, the birth centenary of
Shri Guruji. In the Proudh Shibir that year, a
suggestion was mooted by adhikari that to
mark the birth centenary and pay tribute to Shri
Guruji’s life, our proudh swayamsevaks should
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Vidhya Varg Bradford

Madhav Kendra Elderly Day Center in
Bradford, a Service Project of HSS UK
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take up some project on an individual basis or
as a group. This suggestion struck chord with
Shri Zaverchand Shah, proudh swayamsevak
of Birmingham. He decided to teach simple
fitness exercises to elderly who came to the
local Laxminarayan Temple twice a week. The
idea was enthusiastically welcomed by all in the
temple. For the last 10 years, Shri Zaverbhai
(presently aged 85) is regularly teaching these
exercises for half an hour. He also got invite
from another temple where he goes on another
day. Apart from just exercises, he has slowly
introduced Sangh geet, Bhojan Mantra and
regularly reading of “pathey” – inspiring stories.
He has in a way started a shakha for the elderly.

Language classes
In 1975, first sewa work in the community
was started by swayamsevaks in Birmingham
in the form of Gujarati classes. Initially the
classes were run by volunteer teachers at the
Sparkhill Community Centre but as the numbers
increased, a formal organisation was formed
called Sparkhill Gujarati School. The School
received grants from the City Council for a
number of years. The school is still run under the
guidance of Shri Ramanbhai Parmar and Shri
Sumanbhai Mianger (veteran swayamsevaks) at
the Laxminarayan Temple. At one time, number
of students attending the school reached nearly
200. Presently there are around 80 students.
Many have passed GCSE and A level exams
through this school.
Vidya Varg, Gujarati learning project was
successfully run in Bradford from July 1987
to July 2013. It was a Gujarati registered
HSS UK examination centre for GCSE. The
project started at home in July 1987 with 4
swayamsevaks who wanted to learn Gujarati at
41 Rothesay Terrace, Bradford.As the numbers
of students increased, classes were held on
Saturday from 9.00am to 12.00pm at Bradford
Karyalay and later at Farnham Primary, Bradford
until July 2013.

Over 300 students learned and over 100
passed GCSE Gujarati examination. The
examination results were 100% in passing
GCSE exams. This was achieved through 14
dedicated voluntary teachers and hard work by
the students.
The main focus of teaching was to learn basic
Gujarati in reading, writing, listening and
speaking. The students also learned Vishwa
Prathana (Sangh Prarthana), mantras, rangoli
and various games. The students developed
leadership skills by giving time to lead and
teach young students. Annual festivals
such as Guru Purnima, Raksha Bandhan, &
Deepavali were celebrated. Day trips to Bolton
Abbey and Swaminarayan Nesden Temple
were also organised.The centre also provided
an opportunity for adults & young persons
for placements and in completing Duke of
Edinburgh awards.
Similar classes are run in Bolton, Ilford,
Woolwich, Leicester and Northampton.

Utensils for tribal people (Vanavasi)
Two swayamsevaks, Vinoobhai Wadher
(Wembley) and Subodh Thaker (Hounslow),
had visited some Vanavasi ( tribal people)
areas in Bharat. They were struck with the
scale of poverty. Back in UK, they decided to
collect stainless steel utensils for the vanavasi
people. Generally, every household has plenty
of unused utensils. They made an appeal and
within 3 months, a container load of utensils
was collected. They also asked for monetary
contribution for the cost of transport, etc
which they received without much hassle. The
container will be shipped soon and distribution
arrangements have been made in Bharat.
Hopefully, this will bring happiness to vanavasi
brethren in a small way.

“My favorite things in life don’t cost any money. It’s really
clear that the most precious resource we all have is time.” Steve Jobs
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Growing
HSS UK
Vistaarak Yojana-

Vishal Shah, London.
Tarun Vibhag Pramukh
Email: vishaloshah@
googlemail.com

It is often said that the greatest contribution one can make is your
time. With this great things can be achieved. This is evident when
reflecting on the 50 years of sangh work in the UK. It is with the
dedication and devoted time that every single swayamsevak and
karyakarta has continued to contribute that has enabled Sangh to
achieve such great reach in so many fields.
But often we face the challenge of how to balance time, and
inevitably develop a desire to want to contribute more than what
has been possible. In 1978, Sharadbhai Shah, originally from Kenya
and later settled in Birmingham, took inspiration from many of the
Pracharaks (full time workers) worldwide that were working tirelessly
with dedicated focus on building Sangh karya in all fields. From this
Sharadbhai embarked on a journey to dedicate a year and a half
to developing the outreach of HSS (UK) as a Vistaarak (karyakarta
focused on the expansion of Sangh). In the time period as a Vistaarak
many milestones on both a Sangh and personal level were achieved.
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Guru ji
Madhavrao Sadashiv Golwalkar was a brilliant
student and professor at the Benaras Hindu
University (BHU) when he came into the contact
with swamasevaks of Sangh and became involved
with the activities. As a professor of Zoology
he was able to teach students in all subjects,
and became affectionately known as Guruji. He
came into contact with Doctorji in 1933. Doctorji
immediately recognized his potential and kept him
in close contact. Doctorji appointed Guruji as his
successor as Sarsanghchalak of the organization,
a responsibility Guruji held until his final breath in
1973. Guruji masterfully steered the organization
through many difficult times, growing the organization
by leaps and bounds.

21 VISTAARAKS
After a long gap, in 1995, Rohit Ambekar
became the first from the UK born/grown
generation to dedicate a year as a Vistaarak. As
gap years between stages of formal education
and professional life became more common,
so did the desire to want to dedicate such time
to the expansion of Sangh work in the UK. By
2015, twenty-one karyakarta had dedicated up
to 12 months of time to work across various
spectrums of Sangh as outlined below:
Sharadbhai Shah - 1978/9
Rohit Ambekar - 1995/6
Jahnavi Ambekar - 1996/7 (NHSF)
Nilesh Solanki - 1997
Vikas Pota - 1998
Madhavi Thaker - 2001/02 (Samiti)
Archana Shah - 2001/02 (NHSF / Samiti /
Sewa)
Harsh Haria - 2002/03
Bansri Shah - (6 Months)
Paresh Mistry - 2004/05
Vishal Merai - 2004/05 (NHSF)
Hariom Bhatt - 2005/06
Dipvandana Shah - 2006/07
(NHSF - 6 Months)
Sanjay Kundalia - 2006/07 (NHSF)
Baiju Shah - 2007/08 (9 Months)
Jayesh Mistry – 2007/08

Bhavin Davdra - 2008/09 (NHSF)
Rikesh Patel - 2009
Dijesh Patel - 2010/11
Hinesh Shah - 2012/13
Kirti Vekriya - 2013/14 (Samiti)
The journey a Vistaarak took was more than
just giving time, and in fact the benefits to
the individual were quite expansive. By living
away from home, operating as resourcefully
as possible, engaging with new communities
and people, and stepping out of one’s comfort
zone, a mindset was developed of discipline,
resilience, patience, confidence, communication
and focus. These became foundations for life.
In the early 2000’s, the concept of Vistaar
expanded at a much more local level and the
exchange of karyakarta between Nagars over
a weekend or longer was developed which
demonstrated many benefits from sharing ideas,
experiences and learning. As interest from
students grew, the Summer Vistaar Yojna was
launched. From one week to the entire summer,
karyakarta were dedicating their Summer
holidays to work closely with Shakhas outside of
their home towns.
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Sangh Internship
Programme (SIP)
In 2009, an opportunity was recognised to match personal and professional development to that
of the development of Sangh, and an initiative called the Sangh Internship Programme (SIP) was
launched. SIP was a structured 7 week summer programme designed to enable members of
HSS UK to apply their time and skills to develop Sangh in the UK, deepen their understanding of
its mission and also improve themselves in the process. During the seven weeks, participants of
SIP took ownership of a Sangh project, whilst also focusing on their own personal development
through daily routines such as knowledge driven reading, skills development, blog posting and
sewa, as well as being challenged through structured personal development abhyas vargs. Over
the four years of SIP, 14 karyakarta dedicated their summer time to developing tangible outcomes
for Sangh. Some of the projects completed included creating tools to introduce Yoga in Schools,
developing promotional material for Sangh, revamping the Shareerik Syllabus and analyzing the
feasibility of a Hindu Summer Scheme, to
name a few.
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SÃDHANÃ

Strive for Excellence

SADHANA PROJECT
The success of SIP led to a desire for many karyakarta
to dedicate longer periods of time to lead and complete
a Sangh project that would directly impact the core work
of Shakhas. From this a new platform of Summer Vistaar
was launched in 2013 called SADHANA. The essence
of this initiative was in its name, a focused effort to strive
for excellence. This Vistaar initiative guided karyakarta to
work over 4 months in a more flexibile format that helped
develop a daily structure of Sangh Work that fits around
other commitments. As with SIP a core foundation of
SADHANA has been the abhyas vargs that focused on
personal development but also developing a deeper
understanding of the breadth Sangh Karya in the UK.
Since 2013, there have been 11 karyakarta that have
dedicated 4 months each to vistaar through SADHANA.

Take up one idea. Make that
one idea your life - think of
it, dream of it, live on that
idea. Let the brain, muscles,
nerves, every part of your
body, be full of that idea,
and just leave every other
idea alone. This is the way to
success, that is the way great
spiritual giants are produced.
- Swami Vivekananda

The next 50 years of Sangh will be shaped by the
continuous effort of all karyakarta, and with greater
opportunities to dedicate time through Vistaar, the
reach that Sangh can achieve is unlimited.

Swami Vivekananda
Born into an affluent Bengali family, Narendra Datta had a natural spiritual inclination.
Coming into the contact with Ramakrishna Paramahansa, he gradually accepted him
as his Guru, renouncing all other desires, to become Swami Vivekanand. Swami ji
attended the first World Parliament of Religions in Chicago in 1889. When he got the
opportunity to speak, he won over the audience with his opening address “Brothers and
Sisters of America!’ Thereafter he became world famous. He introduced Hinduism in a
modern way to the western world. His speeches are a perennial source of inspiration,
particularly for the youths. He has always been an inspiring icon in Sangh.
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Sangh
Karyalayas
As the activities of Sangh expand, there is always a desire to establish a property that can become
the focal point for the sangh pariwar and fondly referenced as a Sangh Karyalaya (office). In UK,
four such karyalayas were established across the country in Birmingham, Leicester, Bradford and
London. Below we highlight the brief history of these karyalayas.

Birmingham Karyalaya
The Birmingham Karyalaya at Court Road, Sparkhill, Birmingham, was the first Karyalaya to be
established in the UK. The original building was a Second World War fire station and a bomb
shelter, and after the world war it was used as an old people centre, which was thereafter
taken over by the Asman Boys Club. The building was situated adjacent to the Sparkhill Park.
Birmingham shakha was started in 1968 and had changed many venues before it moved to the
Sparkhill Park in 1973.
Weekly shakha took place on Sunday mornings at the Sparkhill Park next to the Court Road
building. Due to rain and uncertain weather conditions, the sankhya was fluctuating. There was
a strong desire amongst karyakartas to secure indoor facilities. Since the building was not used
on Sundays, the karyakartas approached Asman Boys Club for holding shakha in the building.
Fortunately they agreed and since then shakha is held there every week.
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The building was unfortunately vandalised and
damaged through fire in 1974 and because of
this the Asman Boys Club terminated their lease
on the building on 31st July 1974. The head
lease was held by the Birmingham Federation
of Boys Clubs. This created an issue for the
shakha, but the karyakartas were determined
to maintain some possession of the property.
They approached the Federation to discuss the
matter. After several determined negotiations an
unwritten tenancy on the building was agreed
from 1st January 1975 for an annual cost of
£26 on the condition that we would repair the
buildings at our own costs. There were two huttype buildings at the premises. The Birmingham
City Council demolished one of the buildings
as it was deemed unsuitable for use. Thus the
Birmingham Karyalaya came into existence in
1975.
In the early days, for nearly six months some
swayamsevaks stayed late at night in the
Karyalaya to guard the premises from any
further vandalism. For immediate repairs of
the Karyalaya including the re-installation of
electricity, water and gas to make the building
functional, five swayamsevaks contributed
total of £700. There were several fund raising
activities organised to improve the Karyalaya
including an Indian Cinema night showing the
film “Anand” at the Carlton Cinema on Runcorn
Road in 1975, and a sponsored walk which was
flagged off by the Lord Mayor of Birmingham in
1982 which raised funds of £3,482.85
On 14th November 1975, the first Diwali was
celebrated by swayamsevaks at the Karyalaya
and included fireworks, which was very well
enjoyed. Thereafter it has become a regular
feature to celebrate Diwali with fireworks

display in addition to meet and mingle while
sharing some delicious snacks. The first ever
7-day Ram Katha in Birmingham was also held
at the karyalaya in 1977, as within the entire
Indian community in South Birmingham, Sangh
was the only organisation to own a building.
Following year, a 7-day katha on Mahabharat
was held. This generated good funds for further
renovation of the karyalaya. First ever outdoor
Holi in Birmingham was held at karyalaya
premises in 1975.
The Karyalaya in Birmingham has been
privileged to be visited by some famous
personalities over the many years for example
P.P. Pramukh Swamiji (Head and Inspirer of
BAPS) and Shri Narendra Modi, the present
PM of Bharat. Late Mr Jack Hickman, the
General Secretary of Birmingham Federation of
Boys Clubs, had helped Birmingham Shakha
tremendously in every respect with regards to
obtaining grants, lease extensions and security.
Presently, shakhas are held regularly twice a
week (Thursday and Sunday) at the karyalaya.
Many events take place at the karyalaya like
shikshaks abhyaas varg, over night shibirs,
workshops, lectures, family events. The venue
is well known in the Hindu community as Sangh
Karyalaya.

Leicester Karyalaya - Keshav
Pratisthan
It was the dream of Late Shree Laxmidasji
Kotecha, Sanghachalak of East Midlands
Vibhag, to have a Karyalaya in Leicester. To
achieve this dream in 1977 he sold his personal
property at 98 Evington Road to Sangh to
form the first Sangh Karyalaya in Leicester. To
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generate the required finances, the building
was sold in 1986 and the ground floor was
subsequently rented and used as a Karyalaya
until 1992

graced the Karyalaya by their presence.
Two notable dignitaries in the recent years
have included Swami Ramdevji and Swami
Satyamitranandji Giri.

In 1992, the Karyakartas in Leicester took a
bold step in moving and renting larger premises
at Cross Street, Belgrave, Leicester and opened
the Hindu Sahitya Kendra (HSK) bookshop and
used the rest of the property as a Karyalaya.

Bradford Karyalaya – Madhav Sadan

Inauguration by Rajjubhaiya
On 28th May 1993, when the suitable
opportunity arose, Leicester Shakha took
another bold step in purchasing the property
at 46-48 Loughborough Road, Leicester,
which remains the present day Karyalaya.
The property was a derelict hosiery factory
which needed extensive renovation. Several
swayamsevaks put in thousands of hours
of dedicated sewa with a great deal of
enthusiasm. The property was renovated in
record time by 1994, and in June 1994 the
Karyalaya was shifted from Cross Street to
46-48 Loughborough Road. On an auspicious
day, on 22nd April 1995, the Karyalaya was
officially opened by Late Sar Sanghchalak
Man. Rajjubhaiya. The karyalaya was named as
Keshav Pratisthan.
It is presently used by Hindu Swayamsewak
Sangh (HSS), Hindu Sahitya Kendra (HSK),
Vishwa Hindu Parishad (VHP), KAT, National
Hindu Students Forum (NHSF) and Sanskrit
Bharati UK (for teaching Sanskrit). The facilities
at the Karyalaya include a shop, residence,
conference room, library, meeting rooms and
offices. Two pracharaks, Dr Ram Vaidya and
Shri Chandrakant Sharma, have their residence
at this karyalaya. All the KKM and other Sangh
baithaks are held at this karyalaya.
The renovation project for Leicester Karyalaya
was overlooked by Shri Ashvinji Pathak, who
worked tirelessly with the contractors, architect
and local authority, and planned minutely
and meticulously to bring the property to
modern standards. It is currently managed on
a daily basis by two senior Swayamsewaks,
Shri Liladharbhai and Shri Dhanjibhai. Their
contribution in the caretaking of the Karyalaya
on daily basis is enormous.
Over the past years, several dignitaries have
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Sangh shakha started in Bradford in 1966,
and as the shakha activities grew there was a
strong desire to establish a karyalaya. In 1981
Bradford Karyalaya building was bought with
support from Bradford Council. In the early
days a lot of the refurbishment was carried
out by swayamsevaks themselves to make the
building suitable for use as a Karyalaya. The
building was situated in the well known area
of Horton Grange Road at 52 Rugby Place,
Bradford, BD7 2DF. At that time many Hindu
families lived in the close proximity of the
Karyalaya.
In 1982 Late Mananiya Rajju Bhaiya (then
Sarkaryavah of RSS) inaugurated the Karyalaya
with a Havan and the Karyalaya was named
MADHAV SADAN after Param Poojaniya Shri
Guruji.
In 1984, Bradford Karyalaya became the
nerve center in the preparation of the historic
Hindu Sangam which was held for 3 days
at the University of Bradford. Over 1,200
swayamsevaks attended this historic shibir
which at that time was the largest shibir
outside Bharat. In 1987 Param Poojniya
Satyamitranand Giriji blessed the Karyalaya and
mooted the idea of a Virat Hindu Sammelan
to celebrate the centenary of Param Poojaniya
Dr Hedgewar in 1989. Once again Madhav
Sadan became an active center for the
preparation of the Virat Hindu Sammelan which
was held in Milton Keynes.
During 1992 and 1993, unfortunately there
were several arson attacks on Madhav
Sadan and the swayamsevaks did their best
to protect it. The demography of the area
had changed and constant vandalism was
becoming unmanageable. With a heavy heart
the karyakartas of Bradford decided to sell the
property.
From 1982 till its last days Madhav Sadan
was used almost daily for many functions such
as Gujarati Classes, a daily library, reading

rooms for students, community meetings, a working office for SEWA, VHP, HSK and FISI. Gujarati
classes were attended by over 1000 students over these years and Madhav Sadan was an
accredited center for GCSE examination in Gujarati
P.P. Sarsanghchlalak Man. Rajju Bhaiya’s historic visit in 1995 to the UK was an inspiring moment
for swayamsevaks and sevikas of the UK. One of the public addresses he gave was in Bradford
at St George’s Hall where nearly 1,600 Hindus attended from across the country. Once again
Madhav Sadan was the centre for all the planning and coordination of the event.

Opening of Bradford Karyalaya by Man. Rajju Bhaiyia
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London Karyalaya
The first Karyalaya of Sangh in London
was situated at 45 Mayfair Avenue,
Ilford. The property was purchased in
1977 and suitable refurbishment was
done for the use of Sangh. It was used
for baithaks, shakha and residence
of visiting karyakartas. Important
personalities like Mananiya Bhaurao
Deoras and Mananiya Bhideji had visited
the karyalaya. After few years, due to
challenges in caretaking, the property
was sold.
Then for decades there had been no
Sangh property in London. As the Sangh
activities grew in and around the London
region, there was a strong desire for
a Sangh karyalaya in London. Hence
after a number of years of search for
a suitable property, one was found on
High Street in Edgware, North London
and purchased. Suitable renovations
and refurbishments were done to
accommodate the needs of the Sangh.
The Karyalaya has two buildings – the
main one on the High Street and another
small one in the compound behind. The
main building has a Sewa Shop on the
ground floor, a small hall and kitchen on
the first floor and a conference room
and a one bedroom flat on the 2nd floor.
The small building has storage rooms on
the ground floor and offices on the first
floor. There are 3 car park spaces in the
compound.
The Karyalaya was formally inaugurated
in 2014 with havan and bhojan, followed
by the KKM baithak. The Karyalaya is
used regularly for shakha, meetings
(baithaks) , overnight programmes,
lectures and workshops. Other
organisations like Art of Living also use
the facilities for their activities.
North London Karyalaya
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Publications of
HSS (UK)
Over the last 50 years, HSS(UK) has
published a number of books, booklets,
magazines, souvenirs, brochures, flyers
and greeting cards (on the occasion
of festivals). These are designed to
propagate and promote Sangh work and
its philosophy, Hindu Dharma and Hindu
ideals. We list some of them below.

HSS Newsletter

This was the first official printed
Newsletter of HSS(UK), started in
February 1973 from Birmingham. It
was a monthly 4 page cyclostyled
newsletter of A4 size, containing news
of shakha events, articles and dates of
forthcoming utsavs and events. It helped
in connecting shakhas, boosting the
spirit and enthusiasm of swayamsevaks
and kept Sangh in touch with those
swayamsevaks who lived in distant
towns.

Sangh Sandesh

This was a monthly magazine (black and
white) of A5 size started in August 1977.
This replaced the HSS Newsletter. 2500
copies were printed and distributed to all
shakhas in the UK, to all s’sevaks/sevikas
living in towns where there were no
shakhas, to community leaders/activists
and well wishers. It was sent to over
20 countries where there were formal
Sangh shakhas. It had truly become
an international magazine of Sangh,
covering worldwide news. It reached
out to swayamsevaks across the world
and helped in keeping them connected
to Sangh. Later on Sangh Sandesh was
transformed into a colourful magazine
with photos and became a bi-monthly.
Presently it is published quarterly. There
is an electronic copy as well which is
accessible on the website.
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Sangh Mail

This is a monthly e-newsletter for
karyakartas, started in early 1990s. It is
an internal magazine of the organisation
as a supplement to Sangh Sandesh. It
covers shakha activities, information on
forthcoming events and other suchanas
(notices) plus short relevant articles. It is
sent to over 400 karyakartas including
one time actives. This has become an
effective medium to keep karyakartas up
to shakha level fully informed of Sangh
activities.

Sangh Darshan (Sangh
Philosophy at a Glance)

This 40 page book was published on the
occasion of the historic Hindu Sangam in
Bradford in 1984. It was written by Man.
M.C. Satyanarayana, then Karyawaha
(secretary) of HSS(UK). It was published
in response to increasing curiosity
among many people to know and
understand the philosophy and activities
of HSS(UK).

Voice of Unity
(Sangathan Mantra)

This was a 40 page pocketsize booklet
published in 1989 on the occasion of
the birth centenary of Dr Hedgewar. It
was a collection of selected unity hymns
and patriotic songs in addition to brief
narratives on Sangh objectives, Sangh
Methodology (Karya Paddhati), Sangh
Organisation, Sharireek and Bauddhik .
2nd Edition was published in 1990 and
3rd edition in 1994. It became a very
quick reference tool for karyakartas.

Sangh Geeta

This was a translation of Hindi book by
the same name written by Shri Bhaskar
Varnekarji of Nagpur. The translation
was done by Man. Bhideji. It was in a
form of question answer between a
Swayamsevak and Shri Guruji on various
aspects of Sangh work and philosophy.
It was on a style similar to Shrimad
Bhagwad Geeta. An essential reading to
understand Sangh.
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Inspiration

Games Played in Mandal (Circle),
Games played sitting down, Physical
This was a pocketsize booklet of 65
Contact Games, Two Team Games,
pages published in 2001, containing
Dand (stick) Games, Individual Games
139 inspiring quotes of Dr Keshav
etc. This is a good book for shikshaks
Baliram Hedgewar, founder of Rashtriya
Swayamsevak Sangh. It was a translation who can introduce new games and bring
excitement in shakhas.
of original booklet in Hindi “PATHEYA”.
The translation was done by Shri Naresh
Bharatiya.
Shikshan Vidhi (Manual for

Sangh Karyakarta

This was a 40 page pocketsize booklet
published in 2002. It was again a
translation of Hindi booklet by the same
name based on a Bauddhik (lecture)
given by Man. Sureshrao Ketkar, then
Shareerik Pramukh of RSS. The booklet
was translated by Dr Yogish Joshi. It
described the role and qualities of a
Sangh Karyakarta (activist). A must read
for all Sangh karyakartas.

Daksha ( Handbook for
Karyakartas)

shikshaks)

This handbook was published by
Sharireek Vibhag to train shikshaks
in skills of conducting shakha and
organising programmes like utsavs,
shibirs, etc. It became a reference
manual for all shikshaks.

Hindu Swayamsevak Sangh
(UK) – An Introduction

A 12 page colourful booklet introducing
the activities of HSS(UK) with photos. It
provides a quick glimpse of HSS work in
the UK.

Published in 2003 by Bauddhik Vibhag,
it is a book of 160 pages which is a
complete manual on how to conduct
and manage a shakha. It covers all the
practical subjects that are essential in
running a model shakha like Aachaar
Paddhati, Samataa, Prarthana, Gat
Paddhati, Art of Story Telling, Bauddhik
subjects, etc. Limited copies of second
edition was published in December
2015 on the occasion of 6th Vishwa
Sangh Shibir in Ujjain.

Sangh/Samiti Sutra

One day shakha six days
sangh work

Inspiring lives

Khel (games): Shareerik
Shikshkram (teating manual)

There were numerous souvenirs
(e.g Hindu Marathon, anniversaries)
published by shakhas on special
occasions which described the work and
philosophy of Sangh.

Published by Bauddhik Vibhag in 2004,
this was a 20 page handy pocketsize
booklet, giving simple guidelines on daily
living with Sangh Sanskaars, appropriate
to various age groups. The booklet was
given to all swayamsevaks for practical
applications.

This was a 22 page book on Khel
(Games) that are played in shakhas. It
lists and describes how to play various
types of games e.g. Pursuit Games,
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This is a 40 page pocketsize booklet
printed every year for Sangh Shiksha
Varg (SSV) participants. After SSV,
copies are distributed to all shakhas. It is
a collection of prayers, hymns (prarthana/
mantra), songs (geet), Subhashita and
Amrut Vachan (inspiring quotes). The
Sangh Sutra is widely used in shakhas.
Similarly Samiti Sutra ( for sevikas) is
published for Samiti Shiksha Varg and
then distributed to all Samiti shakhas.

This is a 90 page book published by
Hindu Sevika Samiti to mark the 40th
anniversary of the organisation in 2015.
It narrates the lives of 40 extraordinary
Hindu women from ancient to modern
times. The book was authored by a
team of young sevikas who did research
through various sources.
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Friends of India Society
International (UK)
Bharatbhai Shah,
Croydon
Chartered Accountant
Secretary, FISI (UK)
bharatshah@hotmail.com
www.fisi.org.uk

Introduction
Friends of India Society International (FISI) was established in
April 1976 following the imposition of the State of Emergency and
suspension of democracy by the then Prime Minister Mrs Indira
Gandhi on 25 June 1975. This year the movement is celebrating 40
years of existence.
FISI is a non-profit, international, non-governmental organisation
(NGO) which seeks to provide a network of committed and
competent individuals spread all over the world to promote India. Its
membership comprises people of Indian origin living outside India and
Friends of India.
The chief objective of FISI was to bring together committed
democrats and opinion formers in the United Kingdom and elsewhere
to create an international forum to campaign for restoration of
Democracy in India, as well as freedom of speech and human rights
which had all been suspended under the “State of Emergency”. FISI
worked on strengthening the unity of Indians living abroad and lobbied
several parliamentarians and decision makers as well as the press &
media to highlight the difficult conditions prevailing in India.
FISI is not affiliated to any political party. It is vigorously committed
to maintaining its independence and believes in taking an objective
approach to issues. We believe in developing good relations with
people in India and abroad and to that extent it is a forum where
subjects of mutual interest are discussed. We aim to provide a
platform to voice our concern wherever or whenever the rights of
Indian people are being challenged and plan our actions accordingly.
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Objectives
FISI’s major objectives include:
•
•

•

•

Maintain and strengthen friendly relations
between the people of India and the rest of
the humanity
Act as a non-governmental channel
of communication between India and
other countries to promote and protect
international human rights
Meet and honour individual Indians for
their achievements as well as highlight
India’s global contribution to culture, sports,
politics, economics, sciences and other
notable fields
Discuss and debate matters concerning the
people of India and of Indian origin living
either at home or in any part of the world, to
help them in case of need or distress

Activities
FISI’s activities reflect a commitment to
accomplish its objectives. Over the last 40
years FISI has held numerous conferences and
seminars to further its objectives. Prominent
politicians, academics and ideologists have
participated in organised meetings and
maintained contact with the organisation
including The Indian High Commissioner &
Deputy High Commissioner, Chairman of the
Jewish Community, TUC officials and ethnic
press representatives.
Activities have included a one day seminar
at the London School of Economics on the
Liberalisation of India’s Economy in 1992,
numerous functions and lectures with
distinguished visitors from India who have
visited UK such as Shri L.K. Advani, Late
Shri Kidar Nath Sahani, Late Shri Dattopant
Thengadi, Shri Narendra Modi, Late Shri Ashok
Singhal, Late Professor Rajendra Singh, Shri
Ashok Chowgule & Shri Dr Nagendra.

We have also hosted charity events to raise
funds for humanitarian projects in India. Funds
have been raised for education and health
programmes; aid families of policemen and
soldier who were killed in action; provide
artificial limbs through the “Enabled the
Disabled” project; emergency aid directed
towards earthquake and flood relief.
Having a voice that can be heard at home
and on the international stage is important.
FISI is active in lobbying various British and
European politicians on matters to promote a
better appreciation of India’s position on various
issues. A number of press statements have also
been circulated on a wide range of subjects. We
have expressed opinions from local anti-Indian
issues to broader topics including interference
by foreign countries in India’s internal affairs, the
human rights record and oppression of Indian
people in Pakistan & Bangladesh, and bringing
to light the issue of Kashmir as an integral part
of India.
The tendency of the western press to project
India and Indians in a tarnished manner has
now reduced, but this has only changed
after persistent campaigns to correct biased
reporting by putting into perspective numerous
cases with counteracting facts. To facilitate
the broadcasting of these issues, FISI is able
to publish literature to distribute for public
information as the need arises.
Part of the role of FISI remains to lobby and
act as a pressure group for local UK issues
and international relations. FISI continues to
be of great importance since it is an impartial
organisation that continues to be vocal,
particularly on anti-India disputes. We currently
have a small dedicated nucleus of members
involved in achieving FISI’s aims and are always
on the lookout for more volunteers who could
assist in our efforts.
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Hindu Lawyers
Association (HLA)
Jayesh Jotangia, Barrister
email@jayeshjotangia.com

The concept of an association of Hindu lawyers in the
UK had been in the minds of Sangh adhikaris for a
number of years. More and more swayamsevaks and
sevikas were beginning to study law at university and
on the verge of obtaining professional qualification
thereafter. However, the idea required committed
persons and focus to create a group and take it
forward.
It must have been around 2009/2010 when I spoke
with Kishan Bhatt (previous PRO of NHSF UK) to
give this idea some thought. Before long and with the
assistance of Dhanisha Patel and Vishal Patel who
were leading the legal team within NHSF UK, the HLA
started to take shape at its various chapters and the
idea of HLA started to materialise.

NHSF support
This support from students was extremely crucial in
laying the foundation for where we are today. Under
NHSF’s legal team, the HLA began to organise a
number of events at universities, including a national
mooting competitions. In 2011, the HLA decided
to take a more formal shape outside the remit of the
NHSF as we needed to engage more with qualified
lawyers. Pramod Joshi, a barrister was enrolled to
assist and asked to be our first Chairman. We began
to engage with more qualified lawyers and in October
2011 on the auspicious day of Vijya Dashmi, a formal
launch of HLA was inaugurated at a City Law firm in
London.
In the main, HLA’s purpose had been drafted to
provide support and assistance to Hindu bodies who
pro-actively promote Hindu Dharma. In addition, the
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Liladherbhai (Left) and Dhanjibhai

HLA would aim to raise the profile of Hindu
lawyers nationally and to engage more with our
regulatory bodies. The ethos and core values
upon which the HLA stands, were encapsulated
by three fundamental concepts which are now
woven into all its work and activities; Education,
Charity and Social Welfare.

Guide for the community

A testament to the clear vision that the HLA is
working towards, is visible in the past events
we have organised. For example, being the first
faith based group to celebrate Diwali at the Law
Society and at the Supreme Court a few years
later in 2015. Those events have been attended
by the Ministry of Justice, the former Attorney
General, Parliamentarians and senior Judges.

In the Spring and Summer of 2014, the pro
bono unit of HLA decided to write a Guide for
the Community. This booklet was compiled
with a view to providing general guidance
on the establishment and running of Hindu
charities/organisations and their premises.
In a sense of civic duty and to help to avoid
some legal pitfalls, the HLA prepared this well
received publication. There were a wide range
of topics covered including the obligations of
a charity and its trustees, issues concerning
property, safeguarding visitors to premises run
by organisations and dealing with disputes in
general. This prompted a pro bono conference
in 2016 where legal issues were discussed with
community leaders.

One major milestone event of historic
significance was the incorporation of the All
Party Parliamentary Group (APPG) for British
Hindus after a call by the members of HLA and
former members of NHSF in November 2013. In
fact, it was recognised by the Parliamentarians
that an APPG could only have been formulated
by the HLA and no other organisation, which
is why its incorporation received immediate
support by them.

The HLA is beginning to be deemed as an
asset to the British Hindu community and is
increasingly being invited to various national
functions. This year, the HLA is looking to
organise a pro-bono series of lectures relating
to areas of law and issues within them that
Hindu organisations should be made aware of.
With this visionary association and its motivated
team of volunteers, there is always work to be
done.

Historic events
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Shantilal Thanki, Leicester
info@hskonline.co.uk
www.hskonline.co.uk
Small beginnings
Hindu Sahitya Kendra (HSK) started
from small beginnings when books
were informally acquired on request and
shared with those who attended shakhas
and Sangh functions. It developed from
selling out of car boots to a rented
shop in the Belgrave area of Leicester
following the Hindu Sangham, a UK
national shibir in Bradford in the summer
of 1984.
In 1989 the birth centenary of Dr
Hedgewar, HSK experienced a big
boost in publicity because of the Virat
Hindu Sammelan in Milton Keynes. The
demand for books was unexpectedly
high but luckily the volunteers had had
the foresight to purchase enough stock
in advance of the event.
Full time service project
HSK has now grown into a full time
service project that provides resources
on Hindu Dharma, both historical and
current, in the form of printed books,
CDs and online. Apart from sales in the
shop, books are sold online via Amazon,
on stalls at events and also to some local
authorities.
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Vanprasthi Karyakarta – our
dedicated selfless volunteers

Generally most retired people spend
their time in pursuing a hobby, travel or
stay at home to look after grandchildren.
Some just do nothing except watch TV,
meet friends at community centres or
play card games. Many suffer from age
related illness and some retreat into
Also available on
nursing homes.
Retirement is therefore
a challenge and an ideal opportunity
Find us at www.hs
hskonline
to engage in community
work as we toor www.hinduboo
strive toward inner peace and fulfilment
in life.
Facebook “f ” Logo

CMYK / .ai

Facebook “f ” Logo

CMYK / .ai

Hindu Sahitya Kendra (Hindu Literature Centre) is a service project of Hindu Swayamsevak Sangh UK. Registered Ch
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We have two such role models –
Shri Liladharbhai Raithatha (86) and
Dhanjibhai Bhadresa (81). They have
been working full time, 6 days a week
from 11am to 5.30pm (Mon-Sat) nonstop except for occasional holidays, to
manage the HSK shop for more than two
decades.
Sewa is the motivation
Shri Liladharbhai came to the UK in
1972 from Uganda where he had his
own business. After retirement in 1994
Shri Laxmidasji Kotecha, Sanghachalak
of East Midlands Vibhag, encouraged
him to volunteer for Sangh. He started
work in administration at the karyalaya,

helping Shri Chandubhai Bhatt who
was managing the office. This was the
beginnings of what was to become a
deep feeling that HSK was his business
and therefore he would go on to work
long hours with an unrivalled selfless
dedication.
Most touching and inspiring is the fact
that he looked after his disabled, wheel
chair bound wife for many years while
he also held responsibility for the shop.
When asked what is his motivation he
simply replied “Sewa”.
Good health
Shri Dhanjibhai came to the UK in 1972
from Kenya. He had his own tailoring
business in Mombasa and retired from
the family business in Leicester in 1996.
Encouraged again by Laxmidasji Kotecha
he decided to dedicate his time to the
HSK book shop. For the last 20 years,
Dhanjibhai has helped Liladharbhai
every weekday. He has also attended

SSV full time (10 days) for the past 15
years to manage the HSK bookstall.
His motivation is again to do Sewa. He
proudly says that by doing Sewa work at
HSK, he has had the good fortune to see
Advaniji, Keshubhai Patel, Arun Jaitley,
Swami Ramdevji and many more people.
He feels that his health (mental and
physical) is stronger due to the regular
work at the shop.
A new wave of volunteers
Even today, the shop is being
managed by these two inspiring retired
swayamsevaks who have been running
it for over 25 years. In continuing the
principle of volunteers providing some
of their time to serve for the good of
the community, HSK is using this year’s
Sanskriti Maha Shibir to encourage a
team of younger participants to take the
lead in sourcing items and gaining the
experience of organising and managing
the sales at the shibir.
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International Centre
for Cultural Studies UK
(ICCS UK)
Aislinn Mae,
Coordinator ICCS UK
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Have you ever wondered what were UK’s
religious and spiritual beliefs before Christianity
arrived onto this island? What were the social
conventions and cultures like? Did the people
have their own rituals and festivals? Who are
the Druids and Pagans? Intrigued?
Five years ago, some swayamsevaks and
sevikas decided to ponder deeper into this
intrigue. They made contact with some Druids
and interacted with them. Out of this regular
interactions came the idea of celebrating each
others festivals and beliefs jointly. Hence the
project of “One Tree Gathering” (OTG) was
born. The first ‘One Tree Gathering’ (OTG)
was held in Worcester. This is an event
where the indigenous communities of the UK
and the Hindu community come together to
explore and learn about the values we share
and the commonalities that bind us as one; to
strengthen both communities.

ICCS UK
Inspired and connected to the International
Centre for Cultural Studies, OTG has become
an annual event containing talks, experiential
and cultural activities as well as explorative
dialogues. In 2015, after the 4th annual OTG,
ICCS UK came into being with a small team of
swayamsevaks and sevikas.

ICCS UK, in its foundation stages, is looking to
strengthen bonds with the Pagan communities
through sampark (contact) and by exploring
festivals of each tradition with all communities.
The relationships this builds will allow the
UK chapter to work towards the international
mission of facilitating the revitalization of diverse
ancient traditions and cultures of the world
through a forum for learning, understanding,
and networking, in order for the world to be
enriched and strengthened by the intrinsic
wisdom of these ancient indigenous traditions.

The long terms aims of the ICCS UK
are:
1. To organise activities
2. To Support community development, cultural
projects and green initiatives
3. To Publish research journals and books
4. o Conduct comparative studies of cultures
The theme for One Tree Gathering 2016 is
‘Sacred Bonds’. The gathering will be held at
Beaumanor Hall in Leicestershire this year on
21-21st August. If you’d like to know more or
attend, please email ukiccs@gmail.com
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NHSF – National Hindu
Students’ Forum
Yajur Shah, London
NHSF (UK) National President
yajur.shah@nhsf.org.uk
www.nhsf.org.uk

Our Origins
Inspired by swayamsevaks from Hindu Swayamsevak
Sangh, National Hindu Students’ Forum (UK) was
founded in the academic year 1991/1992 because
there was a need to create a platform where Hindu
students could meet as Hindus; to create a home away
from home. NHSF (UK) also provided protection to
Hindu students at university from being groomed by
extremist groups that were eventually banned from
university campuses due to the combined efforts of
NHSF (UK) and the Union of Jewish Students.

Bear the flame of Hindu Dharma
Since then, we have proven that Hindu students have
the capacity to make a difference, whether it being
integral to gathering over 37,000 people to protest
in favour of getting planning permission approval for
the Bhaktivedanata Manor, fighting cases of sexual
grooming at university or lobbying the National Union
of Students to wake up to the clear disparity in support
provided to various faith groups, including the Hindu
community.
Support & Leadership in a home away from home
Today, our focus lies in inspiring Hindu students to
contribute in a positive way to British societal life.
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Our position, as one of the best-educated
populations in Britain, coupled with effective
leadership training, provides the perfect
opportunity for us to create a new generation
of Hindu leaders – people who will contribute a
Hindu perspective to the world.
By providing an expansive support network
across nearly 50 universities for our Hindu
students, and providing opportunities for them
to develop their skills in a Dharmic environment,
we have seen our members go on to become
national and international leaders in thought and
action.
Importantly, all of this is done with students in
mind. Remembering that students have some of
their most cherished memories from this time in
their lives, we aim to ensure our members have
a great time at university, make great friends and
build networks that will stay with them forever.
Today, we have grown to host over 4,000
active student members and form a network of
thousands of alumni and professionals.
NHSF (UK) works in a dynamic way on many
different levels and not all of our members

are expected to engage at the same level.
For a lot of them we exist simply to provide a
comfortable and safe environment whilst they
are away from home. With this in mind we are
in the early stages of working towards having
Hindu Chaplains available at our universities.
For many of our students, NHSF (UK) is a door
to better leadership development and over
500 students engage in leadership roles at
local Hindu societies. By actively helping to run
the organisation, committee members across
the country gain the valuable skills needed to
become effective leaders.

Largest Hindu student movement
outside Bharat
We do all of this because we believe that it is
the turn of young Hindus to take up the mantle
and, as is our slogan for our 25th anniversary
celebrations, bear the flame of Hindu Dharma.
By simply informing others of our work,
participating in our activities, campaigning with
us or even become a member, you continue
to support what is the largest Hindu student
movement outside Bharat – something we
should be immensely proud of.
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National Hindu Welfare
Support (NHWS)
National Hindu Welfare Support (NHWS) was
launched on Raksha Bandan 2015.
‘Raksha’ underpins the ethos of NHWS: to
protect, support and nurture our girls, boys,
families and communities, thereby preserving
and enhancing our values, communities and
Dharma.
NHWS is a voluntary organisation which works
with communities, families and youth to provide
assistance and support to them. It is voluntary
funded and often this is by its volunteers.
NHWS for now is concentrating to raise
awareness of grooming and entrapment of
Hindu boys and girls where they are targeted
and profiled to be exploited or converted. This
occurs when someone builds an emotional
connection with them to gain their trust for the
purposes of sexual abuse, leading to conversion
to another faith. Many Hindu boys and girls do
not understand that they have been groomed or
that what has happened to them is abuse.
The support to those in need is provided by:
• A 24 hour confidential helpline; 020 7341
6279
• Counselling services
• Mediation and advice
• Talks and seminars
• Website; www.nhws.org.uk
• NHWS will develop to provide assistance
and support in areas such as:
• Mental health issues including depression
• Drug abuse
• Alcohol abuse
• Domestic abuse
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Over 5000 leaflets were distributed to Hindu
boys and girls at University in the second week
of September 2015 through National Hindu
Students Forum. It is anticipated that this
year over 15,000 leaflets will be distributed at
Universities / Temples and community centres.
This will continue every year.
NHWS have held or assisted in over 20
awareness seminars / programs throughout
the country in Cardiff, Bolton, Birmingham,
Nottingham and in London – Stanmore,
Wembley, Croydon and others. These have
been attended by over 5000 people.
NHWS have been working on cases where
girls and boys have been groomed. Case
workers are allocated to the girl / boy or the
family and guidance, support and counselling
have been provided to the girl / boy, the
parents and other siblings.
NHWS are seeking volunteers with skills
which are relevant to the areas mentioned,
able to provide time for administration and to
present seminars. NHWS wishes to establish
a network of volunteers in various parts of the
country who are able to work on cases, with
families, communities, temples and to cascade
information, support and training to the grass
root of our community.

Thank you for informing me about the lecture
on Saturday which I attended. Although
stomach churning and rather sickening to
hear what goes on (!) - It was a real eye
opener and has made me realise that I need
to be more vigilant and relay some of this to
my daughter without frightening her.

3 hours of excellent session. 700 people
turned up - wow. The best I have seen. I
and others had tears in eyes. Our girls are
targeted. We are keeping quiet. Imagine
shoe on the other foot! Let us wake up
men. Thank you for organising.

Informative, thought provoking, action
enabling
Ilford community coming together to take
action, as you guys cannot do it all, we will
step up

Very thought provoking, plants the seed that all
members of the community need to do more.
Sad and although it gave me a very restless
night shows the power of such a talk and
brings all members of our community together.
Overall it’s the start of something huge
and if we work together we can help future
generations get through this better.
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Samskrit Bharati UK
Bhartiben Patel
bharti.patel100@yahoo.com
samskritbharatiuk2@gmail.com
www.samskritabharatiuk.org
Samskrita Bharati UK was setup to promote the
study of the language Samskrit by diverse means
and to make the learning of Samskrit easy and
accessible to the masses. Samskrita Bharati UK
is aimed to be accessible to everyone regardless
of his or her current level of the language. It is
considered not only to be a platform to learn but
also a mission as well.

Our Movement and Mission

The movement, originally called “Speak Samskrit
Movement”, started in 1981 in Bangalore and it
was later named and registered as “Samskrita
Bharati” in 1995 in Delhi. The UK chapter was
created to further spread the knowledge across
other countries. Our mission is to bring about
self-development and social change through
Samskritam. Through the learning of this ancient
language we aim to bring to light great scientific
truths hidden in Samskritam literature. With
extensive research into Samskrit, we look to
showcase its true worth and hope to promote
it as potentiality becoming a universal scientific
language.

Regular Meetings – organised every year in
person and two to three times over Skype to
discuss each student’s progress.
Annual residential Sambhashan Shibirs – have
been conducted since 2008 for five days during
the Easter break. Tutors from Bharat and the UK
have conducted the shibirs with great enthusiasm
making this an ever-popular event with attendance
increasing from 30 to 80 this year.
Day and Weekend Sambhashan shibirs – arranged
in many towns across the UK including Preston,
Bolton, London, Ilford, Stevenage, Ashton-UnderLyne and Birmingham. Most of the shibirs have
been attended by between 20 to 45 students.
Correspondence courses – where there is no
opportunity to attend Shibirs, a correspondence
course is provided which is also available via
Skype every fortnight. Currently there are 15-20
students learning through Skype. There are four
levels of the course, Pravesh, Parichay, Shiksha
and Kovid. Each year students can sit their exams
in January or June to complete each level.

Teaching at various UK centres
•
•

There are many secrets to unlock that are tied
up within Samskrit literature on topics such as
•
ancient holistic health care systems in Bharat
including Ayurveda, traditional sciences and
technologies, and also the social sciences. It is
our duty to not let this information fade, to protect •
the language and knowledge, keep Samskrit as a
living language and bring it to the forefront of the
modern world.
•

Teaching methods for all

Samskrita Bharati concentrates mainly to
promote spoken Samskrit, however it uses a
broad range of teaching methods to ensure
accessibility to as wide an audience as possible.
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Ashton-Under-Lyne: Started in September
2015 after conducting a day shibir
Birmingham: Sessions are being conducted
for both children and adults
Leicester: New course for children started in
September 2015 at Abbey Primary School
and regular weekly sessions at Spinney Hill
Primary School
London: Sessions run by volunteers teaching
Samskrit to small children at Krishna Avanti
School
Wellingborough: Regular sessions running
for the last few years together with Geeta
Pathanam

Our second newsletter has recently been
published. If you would like to know more about
Samskrita Bharti UK activities please visit our
website.
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Sewa Day
Started in 2010 Sewa Day has grown from
a UK community based volunteering event
to a global volunteering initiative. Held on an
annual basis and now in its 7th year on Sewa
Day thousands of good-hearted people across
the world come together to perform Sewa and
experience the joy of giving in its truest sense.
By participating in this collective endeavour on
a single day the seeds of Sewa are watered
so that acts of kindness and public service are
performed more often. Sewa Day is a catalyst in
making this happen.
Projects are organised by Individuals,
community groups, Corporates, Small
Businesses and schools across the world based
on at least one of the guiding principles below
•
•
•

Help relieve hardship and poverty
Bring some joy... to those who have little
Help the environment

Fund raising is discouraged as the purpose of
Sewa Day is about giving time.
Previously, participating groups have organised
Sewa Day volunteering projects in old
people’s homes, homeless shelters, schools in
disadvantaged areas, hospitals and hospices,
country parks, conservation areas and city farms
– all with an aim of making a positive difference
to someone else’s happiness and prosperity in
the local community.

As Sewa Day has grown a dedicated schools
programme was started in 2011 with the aim of
teaching pupils the concept of Selfless service
and that charity is about more than giving time.
Through tailored lesson plans thousands of
pupils learn the importance of Sewa but more
importantly get to participate in projects and
experience the joy of doing something for others
without wanting anything in return.
In 2012 the inaugural Sewa Pioneers Awards
were held highlighting some of the projects
that made the most difference in their local
communities. Previous winners include Barham
School in London which organised a concert
in a local nursing home and a clear out of their
local park amongst a week of activities and
URI International in Uganda which organised
tree planting and mentoring schemes with local
vulnerable students.
This year projects are encouraged that will
match the concept Every Day is Sewa Day
as we aim to encourage sustainable regular
volunteering amongst the 25 countries and
thousands of volunteers that will take part.
To find out how to get involved and make a
difference in your local community go to
www.sewaday.org
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Sewa International UK
(Sewa UK)
Bharat Vadukul, Secretary Sewa UK
Email: bharat@sewauk.org
www.sewauk.org

Sewa International (branded as SEWA UK)
is a leading Hindu charity in the UK. It was
launched as a project of HSS (UK) during the
disastrous earthquake in Latur (Maharashtra,
Bharat) in 1993. It became famous during the
Latur earthquake because of its appealing
tagline of “Zero administration cost”. Since then
most charities publicise their admin cost to
satisfy the donors. Prior to the launch of Sewa
International, HSS(UK) raised funds for disaster
victims on its own name ( eg. Andhra Cyclone in
1977, Morbi Dam burst, etc).
For more than 20 years, Sewa International
was guided and led by its chairperson Shri
Shantibhai Mistry. It supported many projects in
Bharat and East Africa e.g. Leprosy project in
Madhya Pradesh, water wells in Kenya, medical
camps and education projects in Bharat. Its
Sponsor a Child Education Aid was one of its
most popular projects which helped more than
500 under-privileged students in nine states of
Bharat. The project was later closed after review
of the overall activities of the Sewa International.

Greatest Accolade
Greatest accolade was the trust that the public
in UK have in Sewa International and this was
highlighted following the Gujarat earthquake
when Sewa International received nearly £3.1
million pounds which was used to build 6
villages, 256 schools and Bunga houses at the
start of the rehab programme. During the time
of Gujarat Earthquake, due to an allegation by
one person, the Charity Commission started
an investigation of Sewa International. After
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exhaustive investigation lasting more than 2
years – Sewa International was totally cleared
of all allegations. On the recommendation of
Charity Commission, Sewa International was
separated from HSS(UK) and became an
independent charity in 2009. It adopted a brand
name of Sewa UK.

Focus on Disablities
Shri Shantibhai Mistry stepped down as
Chariman and the offices were moved from
Leicester to Birmingham in late 2010. These
changes gave an opportunity for Sewa UK
to review its overall activities, its strengths
and weaknesses and future direction. After
almost a year of study and review, it decided
to concentrate on projects that support people
with disabilities (PWD). In 2011, a delegation
from sewa UK visited Bharat and met with
members of Shaksham and other organisations
that help and support PWDs. After considering
the merits of the projects we saw, Sewa UK
decided to support the building of a school
at Jawhar (near Nasik) for Children with
disabilities. We also agreed to sponsor 500
Abrar Units for visually challenged persons(as
developed by Shaksham).

Cleft Palate Operations
In 2012, we started to work with The Northern
Cleft Foundation (a dedicated team of doctors,
nurses and volunteers) who carry out cleft
palate correction surgeries. After discussions
with the team at Dr Hedgewar Hospital (HH) in
Aurangabad, the first Cleft “CAMP” was held

in October 2013 – which was a resounding
success. The NCF team were so impressed
with the way in which the whole camp was
structured and the enthusiasm of the team at
Dr HH that they wished to base themselves
permanently at Dr HH. The camp was repeated
in 2014. In total, nearly 200 persons (mainly
children) were operated.

Capital Projects Only
Sewa UK has decided to work on Capital
Projects Only, as even today in 2016, we talk
about the fact that people can go to Gujarat
and see for themselves how we have used
the £3.1million that was entrusted to us. A
permanent structure becomes a legacy and
people can see for themselves how their money
was use. Sewa UK will continue to support
the rehabilitation of displaced people following
a disaster and testimony to this is the school
that we have chosen for rebuilding at Chinkka
Uttarakhand following the rains of 2013.

Charity Shops

organisation that will “do what they say”. We
always say to our donors that money that they
give us for a project will go there in its entirety
and we manage our expenses from general
donations and from schemes that we have to
raise funds for the operation of the charity.
There are 2 schemes running currently
1.
Tin collection, managed by the Coventry
team with collection points in many towns and
cities
2.
The charity shops – run and managed
by volunteers . There are two shops at present,
one in Birmingham and one in Edgware, North
London.There are plans to open more such
shops in the UK.
3.
Charity Through Adventure (CTA) – this
is a project of Sewa UK. It organises adventure
events to raise funds – the primary one being
the Yorkshire 3 Peaks Challenge which raises
anything from £5000 upwards every year.
www.charitythroughadventure.co.uk

Sewa UK is slowly gaining more support
and once again re-establishing itself as an
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Vishwa Hindu
Parishad UK
Kishorbhai Ruparelia, London
Former General Secretary VHP (UK)
Stanmore Arjun Shakha, Swayamsevak
eka.eva.108@gmail.com

VHP-UK was formed in July 1969. In 1972 it officially
became registered as a Hindu Charity (No.262684).
Our Branches can be found across the UK in Bolton,
Leicester, South London, Ilford, Newham, North
London, West London, Northampton, Nottingham,
West Midlands, Manchester and Yorkshire. There are
temples at Ilford and Bolton, a community day centre in
Croydon where Satsangs and luncheons are hosted,
and we own land property in Newham.
The UK organisation was inspired by VHP-International
which was founded in 1964 in the Sandipani Ashram,
Mumbai. Last year in Leicester we celebrated the
Golden Jubilee of VHP-International which was
attended by 67 Sansthas (organisations). The
programme contained exhibitions and presentations on
the history and journey of VHP from its beginnings to
present day.

Interfaith & Education
VHP-UK is a pioneer member of The Interfaith Network
UK (IFN), established in 1983, and Hindu Christian
Forum (HCF) which started in 2001. We promote
Hindu values by participating in SACRE events
(Standing Advisory Council on Religious Education)
in several cities. Our publication “Explaining Hindu
Dharma – a guide for teachers” has been received
enthusiastically by Religious Education teachers, exam
boards, school inspectors and VHP in USA, as an
authoritative publication. Recently, Manchester branch
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has been registered as a centre for GCSE
examinations in Hindi and Vedic courses.
Our recent publication entitled “16 Hindu
Sanskars” (Sacraments), compiled by Dr Bhan
and Dr Sinha, has been heartily welcomed by
the community. Aimed particularly at young
people, it gives a comprehensive explanation
and guidance of the sanskars along with
relevant Vedic Mantras.
Each branch holds various activities using the
talents available in their respective areas. They
aim to celebrate festivals to promote Hindu
Dharma, culture, language education, religious
classes, music, dance and arts.

The wider Hindu Community
VHP-UK was instrumental in organising “Virat
Hindu Sammelan”, in conjunction with hundreds
of other organisations and temples at Milton
Keynes in 1989. It was graced by 35 SantMahatmas and leaders from Bharat, worldfamous Bharateeya singers and attended by
over 100,000 Hindus in the UK. We organised
seminars in several cities in 1993 to mark the
centenary of Swami Vivekananda’s famous
address at the World Parliament of Religions
in Chicago. The 300th year anniversary of the
founding of Khalsa Panth by Guru Govind
Singhji was celebrated in 1999 by an Exhibition
on Sikhism. In 2001, we organised “Dharma
Prasar Yatra” in Leicester and Watford, led by
Dr B.K. Modi, addressed by Sant-Mahatmas
from various Sampradaayas (sects).

In 1993 we joined ISKCON’s HKTDM, the
long term campaign to save the Bhaktivedanta
Mandir, near Watford. Our members
participated in the famous rally of 36,000
people in 1994, providing 400 marshals and
maximum support. The campaign’s success is
a landmark in the history of British Hindus. We
have also participated in many other campaigns
for Hindu causes. We particularly mention
the derogatory depiction of Hindu Deities on
MatchBox toys, shoes, drink bottles and cans –
in all these cases our campaign succeeded.
We also organised a number of conferences of
Hindu organisations to address various Hindu
issues and concerns. In the process we earned
the role of a Hindu Co-ordination body. Our
senior adhikaris (executives) have been cochairs of IFN and HCF, so our reputation has
received growing respect from Sampradaayik
organisations and temples.
On behalf of the President of VHP-UK, Dr
Tribhovan Jotangia, and all the members of
our 12 branches, we would like to convey to
Hindu Swayamsevak Sangh UK our heartiest
congratulations on the 50th Anniversary of
their Ishwariya Karya in UK. We also pray to
Paramatma to give HSS (UK) all the vigour to
achieve the goal of “Param Vaibhav”.
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Vichar Manthan (VM)
Dr. Sachin Nandha
Leicester, Entrepreneur
Coordinator of VM Chapters
info@vichaarmanthan.org

Learn, Live and Share Hindu ideas (since 1986)
To provide a Hindu platform for earnest thinkers, to permeate earnest ideas
throughout society and to build a better cohesive yet plural society.
Living in an open democratic and liberal
society, the need for an activity that promotes
debate, discussion and dialogue in the
Hindu community was strongly felt by some
karyakartas in Birmingham. So in 1986 the
concept of Vichaar Manthan, meaning ‘to churn
ideas’, was born and monthly meetings started
at the Sparkhill Neighbourhood Centre in
Birmingham.
Emphasis was placed on regularity and
punctuality in the way in which VMs were
conducted in those early days, and were mainly
attended by Swayamsevaks and Sevikas. Small
groups of 15 people gathered. Soon, as with all
simple, but effective ideas word slowly spread
and the numbers that attended grew and soon
reached around 120 attendees. The mailing list
grew to around 200 and consisted of mainly
community leaders, activists, academics,
professionals of all disciplines from medical
to law. Subjects covered in those early VMs
spanned across many themes from current
affairs to health and social challenges of
that time. Speakers often came from all faith
groups and professions. Several Members of
Parliament had also spoken, along with the likes
of L.M. Singhvi (High Comissioner of India),
Ajit Doval (presently the head of the National
Security Agency), Franscois Gautier (Journalist),
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Dr Ved Nanda (Dean of Denver University)
and Manish Pandit (a film producer). Soon the
venue changed to the University of Birmingham.
Swayamsevaks and Sevikas soon took the
idea of VM into other nearby towns and cities,
namely, Leicester, Nottingham, Croydon, North
London, Manchester and the idea was even
exported overseas to the USA.
Presently VMs are held in Birmingham,
Leicester, London, Manchester and Nottingham.
VMs now are attended by over 100 people
and followed by many hundreds more. It has
attracted world renowned thinkers such as
Rajiv Malhotra, Professor Steven Biddulph, Lord
Paddy Ashdown, Professor Steven Cross and
a countless number of leaders of organisations
to speak on the VM platform. In 2016, VM for
the first time was hosted in parliament where
the Welfare State was discussed from a Hindu
perspective – Professor Satish Modh spoke at
the event along with Bob Blackman, Member of
Parliament.
VM aims to influence the influencers. It aims to
engage leaders of organisations by bringing
them onto a Hindu platform to discuss the
challenges British society is facing today. VM is
a platform to learn, live and share Hindu ideas.
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Mohanraoji Bhagwat, London Sept. 2008

Edingbrough Balagokulam 2009

Surya Namaskar yagya Bradford 2012

Images
from
2006 to
2016
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Guruji Centenary Celebrations, 2006

SSV Samarop 2011

Khel Pratiyogita 2010

Praudh Shibair 2007

Man. Dattatreyaji in Bradford 2014

Sewa Kilimanjaro Trek 2006
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Experience of
Sangh parivar
Aravind Narayan (15)
Warrington Shakha
(Written in SSV 2012)

Prabhuram Mehta
Swindon Shakha

We often say in shakha that Sangh is a big
family. I have had the privilege of experiencing
it and seeing how strong the Sangh network is
at first hand. Two years ago I went to Chennai
in South India on holiday. There unfortunately I
fell ill. I went to see a doctor. Whilst checking
me, he enquired about myself, knowing me as
coming from England. He asked if there are any
Indian organisations in England. I told him that
I was a Swayamsevak and described events
that I had been to in Sangh like the Yorkshire 3
Peaks Challenge. I felt good to talk to him and
show him activities that we do in shakha like
suryanamaskar,etc. The doctor told me that he
was also a swayamsevak. He was very happy to
meet me. After almost half an hour of chat, he
told us that he would not charge his fee.

I welcome this opportunity of contributing to
the brochure to mark the 50 eventful years
of HSS activity in UK. I applaud the aims of
this Sanskriti Mahashibir to promote peace,
tolerance and friendship and unity amongst all
section of community in UK.

At this moment I realised how vast the Sangh
network is and that we are all brothers. Just by
saying “Sangh” or “Swayamsevak”, the relations
and atmosphere between people changes.
This year my family and I are going to the States
for summer holiday. We obtained contacts
of s’sevaks at various places and informed
them about our plans. We were surprised to
receive spontaneous email replies from different
shakhas asking us when we were coming so
that they can make arrangements. I felt very
proud to belong to such a closely bonded and
vast family. I can’t wait to visit a shakha abroad.

This event reminds me of my youth when we
celebrated in UK Dr Hedgewar Birth Centenary,
Virat Hindu Sammelan, Hindu Marathon,
Shri Guruji Birth Centenary year and Swami
Vivekanand 150 Centenary.
When I was 7-8 years old I went to shakha
in Kenya and attended 3 camps. From 19701990 I was in Newham (East London) and
Ilford shakha. I had privilege of meeting
many experienced karyakartas like, Pishorilal
Bhallaji, Jagdishji Sood, Ramnathji, Iqbalji,
Dr Hardas, Lalchandji, Dharampal Sharmaji,
Naginji, Satyanarayanji, Laxmanrao Bhideji and
Aptekarji.
From 1990 we have settled in Swindon and
continued with our Sangh work.
I have attended four Vishwa Sangh Shibir in
Bharat (Mumbai 2000) (Gandhinagar 2005)
(Pune 2010) (Indore 2015) and made friends in
many countries of the world.
I wish to congratulate all workers of HSS for
their noble and tireless work for the cause of
Hindus. Wish them every success in bringing
out this special issue.
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ƐĂƌǀĂŵĂŷŐĂůĂŵĈŷŐĂůǇĈ܉
ĚĞǀţŵƐĂƌǀĈƌƚŚĂƐĈĚŚŝŬĈŵ
ƑĂƌĂźǇĈŵƐĂƌǀĂďŚƻƚĈŶĈ܉
ŶĂŵĈŵŽďŚƻŵŝŵĈƚĂƌĂŵ
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ȡȪ ͧǗ ȡ QA

We bow to thee Mother Earth. The giver of all happiness, the
centre of all good things, the fulfiller of all our desires and the
refuge of all beings.
ǔÍ ȡÛǾȡ

sĂĐĐŝĚĈŶĂŶĚĂƌƻƉĈǇĂ
ǀŝƑǁĂŵĂŶŐĂůĂ hetĂǀĞ
ǀŝƑǁĂĚŚĂƌŵĂŝŬĂŵƻůĈǇĂ
ŶĂŵŽƐƚƵƉĂƌĂŵĈƚŵĂŶĞ

ͪæɨ¡ȯ ȯ@
ͪæȷ
Ǘ ȡ

ȪMèǕ ȡ×ȯA

We pay our respects to you, Oh Mighty God, you have the
knowledge and you give happiness. You are the giver and the
cause of all the goodness and you are the only source of
Dharma (righteousness), which embraces the whole world.

ǀŝƑǁĂĚŚĂƌŵĂǀŝŬĈƐĈƌƚŚĂŵ
ƉƌĂďŚŽƐĂŶŐŚĂԑŝƚĈǀĂǇĂŵ
ƑƵďŚĈŵĈƑŝƔĂ-ŵĂƐŵĂďŚǇĂŵ
ĚĞŚŝƚĂƚƉĂƌŝƉƻƌƚĂǇĞ

ͪæ[ͪȡ ȡɍ Q

ĤȪ ɨǑȡ  Q@


Ǖ ȡȡͧèß Q

ȯ Ǒ¡  Q ǐ
[ ȯA
Ǘ 

O God. We get together and organise ourselves for the
spread and development of Vishwa (universal) Dharma,
kindly bless us so that we can reach this goal.
ĂũĂǇǇĂŵĈƚŵĂƐĈŵĂƌƚŚǇĂŵ
ƐƵƑţůĂ ܉ůŽŬĂƉƻũŝƚĂŵ
ũŶĈŶĂ ܉ĐĂĚĞŚŝǀŝƑǀĞƑĂ
ĚŚǇĞǇĂŵĈƌŐĂ ƉƌĂŬĈƑĂŬĂŵ

\áȡ× ȡØɍ Q

Ǖ ȢȲ ȪǔǗ  Q@

£ȡȲ

ȯ Ǒ¡ ͪæȯ

Úȯȡ[ Ĥȡ QA

O Lord of the Universe. Grant us unbeatable strength, self
confidence, good character worthy of respect by others and
the knowledge that will show us the path leading to the
achievement of our aim.
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ǀŝƑǁĂĚŚĂƌŵĂƉƌĂŬĈƑĞŶĂ
ǀŝƑǁĂƑĈŶƚŝƉƌĂǀĂƌƚĂŬĞ
ŚŝŶĚƵƐĂŶŐŚĂƚĂŶĈŬĈƌǇĞ
ĚŚǇĞǇĂŶŝƔƚŚĈƐƚŚŝƌĈ-stuna۹

ͪæ[Ĥȡȯ

ͪæȡǔÛĤ[ȯ@
Ǒ¡Û Ǖ ɨȡȡȶ

ÚȯǓçȡ ǔèȡèǕ ȬA

Let us have unwavering devotion to our ideal of organising
and uniting the society (Hindu) so that it is capable of
establishing world peace by following the universal Dharma.
sĂŶŐŚĂƑĂŬƚŝƌǀŝũĞƚƌţǇĂ܉
ŬƏƚǀĈƐŵĂĚĚŚĂƌŵĂƌĂŬƐŚĂźĂŵ
ƉĂƌĂŵĂ ܉ǀĂŝďŚĂǀĂ ܉ƉƌĈƉƚƵ܉
ƐĂŵĂƌƚŚĈƐƚƵƚĂǀĈƑŝƔĈ

sĂŵƵƚŬĂƌƔŽ ƐƚƵŶŽŶŝƚǇĂ܉
ni۹ƑƌĞǇĂƐĂƐĂŵĂŶǀŝƚĂ۹
ƚĂƚƐĈĚŚĂŬĂ ܉ƐƉŚƵƌĂƚǁĂŶƚĂ۹
ƐƵǀţƌĂ ǀƌĂƚĂŵƵũǀĂůĂŵ

×Ǖ ȾèǕ Ȫ Ǔ×Ȳ

ǓȬĮȯ

ǔÛȬ@

× ȡȲ èǕ×ÛȬ

Ǖ ȢĭÏ
Ǖ  QA

We have undertaken a vow which is divine and worthy of
heroes. It aims at achieving our material and spiritual
prosperity. May this great vow always inspire our hearts to
fulfil it.
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ɨǔÈͪ[ȯğȢȲ

Ǚ×ȡèƨ[ ¢ Q@

Ȳ ȰȲ ĤȡÜȲǕ

ȡ[èǕ ȡͧȡA

Let our victorious organised strength, protected by our
Dharma, be capable of achieving the supreme prosperity for
all through your blessings.
×ȣȯ Ö
Ǖ ȡȶǔè Q

tǀĂĚţǇĞƉƵźǇĂŬĈƌǇĞƐŵŝŶ
ǀŝƑǁĂŬĂůǇĈźĂƐĈĚŚĂŬĞ
ƚǇĈŐĂƐĞǀĈǀƌĂƚĂƐǇĈǇĂŵ
ŬĈǇŽŵĞƉĂƚĂƚƵƉƌĂďŚŽ

ͪæãȡ ȡȯ@

×ȡ ȯȡĭèȡ Q
ȡȪ ȯ Ǖ ĤȪA

In pursuit of the welfare of the human race, which indeed is
thy holy cause, and inspired by noble virtues of service and
sacrifice, let my being, O Lord, be offered at your feet.
ͪæ [ ȧ 

VŝƑǁĂŚĂƌŵĂ<ŝ:Ăŝ

Victory To The Universal Dharma
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